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Abstract
Concord in Ugaritic in the Light of Comparative Semitics
2.
Sandra Lynne Littman
Ugaritic, a North-west Semitic language known only from alpha,, 
betic tablets dating to about 1300 BCE, displays many features in 
common with classical Semitic and is generally considered a fairly 
conservative language. This thesis is an investigation of number 
and gender concord in Ugaritic nouns, verbs, and numerals, in various 
syntactic structures, and with reference to related phenomena in other 
Semitic languages, prompted by the many phrases which are apparent 
exceptions to the presumed 'rules’ governing concord and which are 
too numerous to be attributed to scribal error.
P'.’, rtU
, >' t
The difficulties inherent in the consonantal system of ortho­
graphy affect the recognition of concord. Determination of number 
and/or gender of individual nouns is further complicated by occasionally 
insufficient textual evidence. While many nouns use the morphemes 0,
-m, -m for masculine singular, dual, and plural, and -_t, -tm, -t_ for 
feminine singular, dual, and plural, as is the case generally through­
out Semitic, there are many which do not fit this pattern. In the 
concord of verbs, Ugaritic appears unique in preferring a tQBE(n) form 
of the prefix conjugation with 3mpl subjects, particularly in the order 
subject-verb. In the suffix conjugation, Ugaritic allows a QBR form 
to precede feminine singular subject nouns and pronouns and the first 
person subject pronoun ank. The numeral ’two ’ appears to have been 
used as expected on the basis of comparative Semitics. Numerals 3 - 1 0  
ending in 0 are attested with masculine and feminine nouns; those 
ending in -t^  occur mostly with masculine nouns. Ugaritic is unique 
among the Semitic languages in having three forms of the teen numeral:
Ir and &rh occur with masculine nouns; there is not sufficient 
indication that £rt is the preferred form with feminine nouns.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to explain number and 
gender concord in Ugaritic nouns, verbs, adjectives, and numerals, in 
various syntactic structures and with reference to related phenomena in
other Semitic languages. The need for this study stems, in part from
/1
phrases in the Ugaritic texts which seem contrary to the widely applic- 
able Semitic rules of concord and is accentuated by the virtual absence 
of vowel markings in the Ugaritic texts. However, before concord in 
Ugaritic can be examined, it is desirable to define concord both 
generally, in terms of linguistic theory, and specifically, in berms 
of Semitic patterns of agreement.
Concord, or agreement, is a means of control of various words 
in syntactic groupings and may be defined as the requirement that two 
or more words of specific word classes that stand in a formal syntactic 
relationship with one another shall also be characterized by the same 
paradigmatically marked category or categories (e.g., masculine, fern- 
. inine, singular, plural).
At its most basic, the requirement of concord in Semitic langu­
ages is that words in noun-adjective and noun-numeral phrases must agree
with respect to number and gender, and in the case of subject-verb
/
phrases, agreement must include person as well. .■ Semitic languages dis~
•* V
tinguish two genders (masculine and feminine) and three numbers (singu­
lar, dual, plural). With respect to verbs, there are three persons (1st, 
2nd, 3rd) in the singular and plural; dual is marked for second and third
1. R.H. Robins, General Linguistics: An Introductory Survey, page 235.
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person© only.1 In the second and third persons, masculine and feminine 
agreement/can)be'expressed; in the 1st person, both singular and plural, 
gender is not distinguished; there is only common gender* The number, 
gender, and person distinctions are fairly precisely mirrored by the 
personal pronouns, both independent and suffixed*
Paradigmatic descriptions of number and gender morphemes for 
adjectives, numerals, and verbs do not, as a rule, require particular- 
ization; there are few, if any, exceptions to the usages implied by 
such statements. 'The reconstructed paradigms for the prefix and suffix 
conjugations are as follow;
prefix conjugation suffix conjugation
lcs 1AQBURU qabarku
2ms TA^BURU qabarta
2fs taqburT(n a ) QABARTI
3ms YAQBURU QABARA
3f© TACJBURU qabarat
2cd TAQBUBA(NI) QABARTUMA
3md yaqburaCn i ) QABARA
3fd TAQBURA(NI) QABARATl
Icpl naqburu QABARNA
2mpl tacjburu(n a ) QABARTUHU
2fpl taqburX^na qabartin(n )a
3mpl YAQBimf(KA) QABARU
3fpl yaqbura/na QABARA
These paradigms are based on the material in CGSL, as are those that 
follow for the adjectives and numerals. I have Used the root QBR for
1. There is, in Ugaritic, evidence suggestive of a first person dual, 
but this is unique among the Semitic languages*
. ' 8.
the same reasons that it was used in CGSL; it is found in all the 
languages and none of its consonants functions as an afformative in 
any Semitic language. I am listing the reconstructed Proto-Semitic 
paradigms here rather than particularizing those from each and every 
Semitic language; where particulars are relevant, they shall be 
mentioned.
Some of the number, gender, and person distinctions are effected 
by means of consonants, but the details-are not possible with out the
use of vowels, either the alternation of long and short vowels, or,
/
as in some languages, the presence or absence or' a suffixed vowelf
(y w v  or 0 ojv/v). The result is that in the prefix conjugation, the
distribution of consonantal morphemes is:
les *- lcpl n-
2ms t- 2mpl t-(n)
2cd t-(n)
2fs t- 2fpi t-0/n
3ms y- 3md y-(n) 3mpl y-(n)
3fs t- 3fd t-(n) 3fpl y-0/n
or t- is generally used for the second person, yy for the third person, 
and occasionally for third person feminine. Without the vowels, 
some confusion would inevitably result both in the prefix and in the 
suffix conjugations:
lcs -k/t lcpl -n
2ms -t 2mpl -tm
2cd -tm
2fs -t 2fpl -tn
3ms 3md -0 3mpl (-v)
3fs -t 3fd -t 3fpl (-v)
;
The confusion resulting from verbal morphemes expressed only by conson­
ants contributes to the difficulty in studying concord in Ugaritic, 
which is written in an alphabet which provides vowels only for alephs
The number and gender morphemes used with adjectives are:
singular dual plural
masculine vM ayM vM
feminine (a)tvM tayM atvM
where v is a short case vowel (except in those languages where case 
has been lost) and £ is its lengthened equivalent; M is miraation or 
nunation, where present and relevant; t_ is the suffix used with ad­
jectives showing feminine concord, and a£ is a diphthong, occasionally 
reduced and occasionally lost. In general, 0 ending is used with ad­
jectives taking masculine singular concord, -t_ for the feminine singular,
long vowel plus nunation/miraation for masculine plural, and long at_ for
C t
feminine plural. This formulation is a reconstruction based on the
\
situation in all the Semitic languages.
The marking of number and gender onto nouns is not as simple 
to formulate. Most grammar books begin discussion of gender in ncuns 
with a statement to the effect that a -£ ending is used with feminine 
nouns, 0 with masculine ones, but this distribution at (particularly) 
the most basic level does not accurately describe gender markings: 
many feminine nouns end in 0 and some masculine ones end in -t_. “ 
Consequently, noun-adjective concord in Semitic may be expressed by 
phonologically similar forms in the two words (e.g., Akkadian sarru 
dannu (masculine singular) ’mighty king', ^arratu dannatu (feminine 
singular) ’mighty queen'), but not always (e.g., isdu dannatu (feminine
1. I think it would be worth pointing out that when speaking of gender, 
each noun has an intrinsic gender that may have nothing to do with 
its morphemes or morphology, which may be secondary accretions. The 
morphemes can be described as -£ or 0, but it would be inaccurate to 
state that they are feminine or masculine: by convention they are
often so described.. There is the possibility that this convention 
obscures more than it illuminates. With verbs, numerals, and ad­
jectives, the endings described as masculine and feminine are so 
termed as a short—hand form for 'used with masculine nouns' and 
used with feminine nouns', respectively.
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singular) ’mighty leg’O. The essential point is that feminine nouns 
all take feminine concord and the adjective is so marked; the masculine 
nouns similarly take masculine concord and the adjectives used with them 
are marked masculine. A similar situation occurs with respect to number: 
the morphemes generally used for singular, dual, and plural, masculine 
and feminine are as follow:
singular dual plural
masculine vM ayM vM
feminine (a)t tayM at
These endings are used with nouns. Although there are many exceptions
to this formular^ , with what is described as the masculine plural
/
ending used with feminine nouns, and conversely, the ending convention” 
ally called feminine plural appearing with masculine nouns. Agreement 
expressed by marked adjectives usually reflects the intrinsic number 
of the noun, as it reflects its intrinsic gender, although very 
occasionally, an accompanying adjective agrees with the form of the 
noun instead of its underlying number or gender.
Numerals greater than three have ending when used with mascu­
line nouns and 0 ending when used with feminine nouns„ The numerals 
'one* and 'two' are treated as adjectives in most Semitic languages, 
and consequently use^ the pattern described above for adjectives. In 
those languages where this is not the case, divergences can be attrib­
uted to the analogic influence of the numerals between three and ten.
As implied above, the Semitic languages present a fairly uniform 
picture of a language group. Regular morphemic features can be traced 
throughout the group; the loss of a set of morphemes generally brovok'esN
. - ,r'^
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the same replacement or compensatory mechanism In each Semitic
language; the disappearance of certain number and gender distinctions 
seems to follow the same pattern throughout; there is the tendency to 
lose the same features, in the same order
Not only are regular features the same, generally, throughout
s M o
the languages, but some irregularities are held in common. Among the
y (( 'mnouns, body-parts occurring in pairs take feminine concord although
    r
they lack the -t_ ending. Similarly feminine without the -t_ ending are 
some natural phenomena. Masculine nouns are less frequently encountered 
ending in -t_ than feminine ones in 0; in this too there is a measure 
of uniformity throughout the language group.
Another peculiarity consistently encountered throughout Semitic 
is the system of concord of noun-numeral phrases. The numerals greater
a
/
t
1. Within Semitic, a trend towards simplification of number, gender, 
and case is discernible: Old Akkadian contains a system of case
endings for singular and plural which are consistently employed; 
by the Late Babylonian and Assyrian periods (about 1500 years later) 
they have become confused and are often used interchangeably without
regard to their previous functions, if they are used at all. Case
/Iof U'" endings have been lost in all other Semitic languages except Arabic,
</ />' ^  i and there too, there is a tendency for them to be dropped in modern
colloquial speech. The dual number, assumed to have been of wide- 
spread occurrence throughout Semitic, is rarely encountered in 
Late Babylonian or Assyrian, and is confined to a small class of 
nouns in many of the other Semitic languages. To a certain extent, 
the feminine plural in Ethiopic has been extended to the masculine 
plural in more recent manifestations of that language area. The 
3rd masculine plural forms of the prefix and suffix conjugations in 
Hebrew (katbu and yiktebn) have been extended to 3rd feminine plural, r- 
and I am told that in modern spoken Hebrew, the 0 form of the 
numeral is used with both masculine and feminine nouns: both
changes are relatively recant. A O
Such simplificationsjust outlined and others like them are to be 
found in the more recent stages of Semitic languages; elder stages  ^
of such languages preserve the more complex array within the 
categories of number, gender, and case to varying degrees of com­
pleteness.
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than three have 0 ending when used with feminine nouns, when used 
with masculine nouns, which is the complete opposite of the system of 
noun-adjective agreement where 0 adjectives are used with masculine 
nouns and -t adjectives with feminine ones. *
A final point of pain-Semitic concord is the apparent relaxation 
of rules of concord with respect to subject-verb agreement. What may 
be described as an obligatory rule, (mentioned above: that subject
A
and verb agree with respect to number, gender, and person) becomes 
optional, according to some grammarians, when word order other than 
subject-verb is encountered.^
The above, then, describes the general measure of uniformity 
with regard to concord in Semitic. Fairly predictable changes occur
between the oldest and youngest stages of any given language in the 
areas of phonology and morphology (and probably in syntax and lexico­
graphy, although the last have not been as well documented); attendant 
upon these changes have been certain variations in the system of concord 
used by each language. It is for this reason that seeming irregular­
ities in the system of concord in Ugaritic are of interest: the vari­
ations in concord have no analogs in phonology and morphology as might 
be expected; the phonology and morphology of Ugaritic,when compared 
with those in other Semitic languages, prove to be fairly conservative. 
There has been little change such as shown by Hebrew, Akkadian, or
*7 '/’-■y, ’ '*$"• 'r-.
Ethiopic in the course of their development. Further, the Ugaritic
a 1
1.
« fa*<K
*
(A4 \ t1 ‘
Notable among the grammarians who insist on the existence of 
such variations in concord is G.R. Driver who states : 'there 
is a well-known rule of Semitic syntax that, when the verb pre­
cedes the subject, it may stand in the simplest form, i.e., the 
masculine singular third person, instead of agreeing with it' 
('Reflections on Recent Articles', JBL 73, page 129.)
lexicon seems to have a high incidence of common Semitic words and 
a low percentage of foreign words (although a fair number of foreign 
personal names) which militates against assumptions of language borrow­
ings and subsequent foreign influence on sentence structure and concord. 
Nor can problems of concord be attributed to a general degenex*ate state 
of the language.'1' Essentially from all aspectes/except that of concord, 
Ugaritic appears to be a perfectly ordinary Semitic language more 
notable for its affinity to classical Semitic than for its differences.
1 A part of the problem in dealing with concord in Ugaritic is
recognizing the system of agreement. The recognition of concord de­
pends upon correct analysis of morphemes, of sentence structure, and 
at times of meaning. How concord is recognized is difficult to describe:
while some of the process may be described, the order in which it occurs 
is difficult to pinpoint? much is a simultaneous assessment of many 
factors. Words are examined and possible nouns and verbs are identi­
fied. The probable subject and verb are measured against each other 
to determine grammatical fit; so too are nouns compared with adjectives 
and numerals, resulting information is then assembled; a structure
and meaning of the sentence under analysis can be put forward, to 
varying degrees of correctness. This process can be undertaken several 
times if the function of each word is not clear, but ultimately,/the 
possible interpretations can be ranked according to the order of likeli­
hood. This has been accomplished, not necessarily explicitly, but
1. Ugaritic has practically the full complement of sounds attributed 
to the reconstructed Proto-Semitic and otherwise found only in 
Arabic and Epigraphic South Arabian (ESA).
the mental processes involved in analysing a sentence are complex/and
Ik.
accomplished nonetheless, for most sentences in the extant corpus of 
Ugaritic literature. There remain several sentences, however, where 
either the function or' meaning of the constituents is uncertain and 
these provide areas of disagreement among scholars. While such sentences 
are individually interesting, and some will be included below, they 
are not the prime concern of this study. This study is prompted by 
the number of phrases and sentences which are understood and yet ex­
hibit patterns of agreement which are unexpected when compared with
the norm (outlined briefly above) in other Semitic languages and/gener­
is ' 4 5 . - ^
i ally assumed to hold in Ugaritic; in other words, known morphemes are /
; a /
| used in unexpected and unfamiliar ways. The use of these morphemes will/
J therefore be analysed to determine if there is a pattern to their em-
\
ployment,y and <if so, what that pattern is. L
/
As mentioned above, part of the problem in dealing with
I concord in Ugaritic stems from the multivalence of some morphemes as
j Tlflity
[ obscured by the ^consonantal system of orthography. Most of the time, 
it is clear when QBR functions as a verb, as opposed to a noun or ad- 
jective, although occasionally even such distinctions are not clear.
The problems arising from the graphic convergence of as a finite 
verb of the suffix conjugation, infinitive absolute, participle, and 
imperative will be discussed below* ?An unmarked word, described as 
having 0 ending, could be a verbal root QBR or might represent a mascu­
line singular noun or a masculine dual/plural noun in the construct 
state. Suffixed he is the graphic representation of masculine dual 
and plural nominal and adjectival endings; it functions also as an 
enclitic ending and as such is encountered attached to verbs, nouns, 
and adjectives. Suffixed -jfc is also used with nouns, adjectives, and 
verbs, in addition to numerals. Among its functions is the graphic 
representation of feminine singular and plural; as a verbal morpheme,
' 15.
it marks les, 2m/fs, 3£s, and the feminine participle. In addition* 
it is likely to serve in Ugaritic, as in other Semitic languages/as
A
a formative element in the derivation of certain groups of nouns. Pre­
fixed t- marks several persons in the prefix conjugation; it is also
■nrJU
used as a formative for some nouns, although in this/it is rarely a(V
problem. Prefixed £- also signals several different persons in the 
prefix conjugation; further ambiguity of this element stems from 
roots whose first radical is y- (e.g., ysa, ytn, ybl). Part of the 
purpose of this thesis will be to examine the range of contexts in 
which the above occur,-and to determine whether a change in word order
gives different results in terms of concord.
Another part of the problem stems from certain unusual phrases 
in the Ugaritic texts. Foremost among these is a tendency for the
general Semitic pattern of noun-numeral phrases to be ignored, with
}
'?j the result that numerals ending in 0 are attested with masculine nouns
i
j and numerals ending in -t; with feminine nouns. The extent to which 
this occurs is of great interest because in this aspect of concord 
there is/much agreement throughout the Semitic languages. Among sen-
h
tences using the suffix conjugation, several are attested where an 
apparently masculine form of the verb is used with a feminine subject. 
This requires investigation, as does the use of some of the morphemes 
of the prefix conjugation, which are attested with subjects of an 
unexpected number and gender.
J.V ^
/ L<s*'A The common feature of all these phrases is that the intrinsic
’A
' number and gender of the noun (or subject) determines the category into 
which the accompanying verb or numeral is‘placed, and the morphemes 
that mark it. The starting point, therefore, of ths study must be
ka-t'-tl
number and gender in nouns. As mentioned above, the/morphemes used
A
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with nouns are not reliable indicators of number and gender. The 
Inflection of adjectives, however, provides such information more
accurately. Thus/chapter 2 belovr/is taken up with nouns and their/
number and gender* The chapters on verbs (chapter 3.) and numerals 
(chapter *f) are, to a certain extent, based on the findings of the 
chapter on nouns. When the meaning, number, and gender of a noun are 
determined, patterns of noun-numeral and subject-verb concord, as well 
as the function of various number and gender morphemes can be discerned 
by reference to the agreement that' different combinations of morphemes 
require, with reference to the order of words in the sentence.
An examination of the treatment of concord by various schools 
of linguistic thought and practice makes it quite clear that there is 
no single approach to a study of concord. The method X shall adopt is 
best labelled ’descriptive’; I aim to provide a description of concord 
in Ugaritic based primarily on internal evidence* Although it would 
perhaps be thought desirable to ignore the results of comparative 
Semitic work in relation to concord and morphology, and to discount 
the expectations of certain forms and patterns based on those found in 
Arabic and Hebrew (in particular), it will; X trust, be appreciated 
that this is impossible to achieve entirely^ Instead, controlled 
comparison with other Semitic languages would provide a means of ^  -/t*
appreciating the differences and similarities found in Ugaritic*
17.
CHAFTJSR 2: NOUNS
In noun-adjective, noun-numeral, or subject-verb phrases, the 
gender and number of the noun or subject generally determines the 
morphemes to be used with the other word or words. Consequently, the 
"7 starting point for a study of concord must be the gender and number
. Jv(
' of nouns. In general, nouns ending in -t are said to be feminine,
nouns ending in 0 are/CallecTinasculine in Semitic languages;), this
statement is not always/applicable: some nouns in 0 are feminine and
/ 'yt-'S /some in ~t_ are masculine, thus indicating that as far as^nounsjare con­
cerned, -_t and the ’feminine1 ending and 0 and the ‘masculine’ e n d i n g ^ ^
are not invariably synonymous. The question is to what extent the 
above generalization is/true in Ugaritic and the extent to which the 
pattern resulting from examination of some Ugaritic nouns corresponds 
to that, for example, of Hebrew nouns.
The approach to concord involves examination of the context in
/
which each noun occurs: to avoid going around in logical circles, the )
evidence provided by verbs and numerals (other than one and two) will 
not be considered unless other information is totally lacking because
the pattern of concord used by those two groups (verbs and numerals)
tv^  /
requires/elucidation^ Adjectives, including the numeral adjectives if ^7^
■1 ^ ^ a ?> t  "- ' ' c i t l y  ;'f
one and two are used consistently with regard to gender; pronouns 
- occasionally^point to the gender of the noun to which they refer. Less 
reliable is the information provided by cognates in other Semitic 
languages; it is not necessarily the case that gender is a common 
feature, although this is often so.
The nouns examined below were chosen because they provide a 
fairly representative sampling of nouns in Ugaritic. I have, for the 
most part, avoided the classic examples of feminine nouns ending in 0,
18.
masculine nouns in -t;, there is little to be gained by going over 
the same information well-treated by Semitic grammars. Some of the 
nouns below are of fairly low frequency of occurrence, some are in­
cluded because their shape is interesting, some because they are used 
in interesting contexts, and some because they form^a/'part of larger 
semantic groups: the choice is eclectic but not random. Of the various
ways of presenting the nouns below, I have decided to divide them, for 
the most part, into categories of masculine and feminine gender; the 
subdivisions are then masculine nouns ending in 0, in ~jt, in -m, and 
feminine nouns ending in 0, in -t. Inevitably there are some nouns 
whose gender is not clear in the Ugaritic texts and cognates are not 
available, and others which seem to have been used as both masculine 
and feminine. These are grouped together as ‘nouns of uncertain gender*. 
Those nouns:which provoke the question of number, rather than gender, 
concord are grouped together in the section dealing with 'plural and/or 
collective nouns'. Some nouns, such as body-parts, derived nouns, nouns 
with vowel changes, and nouns which add -h- to form the plural, are more 
interesting when viewed as part of a group with shared features and are 
consequently presented as such* The final group of nouns are divine 
names which occur in pairs (such as ktr whss, qds wamrr): the question
that arises is whether these names represent one person or two. The 
contexts in which each name occurs will therefore be analysed to deter­
mine the concord that it attracts. •
Masculine nouns £-%)--*
The following nouns are all masculine and are attested with 0 
ending in the singular; the first group discussed below form plurals 
ending in -m, the second group have attested plurals in the third 
group are attested with both **m and -t^ and the last have no certain 
plural forms.
Masculine nouns with plurals ending in -a
, According to Gordon (UT Glossary 6 5^)» dd 'pot' or 'a certain
f unit of dry measure' is either masculine or feminine* This is based 
#
on the use of dd in:
s.dd sum gdlt wH sheep* pot of oil* large (head of
cattle?)
12.1 _3dd gdl tt dd scrm pot large, 6 measures of barley
Other occurrences of dd are in conjunction with numerals:
171*1 c&rm ddm kbdDiil 1 alpm mrim 20 full measures for a pair of
fat oxen
1098.^ wtn Csrh dd 1 rps and 12 measures for Hps
1098.13 wc r^ra 1 mit dd hpfrjbn&n and 120 measures for men's rations
1099-3 hm^ ddm 1 htyt 5 measures for Htyt
1099*26 tt ddm 1 gzzm 6 measures for Gzzra
The context in which dd is used in 3* ^  does not indicate the gender:
! gdlt is probably used in this line, as in others in the same text, as
;
a noun referring to a large head of cattle, and only sron can properly 
* be grouped with dd 'a pot of oil'. Tentatively, masculine gender could 
be assumed on the basis of the masculine singular adjective gdl in 12.1 
dd gdl 'a large pot'; the gap preceding dd adds some uncertainty.
Also suggestive of masculine gender is 171*1: c&rm ddm kbdfml'20 full
t measures'(literally 'heavy measures'), if the restoration is correct.
The Hebrew cognate of dd is masculine: hadud 'ehad (Jer* 2*f.2) 'the
Q
The singular of hdr 'room* occurs in Krt 26: y rb bhdrh 'he
•
enters his room* and possibly in 1151*6: blhldr m&kb 'in the bedroom*,• ___
if the restoration is correct. Plural hdrm in cnt vi 5*3^  bsb°t hdrm
'in seven rooms' may be masculine, but evidence provided by a numeral
is not conclusive. The Hebrew cognate is masculine and uses the -in
ending in the plural.
The moon, yrh, occurs with 0 endingj on the basis of 77°l6~l'?•
ylak yrh nyr smm cm hrChlb mlk qa tn nkl yrh ytrh 'Yrh, the lamp of 
________ _ _  ** • **
heaven, sent to Hrhb, king of Qai 'hand over Nkl, Yrh would wed her'1,w / ™ * *“
it is clear that it attracts masculine concord. The plural yrhm 'months'
occurs in ^9-2.26-2?! ym ymm yctqn lymm lyrhm 'a day, two days pass,
the days become months'.
The gender of krm 'vineyard, grove' is clear from its use with
the masculine numeral adjective in 1081.15: krm ahd 'one vineyard*»
where it is singular, tn krmljm 'two vineyards in 1081.26 is masculine 
dual, ^he plural is probably intended in both the following phrases
w^ere kr8*(m) is preceded by a numeral between three and ten:
108l*ll tt krm^m^ six vineyards
1081.19 tt krmm six vineyards
The plural of krm might have been used in 211*f.io: ap krmm hlq 'they
even destroyed the vineyards/even the vineyards were destroyed'., depend­
ing on the subject of hlq. 
h  lbs occurs with 0 ending in 1106.*f: lbs allm Ibnm 'clothing of
white allm'; it occurs with -ra ending in 1107*9: &b° lbsm allm 'seven
allm garments'. Depending upon the function of the adjective lbnm in 
the first example above and the connection between lb&m and allm in 
the second, lbsm might be the masculine plural fox’m of the noun, the 
adjective agreeing with the noun it modifies.
. " 21*
A good example of the jisp^of accusative and genitive case-endings 
in Ugaritic is provided by 11* 'lamb, kid1, although the gender of 
the noun, usually taken to be masculine because of the 0 singular and
j
-ra plural and dual endings, is not/indicated by its use in these sen-
/v
tences;
Krt 159ff* lqh imr dbh bydh 11a klatnm
'he took a sacrificial lamb in his 
hand, a kid in both hands
^9*2*22-25 *<k>imr bpy klli btbrnqy like a lamb in my mouth, like a kid
^  _ inray sullet
51 *6A5 tbh • imr qms 103 im he slaughtered . ** sheep, lots of
- • lambs
nhr 'river, stream1 occurs in Ugaritic with 0 and *-rn endings*
> It is probably masculine, as suggested by the person of tpt nhr 'Judge
River*, a masculine deity:
157*17 thm ym bGlkm adnkm tpt nhr
Message of Ira, your master, your 
lord, Judge River
In the following, the use of nhrra parallel to thmtm suggests that two
rivers are intended; the -m ending on nhrm could be dual or plural,
but the -tm of thmtm is plainly dual;
2 51*^*21 cm il mbk nhrm qrb apk thmtm
with II at the confluence of the two
rivers, inthe midst of the streams 
of the two deeps
M  v ' * c
smd 'stick, club' and ql 'sling' are both weapons; smd is also ,
•used with the meaning 'yoke' and'pair'. Prom 68*11; ktr smdm ynht
1 . 1  .V, — • •Wv'-*x«w, , t
'Ktr produces two sticks', and from the narrative that follows this line 
it is clear that smdm is dual* In 2115*1; tit smdm is plural, prob­
ably referring to 1three yokes/pairs’; it plainly means pairs in 1125*7 
arb° smdm apnt 'four pairs of wheels'* The singular occurs in 68*15: 
yrtqs smd bd bcl 'the club swoops in Bcl's hand'* This use of the £- 
prefix, combined with the dual and plural morpheme -m, suggests that
Tt U -1 '■
- 22.
smd is a masculine noun. gl° is also attested in the singular, dual,
«*
and plural:
521.1.9 ilrakr qst wqlc Ilmkr, a bow and a sling
1125.5 in ql°tti two slings
1122,10 Talrb0 ql°m four slings
The use of tn indicates masculine gender; qlc uses 0 ending for singu­
lar and -in for dual and plural.
Masculine nouns with plurals ending in -t
On the basis of the contexts in which it occurs, it appears that
apnt is the plural form 'wheels':
1 c• 1121.1-5 turn mrkbt dt rb bt ralk yd apnt hn
7 *'"" eight "chariots which entered the
king's house with(?) their wheels
1125.7 arb smdm apnt four pairs of wheels
( apnm occurs only in broken texts and so its number and gender are not 
confirmed; it is likely, on the basis of the -m to be dual, and mascu­
line, although the -t_ ending attested with apnt points to feminine 
gender. Gordon (UT Glossary 505) reconstructs apn as (the singular.
This corresponds to Hebrew 'ofan 'wheel' which is a masculine noun, 
the plural of which is 'ofakxm* p
Singular gg 'roof has the plural ggt:
Mi*. ,T 1 /' > ? _ ys ]
2Aq 2.22 th ggy bym tit who patches my roof on a day of mud
* krc„n±
Krt 171-2 yrd krt lggt Krt got" down from the roofs
The Hebrew cognate is masculine and similarly has a plural ending in
hpn is a type of garment and occurs in the Ugaritic economic
and administrative text in conjunction with numerals, the different 
types of fibres from which it is made, and occasionally, the purpose of 
the hpn:
20^9.5 Wtn Gsrh hpnt and 12 h.-garments
20^9.6f, wtlt Gsrm hpnt sswm and 15 h*-garments for horses
,1 p
•n^ u
( l rt*
’ ■ " 23*
r 1113.9 arbc hpnt ptt four linen h.’s
1113.10 hms hpnt &crt five hair-shirts
1109.2 c&rm hpn 20 h.-garments
1115.2 tXlpn ahd btqlra one h.-garment for two shekels
w  # m  «■
1115.^ hpn pttm linen h.-garment
If the restoration of Chtlpn is correct in 1115*2, hpn is a singular form
of a masculine noun, on the basis of ahd. The assumption might be made
»
that hpnt is plural, although there is little in the texts that confirms 
it: hpnt is used following numerals 3 - 1 0  where the plural is expected
on the basis of comparative material in other Semitic languages, and 
following numerals greater than 10, which usually call for the singular, 
tlhn ’table1 takes masculine concord as seen in 51-1*39; tlhn il
KP'
dmla nmm ’a goodly table full of things (edible)’, where mla has the 0
ending associated with masculine forms. The dual ending is -m, seen in
'bjP'O
nt 2.30: thtsb bn tlhnm ’she battled between(the^)tables’, and the*" m_____** #__
>- 7) !{&■($< plural ends in -t: Cnt 2.36: tcr ksat Iksat tlhnt ltlhn 'arranged
_  . .   .** »
chairs(&&) chairs, tables(afptables’. 
faznce lh ’tablet’ occurs only once in a somewhat dubious context, 117.
1 * . 1iiTi. "Pr< ( S j
16-17= wrgmy lh / lqt. It is difficult to determine whether lh should
.tll » i A *
be read separately from lqt on the following line, or whether they ought
to be joined, reading lhlqt —  perhaps 1 + hlq + t, the difficulty being
absence of a root hlq in the Ugaritic texts. If lh is correct, it .
4, ^  accords well with the cognate/in other Semitic languages. Hebrew luah
is masculine singular and its plural luhot would correspond to the
Ugaritic lht, which may be singular or plural? it is difficult to *
determine in sentences such as the following:
137.26 /ahdNilm tcny lht mlak ym let/one of/the gods reply to the
* tablets of Ym’s messengers
. 2^.
138.6ff. iky lht spr dlikt Cm tryl where are the inscribed tablets
which you (or I) sent with Tryl?
2009.5 lht slm k likDd umy °my ht cm ny
* the tablet of greeting which my
mother sent me is with me (= my 
mother's letter has arrived)
2060.17 wlht akl ky likt cm ^ p^ and the food list(s) which I sent
, with Spg
mtr 'rain' occurs with 0 ending in 51-5-88: wn ap cdn mtrh 'and ^
even the season of his (Bcl's) rains' and with ending iij/67.5*6ff.:
Q . . .  /
qh rptk rhk mdlk mtrtk'take your clouds, your winds, your lightning,
 =   =  /
your rains’. The'difference, if any, between the two forms is unclear, ,
although on the basis of the Hebrew cognate matar/metarot which is
— • ^  ^ ^ cn ■ n (p
masculine, ratr might be singular and mtrt plural. L ^
ntb 'path* is another noun occurring with 0 and -t^  endings, as
does its Hebrew cognate netib/netibot, which is a masculine noun.
Ugaritic ntb occurs in 2Aq 6.*t3-4*f: laqryk bntb p^°C Ibntb gan
'if I should meet you on the path of transgression, find you(?) on
the path of pride'♦ All other occurrences are of ntbt, and are unfortu-
nately limited to the following:
1001.rev. 7 Wa-tb lntbt and X shall return to the paths
2006.7ff- ntbt b.mitm °srm kbd hrs pathsC?) at.220 heavy gold (shekels?) 
2007.10/11 ntb /barb c
srn(t) 'name(s)1 also occurs with 0 and -jb endings also has a 
Hebrew cognate that is masculine, taking 0 ending in singular and -jt in 
the plural. Ugaritic &n(t) occurs in:
68.11, 19 &mk at ygrs, &mk at aymr you, your name is Ygr^/Aymr
138.12-13 prgm Imlk Smy and mention my name to the king
nt pl.x **.1^  )sm bny yw il the name of my son is Yw-Il
68.11, 18 wypcr smthra and he pronounced their names
The singular then appears to be &n, the plural &nt.
Masculine nouns with plurals ending in -t and -m
grn * threshing-floor * occurs in 2Aq. 5*7• tht adrm dbgrn 'beside 
the dignitaries who are on the threshing-floor'. It has attested 
plural forms srnt (e.g., Krt lllf.: bsdm htbh bgrnt hp&t *from the 
fields (drive out?) the wood-gatherers, from the threshing-floors the 
gleaners'; 121.2.6; mgy rpum Igrnt 'the Rpum arrived at the threshing- 
floor'), and grnm as in Krt 21*+f.: b^dm htb wbgrnra hp^t. Since Krt 21*+
I I *1*1! 1 I . *
is the only attested occurrence of grnm, it might be an error. Gender 
is not clear from these occurrences; the Hebrew cognate is masculine, 
and like the Ugaritic, has a plural form ending in -jt.
kbkb 'star' is singular: 51*^*l6f.: sbCr amrr kkbkb lpnm 'Amrr
blazes like a star in front'. Both kbkbm (e.g., lAq 200: ydct hlk
kblcbm 'she (Pgt) who knows the course of the stars') and kbkbt (6.1?:
3*1 kbkbt n°m1u 'on pleasant stars (?)') are attested, although the 
difference, if any, between them is not clear; gender is not indicated 
either. The Hebrew cognate, kokab, is masculine and has the plural 
form kokabim.
26.
Masculine nouns with no certain plural forms
On the basis of the adjective in the following sentence, it 
appears that ks 'cup' requires masculine concord; cnt 1.12: ks qd^
Itphnh att 'a sanctified cup that no woman shall see', '^he few 
occurrences of ksm are in texts which are not fully understood; they 
might refer to ksm 'spelt1 rather than represent a plural form of ks*
The Hebrew cognate is feminine, which suggests that caution be exer­
cised in the use of cognate words to determine number or gender of 
Ugaritic nouns.
mznm 'scales, balances' appears to be dual. In text 77» after 
the marriage of Yrh and Nkl is agreed, her family prepare to deal with 
the bride-price:
77*3^ adnh yst msb mznm her master sets the beam of the
scales
umh kp mznm her mother (sets) the pans of the
scales
man, without the -m ending, seems to mean 'weight', possibly an object 
put on one side of the scale:
5*5 Hititt razn for three weights
2100.1 s&rt hrs tqlm kbd c^rt mznm
™ chain of heavy gold shekels—
20 weights
Although the evidence provided by numerals is not conclusive, that 
mzn(m) is used with tltt and ct£rt in the sentences above suggests that 
it is a masculine noun. In Hebrew, the cognate mo * znayim is masculine.
In Ugaritic, 'water' is expressed by my., in (+ suffixed pronoun), 
and mym. As a mass noun, the concept of 'a single water' is a difficult 
one, although the idea of water from one or more sources is not. It is 
difficult to determine the difference, if any, between my. and mym; the 
~m suffix of the latter does not seem to function as a dual or plural 
morpheme; it would appear that the two are occasionally used inter-
27.
changeably.
lAq 55 fcs[mcJpgt tkmt my Pgt, the water carrier, obeyed
lAq 190 wtcn pgt tkmt mym and Pgt, the water carrier, replied
The gender of my(m) is not indicated by the contexts in which it occurs: 
in other Semitic languages it is masculine.
spl, probably a metal vessel of some sort, occurs twice in the 
Ugaritic texts:
1A5.17 wspl tit mat and a vessel —  300
2050.3 spl mslt wmqhm a vessel, a m&lt, and tongs♦ ~
Gordon points out that if mslt is an adjective and the -jt. ending is a 
feminine morpheme, then spl is a feminine noun (UT Glossary 179)- This 
is unlikely since mslt does not occur without the -t_ and is used as a 
noun in other texts (2101.1*+: tmn lb^m wm&Lt ludmyra 'eight garments
and a m&Lt for Udmym' and Ug.V.9.1.19: ^bc mslt arbc hpnt 'seven m&Lt
and four h-garments1). sol occurs twice in Hebrew but neither occurrence 
gives an indication as to its number or gender.
Gt is of infrequent occurrence, used parallel to uz 'goose' and 
is probably some sort of edible bird. It is Identified as a bird by its 
Hebrew cognate cayit which similarly occurs without ending and is a 
masculine noun.
s. 'sheep or goat(s)' occurs, for the most part, in lists of 
offerings to gods and is not attested in the literary texts or letters. 
Consequently, its number or gender morphemes are difficult to determine 
on the basis of the Ugaritic material alone. Assuming that tn 'two* 
is used only with masculine nouns* 3*^8; tn sm 'two sheep' shows that 
,s is masculine and the -m ending here is dual. In Hebrew, the cognate 
does not occur in the plural and although more often treated as masculine 
(as in Gen. 30*32: kol-seh naqod vetalu' 'every spotted and speckled
28,
0  mm m
sheep') it is occasionally feminine (as in Je. 30-l?: seh p aurah
yisra1 el. 'Israel is like scattered sheep'),
smm 'heavens' is attested in that form only. All occurrences 
suggest that it is plural or dual because third person forms such as 
the following are orthographically the same:
cnt J.23 abn brq dl td° smm I understand the lightning that the
heavens do not know
k-9.3,6 ^mm smn tmtrn the heavens will rain oil
6.26 &nm tmr zbl mlk the heavens will bless zbl mlk
The possibility that smtn is dual is considered primarily because the
Hebrew cognate is vocalized as a dual and the Ugaritic -in ending serves
both masculine dual and plural. In other Semitic languages, the cognate
is not vocalized as dual (Arabic sama'i, ESA smy, Akkadian samu). From
its use in Ugaritic, the gender of &nm is not clear; in other Semitic
languages it is masculine.
29*
Feminine Nouns
The use of urbt 'windowW is an example of the problems that 
can arise in distinguishing feminine singular from feminine plural when- 
both end in -t. It is thought that urbt takes feminine concord, al­
though gender is not clear from its use in Ugaritic:
51.5.123 bl ast urbt bbhEtm I'll certainly not put windows
into the house(s?)
51*?*25£» kl*1 bbhtm urbt bqrb hkClm
* * Let a window be opened in the houses
portal(s) in the palace
If bln above is singular (in 1151-15; turn hlnm 'eight windows’ it has
the -ra plural ending), the parallel urbt might also be singular. The
Hebrew cognate, 8arubah, plural 1arubot. is feminine.
arh is feminine and singular in the following sentence which
compares the way animal mothers seek out their young, with nt searching
for Bcl:
49.2.28 klb arh lcglh like the heart of a cow for her calf
arht isvattested onceibut the sentence is broken:
7 6 . 3 - 2  3 m  a r h t  t l C d n C ? )  c o w s  w i l l  b e a r C ? )
ist 'fire' is feminine in Ugaritic: 51-6.24-25: tiki i£t bbhtm
1 fire consumes the houses'. It is the name of one of the enemies of 
BC1 destroyed by cnt: cnt 3^42: mhst klbt ilm i&t *1 destroyed the
god's bitch 1st'. The order singular-dual occurs in 137-32: fist i£tm
yitmr 'he sees one,fire, two fires'- The use of ist as a plural noun 
is not clear in any texts thus far.
Both dqt 'small cattle' and gdlt 'large cattle’ are derived from
adjectives: dqq 'small' and gdl 'large'* Both are most probably fem­
inine.
hrmtt 'sickle1 occurs ten times in texts 2048 and 2053? occasion­
ally following 0 forms of the numeral, e.g., 2048.11: tmn hrmtt 'eight
■ ' 30.
sickles’. A clue as to its gender is provided by 2048.1: batlg tit
hrmtt ttm mhrhn 'in Atlg, three sickles, their mhr is 60'. Whatever
mhr means, the -hn suffix, feminine plural, refers to hrmtt.
Ibnt 'bricks' seems to be used as a plural in:-
51.4.6lf. hm amt atrt tlbn lbnt should Atrt's handmaid make bricks?
51.5.73 hm bt lbnt ycrasn behold, he has made him a house of
bricks
51.6.35 hrs nsb llbnt gold was moulded into bricks
*
The gender of lbnt is not clear from the attested uses; the assumption
might be made that it is feminine on the basis of the ending. The
0  0  n 
Hebrew cognate I benah, plural 1 benim, is a feminine noun.
nqpt occurs only twice, parallel to snt ’years’ which suggests
that it refers to a period of time:
52.66-7 sb° j£nt tmt tmn. nqpt seven years shall you die, eight
periods * of time
It might be feminine, on the basis of the -t_ending, and plural for 
the same reason, as is also suggested by the preceding numeral; the 
evidence of numerals is, however, not conclusive owing to the variations
in their use.
o orpt 'clouds' is most frequently encountered in B l's epithet
rkb °rpt. It is also attested in other sentences: in lAa 40: crnt
tmtr 'let the clouds rain' it is followed by a t- prefix verb which
suggests that it takes feminine or plural concord, or both.
qst 'bow* is singular, q^tm is dual, and qst is plural:
lAq 1.16 ap qsth Ittn ly but give me his bow
321.3.18 tt q&tra two bows
321.3*21 tit qst wtlt ql m three bows and three slings
^blt 'ear of grain' may be singular in lAq 69: (yph) sblt bak^lH
'(Dnil sees) an ear of grain in the granary'; the other plants that 
Dnil sees are expressed in the singular. Hebrew sibolet is feminine,
31.
although its plural is morphologically masculine: gibalinu it also
has a plural that ends in -ti ^ibolot. Arabic sunbul is a collective, 
with a nomen unitatis sunbulat, and plural sunbulat. It may be that 
the Ugaritic £blt is a nomen unitatis like the Arabic sunbulat.
&nt 'year1 is singular in 124.13: °glm dt &it 'year-old calves'
the sequence singular dual occurs in 2060.16: £nt &ntm 'one^year— two-
years'; and the plural in lAq 42: &b° ^nt ysrk b°l 'may BC1 trouble
you for seven years’ and 602.10: btk ugrt lymt wyrh wncmt snt il
'in the midst of Ugarit, for the days of the sun and the moon and the 
goodness of the years of II'• In addition to snt, &pm occurs in II's 
epithet ab &nm. Several explanations have been preferred to account 
for this name; the most likely is 'venerable' ~ 'father of years' . 
This &nm is a second plural form alongside snt. comparable to the 
Hebrew ^anah 'year', which has both sanlm and &anot as attested plural 
forms.
1. See Ullendorff, 'Ugaritic Marginalia IV', Ginsberg Festschrift, 
page 18.
. '■ 32.
Feminine nouns ending in 0 with plurals ending in -t
The gender of ks1 ’chair1 is not entirely clear from its use 
in the Ugaritic texts, although Gordon (UT Glossary 1277) considers 
it feminine on the basis of the verb in 51-5.108: tcdb ksu wyttb ’a
chair is prepared and he is seated’, where ksu, which is in the nomin­
ative case, is understood to be the subject. The plural is ksat: 
51.6.52: spq Ilht ksat ’he provided chairs for the goddesses’, In
75*1.18: qh ksank ’take your saddle’, ksank is probably singular;
this form occurs only once in Ugaritic. The Hebrew cognate kise*, 
plural kisSt is masculine.
Assuming that ktn and ktnt both mean ’coat, garment’, the re­
lationship between them is not clear. Both occur following tit:
1126.1 tit ktn three garments
2101.18 tit ktnt three garments
None of the occurrences of either ktn or ktnt clarify the number and
gender concord required. Particularly baffling is 1110.6: wtt ktnm
hrast wnsp ksphm ’and two (fem.) garments, 5j their (rnasc. dual/plural) — .
cost’; ktnm might be feminine dual on the basis of tt, or masculine 
plural/dual on the basis of the -hm ending suffixed to ksp.
The singular of thm occurs in 52.30: 3gp ym wysc(?)d gp thmC
*3at the edge of the sea, he proceeds along the shores of the oceanf; 
the dual is found in 51.4.22: qrb apk thmtm ’near the streams of the
two deeps’; and the plural in cnt 3*22: (tant &mra cn ars) thmt cm
»   __
kbkbm ’(the conversation of the heavens with the earth,) the oceans 
with the stars’, thm(t) is probably feminine in Ugaritic; the use 
of the -tm dual ending points most strongly to feminine gender.
33-
Feminine nouns ending in 0 with plurals ending in--m:
abn 'stone' is feminine in other Semitic languages; in Ugaritic,
its gender is not discernible from'the contexts in which it occurs:
°nt 3*20 wlhi>t abn and the whispering of stone
52.66 tm tgrgr labnm there you/they will be ground by
stones
1001.rev.13 k sm lttn kabnm do not make the trees like stones
It is likely that abnm is the plural form.
uz is clearly a feminine noun taking feminine concord:
1128.20 uz rarat ralht a fat salted goose
o 01128.21 arb uzm mrat four fat geese
hrb ’sword* also uses 0 and -m endings usually associated with 
masculine nouns and takes feminine concord:
137*32 yitmr hrb lt^t he gazes upon a burnished sword» •
cnt 1.7 bhrb mlht with a salted knife
« •
The only occurrence of hrbm is 68.4: tl°m tm hrbm ’there the swords   »
are rusted’ (so TO, page 135)1 which could be dual or plural.
On the basis of 2050.?: tt rarhm ’two spears', rarh is likely to
be feminine; mrhra would be the dual form. The singular is attested 
in 49.1*23: lycdb mrh cn bn dgn 'he would not be able to set spear 
against Dgn’s son.'
■ '■ 3k.
Feminine nouns with no certain plural forms
ars ’earth1 is given feminine concord in other Semitic languages, 
and in Akkadian, has the -_t ending associated with feminine gender: 
ersetu. In Ugaritic, it is likely to be feminine also, although there
is no proof of this in its use, nor is there any indication of a plural
of ars in the texts- »
The most dramatic use of a htr ’sieve1 or ’instrument for 
scattering' is in ^9*2-32J bhtr tdrynn 'with a sieve she winnows him',
describing part of nt's treatment of Mt. The other occurrence of htr 
is in a text which begins spr nps '.a list of garments’, 2030.2: tt
htrm tn kst ’two sieves, two covers', where the context of the clothing
suggests that htr may be a sort of mesh or open-work garment. On the 
basis of the numeral tt, htr appears to be a feminine noun.
Gordon (UT Glossary 1303) suggests that krk may mean 'shovel1. 
It is listed among agricultural implements in text 20^3. In line 6: 
krk aht, the feminine form of the numeral 'one* shows that the noun
here is feminine singular. Possible plural forms are not attested
The cognate of nps in other Semitic languages is feminine; n
has a range of meanings, as can be seen in the following:
3Aq obv.2Af. tsi km rh np^h his life-force left like the wind
127-11 npKsh 111m tpth his appetite responded to the food
0 0
31*7-^7fe yqra mt bnpsh Mt said to himself
^9-2.1? nps hsrt bn nsm spirit ie lacking among the people
^9*3*19 wtnh birty npS and (my) soul will repose in my
breast
2106.1 spr npl dcrb bt mlk a list of persons who entered the
king's house
120.13 t CJsrm np& 20 persons
nps here takes feminine concord: tsi, tpth, tnh; when used referring
t » .. ( . rj * "*
to collective persons, as in 2106.1, the unmarked form of the verb crb
• ' 35*
is used. Following the numeral for twenty, it takes no suffix, which 
is as expected. In 13^*9: tt npsC , it follows the -t_ form of 'two'. 
There is no attested plural in the Ugaritic texts.
In 3Aq obv.25-6 and 36-7, rh, itl, and qtr 'wind1, 'gust, and
w m J i m  0
’smoke' are used parallel to each other: (ysat) km rh np&h km itl brlth
* .. '  IT
km qtr baph ’his 1ife-force (went out) like a breeze, like a gust of 0______
wind, his spirit, like smoke in his nostrils’, rh also occurs in 
67.5*7: qh °rptk rhk 'take your clouds, your winds’, but none of
these indicates number or gender. The Hebx;ew cognate ruah takes femin­
ine concord most of the time (only rarely does it appear with masculine 
agreement); in Arabic rih is feminine. It is possible that Ugaritic
m
rh is also feminine. Words cognate to itl have not been identified and 
r Mi»r “
as a result, nothing can be surmised about its number or gender, qtr
occurs in the sentence above and also in 2Aq 1.28: lars m^su qtrh 'one
* * »
who brings his spirit out from the earth'; neither attestation indicates 
number or gender. Hebrew qltor is masculine, qetorah and qetoret are 
feminine.
The sun, Jigs, occurs with 0 ending; on the basis of A9.2.2A:
nrt ilm ^p& shrrt ’the gods' torch &pg shined' it is clearly feminine.__________ * •
Nouns of uncertain gender 
From the contexts in which it occurs, it is clear that bsql is 
some sort of plant or shoot. Its number and gender are not indicated, 
although it may be masculine if it is the subject in the following: 
lAq 65: bsql ynpG bpalt 'may the young sprout flourish in the garden*
(so TO, page kk6).
From the contexts in which hbs 'girdle' occurs, it is not 
possible to determine its number or gender in Ugaritic*
hbrt 'fire-pot* is probably a loan-word from Hittite and occurs 
parallel to hptr, the origin of which is unknown, in 51*2.8: &tt hptr
list hbrt lzr phmm 'put a hptr on the fire, a pot on the top of the 
coals'. There are no indications as to the number or gender of these 
nouns in this sentence.
hndlt occurs once only in 1106.17: hm^t hndlt 'five-li-garments'*
The evidence of numerals is, as noted previously, unreliable; on the 
basis of the general tendency of the syntax of Semitic numerals, this 
would be a masculine noun, possibly in the plural; on the basis of the 
-t_ ending, hndlt could be a feminine noun.
All five occurrences of hrt occur in the same phrase, lAq lAl 
(and four other places in Aqht): a&tn bhrt ilm ars 'I'll put him in
the hollows of the gods of the earth'. Number and gender are not clear 
from the text; the might be compensating for a final root, such 
as occurs in Ugaritic (e.g., *ksy> kst) and in other Semitic languages 
(e.g., Akkadian haru >hiritu 'hole').
ygb is probably some sort of edible animal. It occurs parallel 
to ua 'goose1 and with the numeral mit 'hundred' in 1128.23. Even if it 
had a plural form, its.use after a large numeral might not be required; 
singular could be used. Its gender cannot be determined from the con­
texts in which it occurs.
kd in Cnt 1.16: alp kd yqh bhmr 'he takes a thousand pitchers
of win«^might be referring to a 'pitcher', although here, as in the 
administrative texts it might be a definite measure of liquid: 12,8:
kd nbt 'a measure of honey'. In text 1086, which accounts for the
c
consumption, distribution, or sale of wine, line A records that: wbrb
kdm yn 'two measures of wine' were used on the 4th day, whereas on the 
5th day, only one was used: line 5: wbhm^ kd yn. kd seems to be singu­
lar, kdm here appears to be the dual. In 1126.8: tt kdm ztm 'six
measures of olives', it is plural. It is not possible to discern the 
gender from these occurrences. The Hebrew cognate seems to take both 
masculine and feminine concord; masculine in the plural, e.g., Ju„7*l6: 
ve-kadim rekim 'and empty jugs', and feminine concord in the singular, 
e.g., 1 ICings 17-14: kad ha-qeraah lo' tikieh 'and the flour container 
was not depleted',
kdrt 'vulture' occurs only twice, 131.8 and °nt 2.9: kkdrt ris
'heads as (numerous) as vultures'. It is used parallel to the plural 
irby 'locusts' in cnt 2.10 and Is therefore likely to be either plural 
or a collective. Gender cannot be determined from the attested uses.
krsn is attested only with the -m suffix; Gordon (UT Glossary 
1310) suggests that it is a liquid measure, less than half, perhaps a 
third of a kd: 1086.3 btlt kd yn wkrsnm 'on the third (day), a kd of
wine and two krsn's. Text 145,13, which according to Gordon contains 
the plural krsnt, is broken.
m^lt is some sort of commodity, although its precise meaning is 
not known. Its use with a numeral ending in 0, KS 24.643.19: &b° m^lt 
'seven mjlt' suggests that it is feminine and plural, although this is 
by no means certain.
■ ' 3 8 ‘ssw ’horse*, cgl ’heifer’, and gr ’bovine animal’ are all 
attested with 0 (masculine), -t_ (feminine),and (plural) endings: 
cnt 3.4l mt cgl il ctk I smote the god’s calf ctk
49*2.28 klb arh lCglh like the heart of a cow for her calf
67*5*l8 yuhb °glt bdbr he loves a calf in the wilderness
124.13 Cglm dt ^ nt year-old calves
2158,1.3 3alp pr bcl thousand cattle for/of B°I
67.5.18 prt b&d ^hlmmt a cow in the field of i&ilmmt* *»
1138.1 Etln prm b°srm two cattle at twenty
1138.2 arb° prm bCstrlm four cattle at twenty
2158.1.6 ssw °ttrt horse of °ttrt
1127.6 sstm b&bcm a pair of horses at 70
1012.31f* tmgyy hn alpm sswm hnd let these 2000 horses reach me
With the above nouns, it appears that -t_ is used for feminine singular,
0 is used only for masculine singular. In II38.I, the -jb ending is 
masculine dual on the basis of the numeral: tn. In the plural, -m ending 
is the only one attested; there is no way of knowing whether gender 
distinctions were made for feminine plural horses, calves, or cattle.
spr is an animal whose identity is uncertain. As Gordon (UT
Glossary 2l86) points out, it could correspond to ’bird’ or ’buck’
(sipor or sapir in Hebrew) in Krt 122: lg°t alp hrt zgt klb spr ’(King
Pbl could not sleep) because of the lowing of his plow-ox, the yapping 
of his hunting-dogs’. This is the sense of klb spr, according to TO,
L-L-tt-m- T-1 nnr-fTT tt
page 523- There although taking spr to mean ’buck’, it is observed that 
the intent of the phrase is generally the same whether derived from 
’bird-dog9 or ’stag-hound’ (similar to the modern fox-hound). Although 
there is no clear written evidence that dogs were used as companions on 
the hunt in Ugarit, the Assyrian palace reliefs include dogs in the 
pictorial representations of the royal lion-hunt* On the basis of
- ' 39=
cognates, spr probably has a plural form and is a masculine noun.
The use of spr in 1129-8: tit alp spr dt ahd hrth ahd is difficult to
interpret, spr as 'bird* makes little sense (3000 birds) and the plural 
alpm 'thousand’ would be expected following tit; similarly *3000 bucks' 
is contextually improbable- One possible translation '3 ox-bucks that 
are in the possession of one of his plowmen* is based on the assumption 
that spr here is used to further describe alp-
Q
t rt 'scabbard, sheath' seems to be singular as used in 3Aq obv- 
28: knsr bhb&h km diy btCrth '(she put him) like an eagle in her belt,
like a flying creature in her scabbard1, and while it may be feminine, 
its gender is not clear from the texts.
' tO.
Derived Nouns
drkt ’rule, dominion* is a noun derived from drk ’to tread*. The
csingular occurs in 68.10: tqh mlk lmkdrkt dt drdrk 'take your eternal
•    ______
rule, dominion for generations'. Neither here nor in any other place 
is the gender of drkt indicated: this might be a feminine noun with a
-t ending, an example of the use of -t_ as a noun formative, or both.
Gordon (UT Glossary ?8?) states that hnk 'levy* is the singular 
and hnkt its plural. From its use in the Ugaritic texts it is difficult 
to discern such a difference between the two nouns, as the following 
shows:
Q  . Q
1012.22f. wmlk b ly 1m skn hnk 1 bdh and the king, my lord, why has he
imposed a levy upon his servant
2061.12 wbny hnkt y&kn anyt ym and let my son impose a levy on
sea-going ships
Although the -jfc ending suggests feminine gender, there is no proof 
available.
mdbh 'altar' is derived from a verbal root dbh 'to sacrifice by 
means of a preformativ© m». In Hebrew, the cognate is a masculine noun, 
forming a plural by means of a *-t ending, raiabeah, miabehote In
Ugaritic also it is attested with and without the ■~t> ending:
3-2A Hmdbht bt ill altars of I'Is house
3.^1 £ ^b mdbh bcll at Bcl's altar
6.16 mt 3m wmdbht — » and itars
173*Mf bCmdlbh b°l at Bcl*s altar
but from its uses in Ugaritic, neither number nor gender is clear.
mskb 'bed', mtn 'gift', and mtb 'dwelling' are all...attested with 
both 0 and -t^  endings, and are derived by means of »« prefix from the 
verbal roots Jskb, ytn, and ytb. The relationship between the 0 and -t^  
endings used with these nouns is not clear, m^kbt might be the plural 
of mskb:
1131.6 bDildr mskb in the bedroom
2030.10 rarbd m^kbt bed-coverings
mtb is probably singular in 31-1-19: mtb arsy by ycbdr 'the dwelling
of Arsy, daughter of Y°bdr', and plural in:
3.51 3arbc mtbt four dwellings
32.19 3ratbt ilm trail tt dwellings of eight gods(?)
It is difficult to determine whether tmn ought to be grouped with ilm; 
on the basis of general Ugaritic practice it would seem unlikely as 
numerals rarely follow the nouns they quantify. The texts in which mtn 
and mtnt occur are either broken or difficult to understand. The 
genders of mtn, mskb* and mtb are not indicated in the Ugaritic texts.
In Hebrew, miskab is masculine, and so is the cognate of mtb, mosab. 
matan* too, is masculine, functioning as a collective, and matanah, 
plural matanot is feminine; it is not clear to which the Ugaritic 
mtn(t) corresponds.
Four derived nouns occur with m- prefixes and final -t suffixes: 
mknt 'place1, msdt 1 foundations)', mqd^t 'sanctuary', and msknt 1 dwell™ 
ing', from kwn* ysd, qds, and skn, respectively. The final here is 
most likely a formative element, not a feminine marker, although it is 
possible that the -t_ formative function has been confused with the -lb 
feminine with the result that these nouns attract feminine concord* 
Gender, however, is not clear from the attested usages. Context suggests 
that mknt is singular:
Krt 11 krt grds mknt Krt is deprived of place
msdt could be singular or plural; similarly, the number of riiqdst is not
clear:
31«1.39ff. tlhn il dmla mnm dbbm dmsdt ars
a magnificent table which is filled 
with all sorts of food from the 
depths of the earth
2011.13 mqdst cbtdmilc the sanctuary of cbdmlk
42*
Hebrew makon is masculine; musad and mosad, plural mosadot* are mascu­
line nouns, musadah is feminine, miqda^, plural miqda&im is masculine, 
and so is mi&kan, mi&kanot.
mtpdm, related to ifche root tpd 'to set feet Con a footstool)* 
occurs only in the phrase tn mtpdm tht cnt ars (°nt A.79) 'two leagues 
beneath the springs of the earth', mtpdm is probably masculine and dual
on the basis of the numeral tn which precedes it.
£
Another possible derived noun is dbt which seems to mean some­
thing like 'arrangements’ in 31-6*38: cdbt bhtCh bc3l ycdb hd °db
t.cdb3t(?) hklh 'Bcl made the arrangements for his house, Hd saw to the 
order of his palace'. Neither number or gender are indicated by the 
use of this noun.
rbt 'myriad' is singular in 2Aq 5.10: balp &d rbt knm 'in a
thousand fields, myriad of hectares'; the dual is likely to be rbtm as 
in 51-1-31: kt il dt rbtm 'a magnificent object made of thousands (of
precious jewels* silver ??)!; and the plural rbbt as in 51.1.28: hrs' " ' —1 ^ *
ysqm lrbbt 'gold was cast by the myriads'. In Hebrew, the cognate 
rebabah* feminine singular, has a plural r^babot.
Since tintt means 'womankind* (vs. 'mankind') it is likely to be 
feminine, but whether singular or plural cannot be determined from the 
context in which it occurs, 2Aq 6.40: ht tsdn tintt 'would women hunt?'.  a _ **
It might be a collective noun.
tdrq 'tread, gait* occurs parallel to hlk and seems to be a 
masculine singular noun:
51.2.l4f. ktcn hlk btlt cnt tdrq ybmt tlimml
as she sees the walk of Btlt cnt, the 
tread of Ybmt Limm
2Aq 5.11 wy n tdrq hs.s and he sees the approaching tread of
hss
If tdrq were a verb or an adjective, a different form would be ex­
pected with Btlt °nt and with Hss, one agreeing with a masculine name, 
the other with a feminine name.
All seven occurrences of tcdt *messenger’ are in text 137, all
cin the same phrase, e.g., line 30: ahr tmgyn mlak ym t dt tpt nhr—  ** ♦
'after the envoyCs) of Ym arrived, the messenger(s) of Tpt Nhr'. On 
the basis of tmgyn, mlak is likely to be plural or dual (mlak is mascu- 
line), which suggests that the intent of the parallel tcdt is either 
plural or collective. The semantic force of tragyn extends to tcdt, but 
the verb need not agree with the subject of the second and parallel 
clause. It is thus difficult to determine the gender of tcdi, although 
since female messengers are rarely encountered, it probably refers to 
male beings.
trbs is probably derived from rbs, in Hebrew 'to crouch, lie down' 
« *
the noun is attested in Ugaritic meaning courtyard:
Krt 36, 129, 273 tit sswm mrkbt btrbs three-horse chariots in the
courtyard
but Krt l4l tit sswm mrkbt btrbst
“  *** *
The single occurrence of trbst in a phrase which occurs three times with 
trbs is probably an error. Neither number nor gender is clear from this
Plural and /or Collective Nouns 
All of the following nouns are used to refer to humans, sometimes 
individually, more often in groups.
All but one occurrence of ib, ’enemy, foe’ end in 0; the one ex­
ception is 1012.27: whn ibm ssq ly ’and behold, the enemy presses me’. 
Were it not that this is a letter where such stylistic matters are rare, 
one might suspect that the -m is enclitic; this use of ib is not partic­
ularly different from others, without the -m ending:
51*7*35 tttn ib bcl tihd y°rm snu hd
B I's enemies shake, those who hate 
Hd take to the forests
1012.28 pi a&t atty n°ry th Ipn ib
and I will hot expose my wife, my 
children to danger before the foe
cnt 4.^8 mnm ib yp° lbCl what adversary has arisen for Bcl?
°nt ^.^9 lib ypG lbCl no adversary has arisen for BC1
In the first example, ib is likely to be plural— the use of the -t form
of the verb with a masculine singular subject is rare, but is common
with masculine plural* Further, the ~u of Jsnu, a subject noun in the
construct state, suggests the plural as well. The second sentence is
taken from a letter, and here ib seems to have a collective sense of
’the enemy’, any and all enemies. The last two sentences are likely
c cto be singular; nt in her own recitation of the enemies of B 1 that
she vanquished (cnt 3*3^ff*) seems to have treated each as a separate
challenger; this is not, however, conclusive evidence of the singular.
From the ^-prefix verb following ib in these last two sentences, it
would seem fair to deduce that it is a masculine noun.
o C CIn Krt 87: wysi dn m sbuk ul mad ’and bring out a mighty army,# e____
your army is a great force’, the use of ul is as a collective. Similar­
ly, it seems to be used with the same force in 68.5 : lars ypl ulny wl
^5
°pr Czmny 'to the earth will fall our force, and to the dust our
might*. The absence of cognates in other Semitic languages prevents 
knowing whether there might be a plural form for ul; its use in Ugar­
itic suggests that it may be a collective.
It is impossible to tell whether ary 'kinfolk' has a plural form 
in Ugaritic. It is always used with pronominal suffixes and thus, if it 
had a suffixed plural morpheme, it would have been removed before the 
pronoun. All occurrences suggest that ary has a collective sense:
51*^.^9 ilt wsbrt aryh the goddess and band of her kinfolk
*
51.6.Vf sh ahh bbhth atrlyh bqrb hklh
*” he invited his brothers to his
house, his kinfolk to the midst of 
his palace
2Aq 1.20 w&rs km aryh and offspring like his relatives
bns 'man, personnel* is, according to Gordon, a compound of 
either bn + nl or bn + £>.(= Akkadian relative pronoun Jsa) and is treated 
as a single word. It has a singular and plural form. The plural bhfem 
occurs after numerals 3 - 10, and following a construct noun:
2103*2 csr basfm ten men
2QhO*3 ar3bc bn&m four men
1008.16 bus bnsm lyqhnn no man (= a man among men shall not)
shall take it
1098.15 w tmnym 1 mit dd hpr bn&n and 180 measures, rations of men
bng is used when the noun is in the construct, as in 2067*1.1:
this last sentence, bng mlk took a t- prefix form of the verb, tar|n, in 
contrast to 1029*15: hmjsm lmit bn^ Id y&kb 1 bbt mlk '150 people who
did not rest in the king's house* where it takes a prefix; it may be 
that following the large number <150) bn^ is construed as singular.
mlk dtargn cmsn *a list of the king's men who are seeking work'. In
dmr seems to represent a group or a class of soldiers; it uses 
no plural ending in Ugaritic:
cnt 2.13 brkm tgtlllbdm dmr to her knees she wades in the
blood of soldiers
cnt 2.3^ DfcUrhs ydh bdm dmr she washes her hands in the
** “ blood of soldiers
Culsbcth bmmc mhrm her finger© in the guts of
* fighters
The meaning of dmr as a type of soldiery is clear from its use parallel
to mhrm; it is also likely that the intent is a plural number of dmr,
either as a plural without ending or a collective noun. In 2Aq 2.17*
dmr atrh, dmr is likely to be a participle: 'one who guards his place'.
hmlt, which seems to convey the idea of a collective 'folk,
people, hoi polloi', is used parallel to plural nouns such as:
°nt 3.2*f rgra ltd0 nlm wltbn hmlt ars
#a message that men would not know, 
nor the multitude of the earth 
understand
62.1.6 my lim bn dgn my hmlt who is for the nation of Bn Dgn,
who is for the people?
137»l8 tn ilm dtqh dtqyn hmlt hand over, gods, the one you protect,
the one that the masses shelter
It does not take masculine singular concord; verbs used with hmlt are
all t^ Cn.) forms. It could be feminine singular or plural, or masculine
plural; whichever gender associated with hmlt, it is likely to require
plural concord.
hsr and its variant hnar are usually translated as 'swine' on 
the basis of the Hebrew cognate. Loewenstamm, however, pointed out 
the unlikely nature of rendering it as ’swine' and suggested 'workmen' 
of an unskilled sort, as opposed to the skilled workers, hr^ m.'*'
1. Loewenstamm, "The Numerals in Ugaritic", Proceedings of the Inter­
national Conference on Semitic Studies, page 172.
7^.
It occurs in the Ugaritic texts without consonantal ending and its use 
in the following suggests a collective noun;
102^.3.4 tmn hzr w arb° hrsm 8 workmen and A craftsmen
102h.3*7 tttm hzr w°&t °&r hr& 12 (2 x 6) workmen and 11 craftsmen
102^*3*9 tttm hzr dt tbGln bgt hrtm
* " 12 workmen who work in Gt Hrtm* **
67-3-9 °fflk &bct glmk tmn hnzrk with you, your seven lads, your
~ eight workmen
It is used parallel to glmk, hr^,and hr^m, in all cases with a numeral.
1 »  *.
The idea is clearly one of plurality; a numeral from 3 - 10 is thought
to require an object in the plural if the numeral precedes, which would
appear to be the case in arbc hr^m, whereas the numbers 11-99 take the
(accusative) singular in their objects, such as C&t °&r hr^. This is 
generally the case in Arabic. Although this formulation has variations 
in Ugaritic, it generally holds true, and the sentences above suggest
such a pattern. Against this, the endingless hzr/hnzr seems likely to
be a colledtive.
hpt designates some sort of soldier and occurs without ending 
in the Ugaritic texts:
Krt 90 tit mat rbt hpt dbl spr tnn dbl hg
three hundred thousand, hpt that 
can’t be counted, tnn not reckonable
128.1.6 arh tzg l°gl bn hpt lumhthm
as the cow longs for her calf, so 
the young hpt for their mothers
In the Krt passage, it seems that hpt is used either as a plural or as
a collective; the parallel noun tnn occurs .elsewhere with -in ending
characteristic of masculine dual and plural. It is possible that hpt
and tnn are used representing a very large number and consequently, the
singular was used as it,is in Arabic, when the numbered object is very
large. In text 128, bn hpt clearly is masculine plural, evidenced by the
use of the pronominal suffix -hrn. The difficulty is in knowing which 
element, the construct bn or its genitive hpt, or both, is to be con­
strued as plural*
Another noun referring to soldiers of some sort is kmyr which 
occurs without ending in Ugaritic. It occurs twice, in the same phrase
in Krt 92, l80: hlk alpm hdd wlrbt kmyr ’the marching of thousands of .
foot-soldiers and myriads of infantryC?)'. hdd occurs also in 60*20, 3**» 
where the text is broken and the intent unclear. Both hdd and kmyr 
might be collectives or might be singular nouns used after large numbers.
mhr seems to refer to yet another type of soldier when used In 
the literary texts;
c n t  2 * 1 1  k p  m h r  c t k t E  s h e  a t t a c h e d  t h e  p a l m s  o f  w a r r i o r s
cnt 2.1*f hlqm bmmc mhrm to her neck (she waded) in the gore
of fighters
5Aq k.27 ytpn mhr £t Ytpn, the SutuC?) warrior
•  •
c cnt 2.21 tt r ksat lmhr she arranged chairs as warriors
ct r tlhnt lsbim organized tables as troups
mhr seems to serve both as a singular masculine noun in the epithet of 
cYtpn, nt's henchman, and as a collective or plural without ending in 
•
ckp mhr and tt r ksat lmhr; in the latter, mhr parallels sbim ’troups1
which is masculine plural. A plural form is attested in mm° mhrm. where 
it is dsed parallel to dm dmr.
phr ’assembly, convocation, totality' is clearly a collective
noun in form, function, and meaning:
51 *3*1** wywptn btk pUpr bn ilm and he spits in the midst of the
assembly of the junior gods
137*1*1- pnmU al ttn °m phr do not present yourself to the assembly
Krt 25 hn &ph yitbd wbphyrh yrt behold, offspring has been lost and
so too, in his (family) circle, an 
heir
phyr is probably derived from phr; it may be a diminutive, or simply 
be a variant form* It seems to have the same general range of meaning 
as phr.
There does not seem to be much difference between sbr and sbrt;
o *
both mean 'team, band, group'. The former occurs in the economic and
administrative texts, and from its use with the numeral ahd 'one',
♦
appears to be masculine, supported by its use with the numeral ’two', tn; 
2073-3 sbr ahd bar one band in Ar
« 1*
2073.1 tn sbrm b uskn tv/o teams in Uskn 
sbrt is attested only in the literary texts;
51-**.**9 ysh atrt wbnh ilt wsbrt aryh then shouted Atrt and her sons,
‘* * the goddess & band of her kinfolk
Parallel to bnh, the phrase sbrt aryh is likely to be plural,at least in
meaning.
The only sentence in which tnn occurs in lCrt 91: tnn dbl hg
'soldiers without number', which it seems to refer to many beings* All 
other uses of tnn are in the economic texts where it has suffixed -m^ 
indicating the plural:
VC1029.1 ts tnnm nine soldiers
1030.1 £3b° tnnm seven soldiers
1031-1 tnnm tt soldiers, six
There seems to be a tendency when nouns such as mhr, dmr, tnn, and ib 
are used, for the 0 form to be used in the literary texts, almost to the 
exclusion of the plural ending; both 0 and ~m endings occur in the 
administrative texts and letters, where 0 is singular and -m is dual, or 
plural. In general, it would seem that some poetic device, active in 
the literary texts, allows the -m plural endings to be dropped.
50=
The following nouns all refer to animals , some singly and some 
in groups.
There would appear to be little difference in terms of number 
between irby and irbym 'locusts':
°nt 2.10 °lh kirbym kp above her, palms (as numerous) as
locusts
Krt 103 kirby t&kn ^d like the locust(s), you'll invest
the field
In both sentences, irby is used as a metaphor for a great number,
locusts being rather difficult to count. The -m ending is more likely
to be a stylistic variant than a plural morpheme.
In the literary texts, hbl is used to describe a group or a band,
*
as in lAq 1.33: °1 bt abh n^rm trthprilybsr hbl diyin 'above her father's*"*___  » m _____
house the eagles flew, a band of winged creatures soared'. If hbl is
the subject of ybsr, it is likely to be masculine; the number of the
noun is not indicated by this prefix verb that precedes the subject.
In the administrative and economic texts, hbl is used meaning 'rope',
*
attested only with the -m ending*.
1128.30 tn hblm alp alp amt? two ropes, each 1000 cubits (long?)
* ft
1128.31 tmn hblm sb° ^bc mat eight ropes, each seven hundred(?)
m
These are likely to be dual and plural respectively.
hsn 'grasshopper' occurs only in Krt 103: kirby tlskn ^d km hsn
pat mdbr; it could be translated as singular or plural: 'like the
locust(s) they inhabit the field, like the grasshopper(s), the edges of
the wilderness'.
The only clear use of npr as a common noun, as opposed to a
proper noun or personal name, is 49.2.35: ^irh Itkly Csrm mnth ltkly
apr 'the birds finish off his remains, the fowl complete the pieces of
him', where it is parallel to plural csrm and is likely to function as
*
a collective.
phd occurs only in 2Aq 5*1? &ftd 23: tCdb imr bphd. It is
usually translated as 'flock1, identified with the Akkadian puhadu, 
thus 'she prepares a lamb from the flock1. There is, however, a 
possibility that phd should be translated as 'meal, grain' on the basis 
of Akkadian pahidu (so TO, page 428) fa type of cereal1 * This accords 
with the repast provided by Abraham when he had visiting angels end pre­
pared bread and meat for them (Gen.lS.6ff,). Thus the Ugaritic sentence 
would be translated 'she prepares a lamb with rice (or other grain)'.
In either case, phd appears to be a collective noun.
The following nouns are all inanimates; some of them might be 
collectives.
Hebrew 'anly and 'aniyah are collective and nomen unitatis 
respectively meaning 'ships, fleet1 and 'ship'. 'anly is used as both 
masculine and feminine; 'aniyah is feminine only. It is possible that 
Ugaritic any/anyt function in a manner similar to the Hebrew cognates. 
any occurs following a large number and so might be the singular form, 
or might be a collective:
2062.A4 hrasm lmDGt any t&knt 150 ships are located 
Unfortunately the break in the text after t&kn prevents certain identi­
fication of any as the subject of this ^-prefixed verb, any might be 
the collective 'fleet1 in 2059*10: anykn dt likt msrm hndt bsr 'your
fleet, which you sent to Egypt, is now in !£yre', where hndt refers to 
any. In the same text, line 24: wanyk tt by Cky Gryt 'and now, your
fleet is stationed in the city of Akko' (so PKU V, text 59), the use
W  likely to be the same. In the following the number intended 
is not clear; not knowing the price of ship-outfitting, anyt could be 
one or many ships in the first sentence. In the second sentence, it
could be feminine singular, or masculine or feminine plural as it pre-
cedes the t- prefixed verb:
52.
2106.14 whm&m ksp Iqh mlk gbl lb& anyth
and the king of Bybios took 50 
silver (shekels) to outfit his 
ship(s)
2008.2.11 wanyt hm t°[rb and as for the fleet, if it arrives
2008.2.13 mlkt ybqt anyt the queen may seek out ships
Q
Another term that may refer to ships occurs in 2057*3: arb
ctkmC, is parallel to Etllt brmL 'three ships', and occurs following
anCylt mlkU. 'the king's ship(s)'.
htm 'vriieat' occurs only with the -in suffix; it may be a collective
in plural form.
The use of hlb 'milk' in Ugaritic texts such as:*
128.2.26 ynq hlb attlrt he drinks Atrt’s milk# msm ™*
1135*5 alp mitm kbd tit hlb 1200 heavy (shekels) for 3 milk(?)
suggests that it is a mass noun or a collective, like its English 
equivalent. The Ugaritic texts give no indication as to its gender, 
although perhaps, like the Hebrew cognate it is also masculine.
The number or gender of hpr 'ration(s) (of food and drink)1 is 
not clear from the contexts in which it occurs;
1098.17 ttm dd hpr bn^m 12 measures of rations for the men
1098.19 &b°m dd arbc kbd hpr bn&m 70 measures (for?) 4 heavy shekels
rations for the men
2011.1 spr hpr bn^ mlk a list of the rations of the king's
men
Virtually all of the occurrences of hpr are in the construct state.
IE 1 wine', qrnh 'flour', and r^an 'oil' all occur with 0 ending
Q.................................. ...
and are used in the Ugaritic texts in such a way as to suggest that they
are mass nouns or collectives:
IO85.6 arbc yn four wine
nt 4.87 tl £-smm smn ars the dew of heaven, the fat of the
land
128.4.16 tpth rhbt yn she opens large jars of wine
108**. 1 hms °sr yn tb •• • fifteen of good wine
2093.1 qmh dkly bbt skn 
•
flour completed in the house of Skn
109**.** tmnym smn bd adnn°m 80 oil in the possession of Adnncm
2100.20 wsbC °sr smn dl ysa bt 
•
mlk and 17 oil which did not go out of 
the king's house
IO83.**
, C v C, c. , arb smn 1 bdn four oil on cbdn's account
Of the above sentences, only once does it seem likely that the noun
should be vocalized as plural, namely Cnt **.87: fcmn ars, primarily on
the basis of the Hebrew mital hasamayim umi&nanay ha'ares in Gen. 27*28.
• ♦
Otherwise, Ugaritic does not seem to need plural forms of yn, qmh, or*   •
smn.
nbt ’honey* is attested with and without an -m suffix:
12.2 kd nbt a pitcher of honey
Krt 165 bgl hrs nbt (pour) mead into a golden cup
**9.3* 13 nhlm tlk nbtm the wadis flow with honey
It is unlikely that pbtm is the plural of nbt; the -m is probably en-
v*~ J
clitic and was used for stylistic reasons.
The plural phmm refers to '(burning) coals':
51.2.8 Stt hptr li&t hbrt lzr phmm put the pot onto the fire, the fire-
pot to the top of the coals
The singular phm is also attested:
1150.3 arbC alpm phm four thousand coal
On the basis of its use parallel to iqnu, Gordon (UT Glossary 203*0 sug­
gested that it is a semi-precious stone, perhaps carbuncle. This would
attribute two meanings to the two forms of phm(m). While this sort of
♦
semantic development is possible, the evidence of parallel words in the 
economic texts is not as conclusive as that feature in the literary ones. 
It is likely that in the last example, phm means 'coal', used as a 
collective. The gender of the word is not clear from its use.
. . .  -■ 5^.
Although Gordon (UT Glossary 2135) lists ptt as singular and 
pttm as plural, the use of both in the Ugaritic texts suggests that 
they are interchangeable and that ptt(m) 'flax, linen' is a collective: 
1113«8 tt pld ptt six p.-garments of linen
1112.1 tn pld ptt two p.-garments of linen
1115.** hpn pttm h.-garment of linen
1113.9 arb hpnt ptt four h.-garments of linen
Its gender is not clear from the contexts in which it occurs.
Both 0 and -m endings are used with %cr 'barley' although the
latter is by far more common:
1099.33 hm& dd &crm five containers of barley
1099-23 ddm &crm 1 htn two containers of barley for Htn
2102.7 tit mat dd ^ Crm 300 measures of barley
1 Aq 50 &mc pgt tkmt mtyl hspt ls°r tl
•  • •
listen Pgt who shoulders water,
draws dew to the barley
The quantitive difference, if any, between &°r and &Crm is not clear.
VC
s r is attested only in literary texts as part of Pgt's title 'she who
'
gathers the dew to/from the barley', and consequently may be a poetic 
use of the term.
- ' 55.
Parts of the Body 
Parts of the body which naturally occur in pairs generally take 
feminine concord in Semitic languages. This is assumed to be the case 
in Ugaritic.
udn 'ear' is attested only in the singular, e.g., 3Aq obv.23,3^: 
tltid C1 udn '(hit him) three times on the ear'. It is likely, although
not attested, that udn, like yd and yn, 'hand' and 'eye',would use the 
dual ending -m.
yd is attested in the singular, dual, and plural; it occasionally 
has meanings other than'hand'. It takes feminine concord when the mean­
ing is 'hand':
lAq 6 6  tispk yd aqht may the hand of Aqht gather you
In this meaning, it takes the dual ending -m:
o V • C51.8.5 sa gr 1 ydm lift up the mountain with both hands
68.16 ylm ktp zbl ym bn ydm tpt nhr he strikes the shoulder of
’Prince Ym, (strikes) Tpt Nhr between 
the hands ” *
Used meaning 'penis', yd takes masculine concord:
• j~
52.3^ ark yd il II's penis was long
When the required meaning is 'handles', yd uses a -t plural:
- -
1127.9 sr ydt b £rt ten handles at ten
.• ; ' * '
The gender of knp 'wing' is not discernible in phrases such as
■
lAq ll*f: knp n&rm 'wings of eagles' where it is in the construct state,
. . . .
or in other phrases where it is the direct object of the verb. The two
.
occurrences of rhb mknpt (125*9» 109) 'wide of wings' suggest that knp 
might be feminine on the basis of the ending and that knpt may be a 
plural form; the context is someone unclear.
kpt 'palms' in cnt 2.12: ri&t lbmth Jnstt Ikpt bhb&h 'she9 9___
bound heads to her back, ... palms to her girdle' is parallel to plural 
and plural kpt is required by the sense of the text. The sense of
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Cnt 2.9ff.: thth kkdrt riLel clh kirbym kp kqsm grrnn kp mhr 'heads» •
beneath her as numberless as grasshoppers, above her, palms as numerous 
as locusts, the palms of soldiers like pieces of straw', requires the 
plural 'palms' as well. Parallel to the singular ri& 'head' the first 
kp in the above sentence is probably singular also; the second might 
be plural, in the construct state. In 7 7 - 3 adnh y&t msb mznm umh
kp mznm 'her father sets the balance of the scales, her mother the 
'palm' of the scales', k£ is again in the construct state. As a body 
part occurring in,a pair, k£ is likely to require feminine concord, 
although number and gender information is not provided by its use in 
Ugaritic.
ktp 'shoulder' is not attested in Ugaritic in such contexts as 
indicate its gender, nor does it occur with any endings other than 0 .
p n 'foot' takes feminine concord although it occurs with 0  and 
-jn endings usually associated with masculine nouns. In the Ugaritic 
texts, all attestations of pcn refer to the dual 'feet' whether ending 
in -in in the status absolutus or in the construct state with a pronominal 
suffix:
^9-1-31 p°nh ltmgynh hdm his feet did not reach the footstool
0 /* c cnt 3.16 my p nk tlsmn with me, let your feet run
°nt 3*29 bh pcnh ttt her feet falter..
qrn 'horn* is attested with 0, -in, and -1  ^endings and like other 
paired parts of the body is likely to be feminine. The -m ending is 
dual, 75-1-30: bhm qrnm km trm 'on them are horns 11k» bulls', and 
the ending is used to refer to both horns of a living being, 2Aq 6.22: 
adr qrnt by lm 'the best horns (that can be found) on ibexes' and the 
horns of an inanimate qbject, 613.30: qrnt tlhn 'comers (= horns) of^ e
the table'.
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Dual rhtm ’palms’ occurs parallel to ydm ’hands’ in 51-8.6 
and 67.5-1^1 fca gr °1 yd® hlb lzr rhtm ’lift the mountain onto the 
hands, the hill onto the back of the palms’. It is attested in Ugaritic 
in this form only which, assuming that the root is *rh and the ending
in -tm, indicates a feminine dual.
Spt ’lip(s)’ is attested only with the -t_ ending in Ugaritic.
The singular is intended in 67.2.2: L&Pt leQrs &pt l&mm ’one lip to
the earth, one lip to the sky’. The text refers to the dual pair of 
lips in 52.^9: ispthm y&Iql ’he kisses their lips’ and in 52.50: hn
&pthm mtqtm ’behold, their lips are sweet’. The adjective mtqtm takes
the -tm ending used only for feminine dual which indicates the number
and gender of spthm here.
tkra ’shoulder’ is singular in Krt 157f: yrhs ydh amth usbcth °d
tkm ’he washes from his hands to the elbow, his fingers right up to the
shoulder*. The plural occurs in Krt l65ff.: wcly lzr mgdl rkb tkmm hmt
’he went up to the top of the tower, he rode the shoulders of the walls’ 
although the construct of tkm would have been ejected here, tkmt in
lAq 55• pgt tkmt my is probably a participle ’P&t who shoulders water’
jv' '
• Parts of the body not occurring in pairs are generally masculine.
 •••*■•, ■—•'a
dnb ’tail’ in 601.19!; -hby brl qrnm wdnb ’Hby, possessor of 
horns and tail’ is singular. The dual occurs in 1003.7• dnbtm tnn 
the two tails of Tnn’• The -tm ending suggests a feminine noun; in
other Semitic languages it is masculine. It is possible that the -tm
feminine dual ending was used this once by mistake, an extension of the 
generalization that some body parts are feminine.
ksl ’back’ occurs often, but mostly in the same sentence: bh
p nm ttt bcdn ksl ttbr (cnt 3-29f- and others) ’her feet falter, upon
her, her back creaks’. The difficulty here, and in all occurrences of
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this phrase, is in determining whether the individual faced with a
surprise visitor and possible bad news is the subject of ttbr, or
whether ksl is. If the latter, ksl might require feminine concord;
if the surprise visitor is the subject, then masculine concord may
occasionally be necessary. The last is marginally more likely because
although broken, in lAq 93: [bh pCnm3 ttt °(l/d)Cn Iksl yltbr , the.. —
2 7  prefix verb in this standard phrase suggests that tbr agrees with the 
person, not the back. In this case, it would be agreeing with Dnil, in 
all others, with nt or Atrt. This accords well with the Hebrew cognate 
meaning 'loins' which is masculine and has the plural ending -Ira associ­
ated with masculine nouns. There is one occurrence of Ugaritic kslm in 
1 1 0 6 .9 i Dmitm kslml . but the text, a list of clothing allocations, is 
broken and the intent is unclear.
In Ugaritic, lsn 'tongue' is attested with 0 and -in endings, as 
in 6 7 .2 . 3 1  l3&i lkbkbm ycrb LbcJl bkbdh 'with a tongue (reaching) the
stars, BC1 entered his innards', and in IOO3 .5 : l&nm tlhk &nra '(two
\ u
or more) tongues lick the sky*, lsn is attested throughout the Semitic
1
' • -54 v \ ‘" '
languages as a masculine noun.
.
usbc ’finger' occurs only once in Ugaritic in lAq 1.8: k&trlknr
U8bch 'like the strings of a lyre, his fingers ... ' (so TO, page 1*H).
All other uses are of usb t which is probably the plural 'fingers', e.g.,
51»^«29i ykrkr usb°th '(El) cracks his fingers'. The context does
not prove conclusively that usbct is plural but suggests it quite♦
strongly. The gender is not knowable from the texts; in other Semitic 
languages it is a feminine noun.
pom i* 1 2Aq 2.9: pnm t&nh 'his face is happy', might refer to the
singular 'face' of Dnil; the verb has the t- prefix associated with 
third feminine singular or third common plural. In 75.1.33, the Cqqm 
'devourers' are said to have Bcl's face: bhm pn b°l: pn is in the
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construct state. Hebrew panlm is plural, taking masculine concord 
in Proverbs 25*23: panim nizCam!m 'an angry face' and feminine con­
cord in Ezek.21.21: 'anah panayik muCadot 'wherever your face is set'.
The morphologically plural form, whether in the status absolutus or con- 
structus is the only attested in Hebrew.
ymn 'right (hand)' and smal 'left (hand)' are attested only with
0 endings; their genders are not indicated by their use. Hebrew yamln
. " V#‘*
is feminine; the gender of smal is not indicated by the concord that it
' -
takes; Akkadian and Arabic cognates are masculine, ymn and &nal might
t
be feminine on the basis that they are 'hands' and hands are feminine.
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Nouns with Vovel Changes 
There are a few nouns with aleph among their consonants which 
reflect internal vowel changes from presumably singular to plural.
These include mit/matt pit/pat, ris/ra&(t), &ir(?)/surt(?), tant/tuntt 
and tat/tut. Some of these vowel changes have equivalents in other 
Semitic languages, notably Hebrew.
Singular mit ’hundred’ and plural mat 'hundreds' occur frequently 
in the Ugaritic texts; mat is always preceded by a numeral greater than 
three and less than ten which modifies it; mit does not occur in such
\  ■ N ,  •t
a context. The dual mitm 'two hundred' is formed from the singular and 
is likewise not attested with a numeral adjective. In Hebrew, the cog­
nate is singular me*ah, plural me'ot. It is possible that Ugaritic mit 
reflects mi't+ case vowel, whereas mat = mi'at corresponds to the Hebrew 
me'ot < *mi'at.
The phonetics of mit/mat are probably the same as in pit/pat 
(*pi*t/*pi'at). although the latter is not as well attested in Ugaritic
as the former, pat 'corner(s)’ occurs in the literary texts in the
* ■ . ..
phrase pat mdbr 'edges of the wilderness' (e.g., Krt 105) where it
/  • ’ ‘ ■
could be plural. In ll4l.l-*f: ts smdm tltm bd ibrtlm wpat aht in bhm
. - - -________ _________
'9 tilled (?) yokes in the possession of Ibrtlm and not one pat is in/on 
them', the use of feminine aht, agreeing with pat, shows that here it is 
feminine and singular. Of the three attestations of pit, two occur 
without sufficient context to be intelligible. ...The third is broken at 
the ;t, 2Aq 2.9: pnra t&mh wcl yshl plCt '(Dnil's) face is happy, and**______e______
above, his brow gleams'; the :i in pit is clearly visible.1 Emendations
1. I have checked the photograph and the copy of this text in
Virolleaud, La legendephenicienne de Panel, and the i_ is definitely 
there. Any other reading appears to be an emendation.
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t o  p h  ' m o u t h '  m a k e  s e n s e  g r a m m a  t i c  a l l y ,  f o r  i f  p i t  i s  f e m i n i n e ,  t h e
verb with the prefix is difficult to explain. The Hebrew cognate
pe'ah, plural pe'ot, is feminine.
ri£ 'head' is a masculine noun a s  in **9-1-32: ri^h lymgy apsh
' h i s  h e a d  d i d  n o t  r e a c h  i t s  t o p ' .  I t  h a s  t h r e e  a t t e s t e d  p l u r a l  f o r m s :
r i d ( t :  1 3 7 - 2 3  t g l y  i l m  r i & t h m  t h e  g o d s  l o w e r e d  t h e i r  h e a d s
1 3 7 - 2 ^  l a  g l t m  i l m  r i s ^ o n  w h y ,  g o d s ,  d i d  y o u  l o w e r  y o u r  h e a d s ?
r a £ t :  1 3 7 - 2 7  s u  i l m  r a S t k m  g o d s ,  l i f t  y o u r  h e a d s
1 3 7 - 2 9  t s u  i l m  r a s t h m  t h e  g o d s  l i f t e d  t h e i r  h e a d s
r a £ m :  ° n t  3 - 3 9  S l y t  d  s b c t  r a £ m  S l y t  o f  t h e  s e v e n  h e a d s
The last occurs only as part of iSxLyt's epithet. The Hebrew cognate
ro'S is a masculine noun; t h e  plural is ra'Sim. This reflects an
original vowel, as does the Arabic ra's and Akkadian resu.
G o r d o n  (UT G l o s s a r y  2372) o b s e r v e d  t h a t  S i r  h a s  t w o  d i s t i n c t
meanings. In B£ 22.223-3-5: tspi Sirh lbl hrb tSt dmh l b l  k s  ' s h e
e a t s  h i s  f l e s h  w i t h o u t  a  k n i f e ,  s h e  d r i n k s  h i s  b l o o d  w i t h o u t  a  c u p '  a n d
i n  ^ 9 - 2 . 3 5 f - i  S i r h  l t i k l  ° s r m  m n t h  l t k l y  n p r  ' t h e  b i r d s  e a t  h i s  f l e s h ,-
the fowl demolish his portions’; here sir means 'flesh'. In this 6ense
it occurs without an ending. The other meaning, according to Gordon,
h a s  s o m e t h i n g  t o  d o  w i t h  ' l a n d ' ,  a s  i n  1 0 7 9 - 5 - 8 :
sirm Sd khn two Sir, the field of Mr. Cohen
t i t  S d  w k r o  S i r  d  h l i  t h r e e  f i e l d s  a n d  a  v i n e y a r d ,  t h e  S i r
of Hli
s i r m  s d  s d  c S y  t w o  S i r  f i e l d ,  t h e  f i e l d  o f  c S y
w e i r  S d  k r m  d k r w n  a n d  a  S i r ,  f i e l d ,  v i n e y a r d  o f  K r w n
I n  t h i s  s e n s e ,  S i r  a n d  s i r m  o c c u r  o n l y  i n  t e x t  1 0 7 9  w h i c h  G o r d o n  d e s c r i b e s  
a s  a  l a n d  r e g i s t r y .  S i r ,  a s  u s e d  m e a n i n g  ' f l e s h '  o c c u r s  w i t h  a  p r o n o m i n a l  
s u f f i x  a n d  t h u s  c o u l d  b e  s i n g u l a r  o r  p l u r a l ;  i t s  m e a n i n g  m o r e  c l o s e l y  
a p p r o x i m a t e s  a  c o l l e c t i v e .  T h e  d i f f i c u l t y  i n  a t t r i b u t i n g  t w o  s e p a r a t e
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meanings to ^ir lie6 in describing an etymology for each. Hebrew 
&e'er (= feir 'flesh1) is related to Arabic t'r 'blood revenge', which 
is attested in Ugaritic, in Krt 15: tar um tkn lh '(the responsibility
of) a blood revenge for a mother was his' and 129-21j ytir tr il abh 
'he avenges Tr H, his father'. This then is as the phonological 
equations would predict: Proto-Semitic t, Ugaritic t, Hebrew j^, Arabic
t. There is a better phonological fit if &ir is related to Hebrew %a'ar, 
Arabic sa'ira 'to remain, be left over’. Semantically, this makes sense 
as well: tspi &irh 'she eats his remains' and Sirh ltikl Csrra 'the 
birds eat his remains' (paralleled by mnth 'the little pieces of him'). 
Consequently, in text 1079, £ir might refer to parts of fields and vine­
yards. With this in mind, it would be as well to consider the relation­
ship of this Sir to Surtt which occurs only in text 92, where it seems 
to refer to parcels of land. Surt is used with numerals such as tmn °sr 
'18', tmn '8', hms '5'* tltm '50', and with a -in ending: tn Surtm 'two
parcels of land'. On the basis of the numeral adjective tn, it would 
appear that surt is a masculine noun. Sir, as used in text 1079,seems 
to be singular, and sirm suggests a masculine dual or plural noun.
tant occurs three times, tunt occurs once, all in the same phrase: 
°nt 3*21: tant smm cm are, cnt ix 3-1**: tunt &mm 'the conversation
of the heavens with the earth'. The last might be an error; certainly 
no conclusion can be drawn from this one occurrence; This could be
. .. .•«? ' •• • ' * * * >u* .
understood either as singular or as plural; gender is not clear from 
the limited use of this word.
tat is feminine 'ewe' on the basis of the context in ^9.2.7: klb 
tart3 limrh 'like the heart of a ewe for her lamb', where several 
animal mothers are described seeking their young. If tut is correct in 
1153-3: tut tbh stqn 'Stqn sacrificed/slaughtered sheep', if it is
related to tat, and if it is plural, it provides an interesting example
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of an internal vowel change from singular to plural.
The above are the only nouns that appear to have internal vowel 
changes from singular to plural, and as seen, few are certain examples 
of this type of change. It is unfortunately impossible to determine 
whether internal vowel changes occur as a regular plural forming device 
in Ugaritic as is the case in some other Semitic languages because the 
consonantal system of orthography hides vowels (and so vowel changes) 
other than those occurring with aleph. Further, most of the changes in 
the vowels of the above words reflect a change of vowel length affecting 
the writing of aleph rather than the genuine change of thematic vowel 
found, for example, in Arabic.
64Nouns adding -h- to the plural
There are five nouns in Ugaritic which regularly and consistently
form plurals ending in -ht. None have the -h- in the singular, although
some end in -t_: ilt/ilht, um/umht, amt/amht. bt/bhtm, and qr(y)/qrht.
ilt is feminine singular 'goddess' as in 49.1.12: t^mh ht atrt
wbnh ilt wsbrt aryh 'then let Atrt and her sons rejoice, the goddess • **
and band of her kinfolk', where ilt is parallel to the name of the 
goddess, Atrt. Where the plural'goddesses' is intended, ilht is used:
51.6.48 &pq ilht hprt he provided the goddesses with rations
51.6.52 £pq ilht ksat he provided the goddesses with chair6
77.40 air ilht ktrt I shall sing of the Ktrt goddesses
In Hebrew, this singular-plural alternation is not attested in the 
feminine, but is usual in the formation of the masculine plural: 'el -
1elohlro.
Another feminine noun that forms its plural with the addition of
-h is urn 'mother', plural umht: 
cKrt 9 dsb Calhm lh tmnt bn um of his seven brothers, eight mother's
sons
128.1.5 arh tzg lcglh bn hpt lumhthm
as the cow yearns for her calf, bo 
the young hpt-soldiers for their 
mothers
amt 'handmaid' has the plural form amht:
51.4.61 hm amt atrt tlbn lbnt should a handmaid of Atrt make bricks
51-3.20 wdbh tdmm amht and a banquet where the handmaids
behave badly (so TO, page 201)
The above three nouns, taken in conjunction with their Semitic
cognates, suggest that this plural forming device while not a prevalent
feature i6 nonetheless of some antiquity. Such is not the case with
the other two nouns attested in Ugaritic: the equivalent of bht(m) and
qrht is not found in other Semitic languages.
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bht(m) is not the only plural of bt 1house', nor is it plural
only:
51.3.75 sh hrn bbhtk • * " summon caravans to your house
51.5.80 wbn bht ksp whrs "* * and build a hous§ of silver and gold
cnt 2.3 klat tgrt bht cnt she locked thfe gates of cnt's house
51.6.8 al ti-st utrblt bbhtm don't put windows in the houses
51.4.62 ybn bt lbcl km ilm let a ’hiquse;|bq built for BC1 like 
the other gods
80.1.16 hrs bhtm ♦ house craftsmen
2067.14 hrl btm house craftsmen
There do not appear to be any clear differences in the texts between 
bhtm as singular or plural.- bt_is used more often as singular than it 
is as plural, and btm as a plural form is decidedly rare.
crht is, on the other hand, consistently used as the plural of 
qr(y)t ’city':
109.1 qrht d tSj&slmn tlrbh the cities which Tlrbh subdued
1173*2-3 msmt cbs arr d qrht ? ? ? of the city
• v
1147.1 qrht (b/d)
This noun is likely to be f eminine on the, basis of the dual which has 
suffixed- -tm:
G
nt 2.6 thtsb bn qrytm she battled between the two cities
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Divine Names Occurring in Pairs 
Perhaps unique to Ugaritic among the Semitic languages are 
divine names occurring in pairs in the pattern A-and-B. The distinguish­
ing feature of these names is the conjunction of two components (A, B) 
by means of &  'and'. Some of the elements in the name pairs are well- 
known, occurring often and independently; others are attested in com­
bination only. The conjunction, when used, is always attached to the 
second element; the word divider is not found separating the w from 
the second element. Very rarely, the two elements A and B occur side 
by side without the conjunction (i.e., AB). Occasionally, A or B is 
used parallel to A-and-B. This may support the theory that each A-and-B 
name as a unit representing one god developed (and possibly, in the 
case of some names, was developing at the time of our texts) from A 
and B representing two gods; one the other hand, it could simply be 
poetic license applied to the single god with two names.
The question of whether the two names in the pair refers to one
god (A-and-B) or two (A and B) is one of concord, and as such falls
• r‘.
within the ambit of this study. It will be realised that these names, 
although similar in pattern and grouped together in this section, have 
to be examined individually; the concord of each of these names is 
related to the way that the nature of these gods was understood in 
Ugarit. Thus, that some name-pairs may refer to single gods does not 
imply that all do, and conversely.
When discussing these names, it is occasionally necessary to 
refer to a particular name by means of a pronoun. This means that 
he/she or they, for example, would have to be written every time; to 
avoid this cumbersome device, I shall use either the singular or the 
plural pronouns when presenting the textual evidence. Those reading 
this section are, of course, free to disagree with my choice of number.
67.
The eight name-pairs discussed below are: gpn wugr, ktr whss,
wamrr, nkl wib, atrt wrhmy, mt we£r, ^hr w&Lm, and tkmn w&nm.
Gpn wugr
In text 51, BC1 calls Gpn wugr, but whether he"'is calling one 
messenger or two is not clear:
51 frag.5 gm lglmh aloud to his lads
6 bcl ysh cn gpn BC1 shouts, (and) Gpn
•  •
7 wugr wugr replied
Gpn wugr deliver Mt’s message to BC1 in the following:
67.1.9 tb° wl ytb ilm idk the gods went without stopping
10 lytn pnm cm b°l immediately they presented themselves
11 mrym spn wycn to BC1 in the heights of Spn, and
12 gpn wugr thm bn ilm gpn wugr respond: Message of
13 mt Mt, son of the gods
The concord required by gpn wugr in the above does not indicate number, 
although the use of the masculine dual/plural ilm 'gods' in line 9* if 
it refers to gpn wugr, suggests more than one being. Similarly, if the 
references in the nt passage below are all to gpn wugr, dual/plural 
number is;; indicated for this name^pair:
cnt 3*29 him cnt tph ilm ‘ suddenly cnt sees the gods
°nt then reacts in a worried fashion, wondering why Bcl's 
servants should be approaching her, then:
32 tsu she raises her voice and cries:
33 gh wtsh ik mgy gpn wugr why have gpn wugr come?
34 mn ib ypc lbcl what enemy has opposed Bcl?
she then details the enemies of BC1 that she has vanquished,
asking again:' what enemy has arisen ... ?
cnt 4.49 U ? 3 C n glram ycnyn lib ypc and the lads reply saying: no
enemy has arisen
68.c cgpn wugr then deliver Bl's message, nt repeats it,
and then says:
°nt 4.75 ap mtn rgmm again, I'll say this to you,
76 argmn lk Ik cnn ilm go, messengers of-the gods,
77 atm b&tra wan &nt * you are slow and I, by contrast,
am quick
In this last line, both verbs bltm and Int are emphasized by their 
respective personal pronouns atm and an. atm could be second masculine 
plural or second common dual (e.g., Arabic *antum and 1antuma respec­
tively). It is highly unlikely that the -t« used on both atm and b^tm 
is the troublesome enclitic; most probably it is part of pronoun and 
pronominal endings, thus dual or plural. If the references to ilm 
(line 3*39)» glmm (4.49) and cnn ilm (4*76) relate to gpn wugr, it is 
then likely that this name pair refers to two beings.
Gordon (UT Glossary 609) describes gpn wugr as Bcl's 'pair of
messengers', gpn 'vine' occurs only as a reference to a god (or as a
messenger of a god) in the form gpn wugr. ugr can be related to the
1Akkadian ugaru 'cultivated field' ; Gordon (UT Glossary 69) suggested 
that ugr might be the patron god of Ugarit. It is found independent of 
gpu in:
2*19 wnpyC Ilugr and for the protection?C Hof ugr
wnpy nqmd and for the protection of Nqmd (king
of Ugarit)
This text is described by Gordon as a 'ritual, with offerings to the
2gods, to protect all segments of the Ugaritic population', ugr also 
occurs in 134.1, 4, which is too broken to be of any assistance.
1. TO, page 167, note f, where the name-pair gpn wugr is understood to 
refer to two separate beings.
2. In UT, page 237* The Classification of the Ugaritic Texts,
69.
It would be possible to attempt to link the meaning of p;pn with 
that of ugr, but that would provide the only point in favour of the 
view that gpn wugr refers to one being; the evidence provided by the 
concord that this name-pair attracts suggests two messengers, gpn and 
ugr.
ktr whss
A house is being built for B 1 by ktr whss; the question of 
windows in the house arises:
5 1 .5 . 1 2 0 wy°n ktr whss and ktr whss replies:
1 2 1 smc laliyn bcl Listen Aliyn B°l!
1 2 2 bn lrkb crpt Understand Bkb crpt!
125 bl a&t urbt bbhttmH I will definitely put windows into 
the houses
There is 1no doubt that the lcs form, a&t, is used here by ktr whss.
Similarly , the text continues (omitting those parts that are not rele-
vant to the concord attracted by ktr whss):
5 1 .6 . 1
2
wy°n kt£r whalew ^ mm 
c
ttb b 1  1  hwty
and ktr whss replies:
■.c
B 1, you'll return to my words.
3
k
tn rgm kCtr w]hss 
&mc mc lalllilyn b°l
' • ^v-. •,
Again, ktr whss spoke: 
Listen here, Aliyn B 1S. , yi ■ ■/■:
5 bl £st urCbtU bbhtm I will surely put windows into 
the houses
5 1 .6 .1 ^ £ lwycn ktr And ktr whss replies:
13 Cwhssi ttb bCl lhwty B 1, you'll return to my words.
51.7.21 shq ktr whss • • • ktr whss laughed,
2 2 y^u gh wyah he raised his voice and cried:
23 lrgmt lk lali didn't I tell you Aliyn B° 1
Zk yn bcl tUtlbn b°l that you, B°l, would return
25 lhwty to my words.
In all of the above, the use of hwt.i
70.
1 'my words' (51-6.2, 15; 51.7.25)
and lrgat 'didn't I tell you' (51-7-23) indicate that ktr whss is one
being, as does:
68.7 wcn ktr whss lrgat and Ktr whss replied: didn't I tell
8 lk zbl b°l tnt lrkb crpt
Q
you, Prince B 1, 1 repeated to 
Rkb crpt
Similarly,, the following also suggests that the name-pair ktr whss
refer8 to one person:
51-5-103 yakl (ylaki) ktr whss Ktr whss eats (sends;)
106 ahr mgyktr whss After Ktr whss arrives
107 £t alp qdmh mra he put an ox before him, a
1 0 8 wtk pnh tcdb ksu fatling in front of him; a chair is
109 wyttb lymn aliyn prepared and he is seated to the
110 bcl right of Aliyn BC1
The suffixed pronouns on qdmh and pnh are 3ms» not plural, and further, 
a single chair is prepared for Ktr whss. an, first common singular, 
occurs in cnt lx 3-17-18: wy°n ktr whss£ 3atm bltm wan L&it kptrl
'and Ktr whss replies: you are slow and I am leaving Kptr*. Also, 
the masculine singular pronoun occurs in the standard honour and homage 
phrase:
°nt iv 6 . 1 8  lpcn kt at the feet of Kt(r)
19 hbr wql t#th he did honour and bowed down
20 wy wkbd hwt bowed down and honoured him
21 wrgm lktr and said to ktr whss,
22 whss tny lh repeated to hyn
23 yn dhr& ydm of the handicraftsmen 
(similarly, °nt ix 3-2-4 has the singular pronoun, but it is a broken 
part of the text.)
This passage raises the question of the relationship between ktr whss
and hyn dhrs ydm, who also appears in the Aqht story:
71.
2Aq 5-16 mtt dnty °db Listen Lady Dnty: prepare a lamb
17 imr bphd lnp£ kCtlr with meal for the appetite of Ktr
1 8 whss lbrlt hyn d whss, for the desire of hyn
19 hrs yd &lhm &&qy 
• •
of the handicraftsmen. Feed them,
20 ilm sad kbd hmt bcl give them, the gods, to drink; feast, 
honour them, the masters of the
21 hkpt il klh t£mC
e
entire hkpt il. Lady Dnty obeyed: 
•
22
g
mtt dnty t db imr she prepared a lamb with meal for
23 bphd lnp£ ktr whss for the appetite of Ktr whss, for the
24 lbrlt hyn d hr£ desire of hyn of the handicraftsmen.
25 ydm ahr ymgy ktr whss after ktr whss arrives, he
26 whss bd dnil ytnn gives the bow into Dnil's hand,
27 qst lbrkh yCdb prepares the arrows at
2 8 qs°t
•
his knees
hyn dhrs ydm has at times been thought to be an epithet of ktr whss, but
the plural hat suggests that this is not the case.
‘'VV •: ’ ’ .:» -’-V; • > ' •*.. t
Finally, in text 62, ktr, with enclitic -a occurs parallel to hss:
_
62.2.48 dk ktrm hbrk Ktr your companion,
49 hss dCtk and hss your acquantance
in the sea, Ar£ and Tnn 
ktr whss
hss d tk 
50 bym ars vtnn
31 ktr whss
32 ytr ktr whss ktr whss returns
That the name-pair can be split and the two components used in 
parallelism suggests that they are roughly equivalent and interchange­
able. ktr is a cognate of Akkadian kasaru meaning 'to succeed1 and hss 
is a cognate of the Akkadian hasasu 'to be shrewd'; thus, the pair may 
be translated as 'skillful-and-clever'• This, however, does not prove
that ktr whss refers to one deity.
. ' 72.
The most convincing point in favour of ktr whss as a single be­
ing with a compound name is that it attracts singular concord in lcs 
forms of the verb (e.g., alt, lrgmt), supported by the use of -h_pro­
nominal ending, the third masculine singular pronoun hwt 'he1, and 
first common singular pronoun an 'I'. Further, it i6 interesting to 
note that k£r whss attracts the use of y- prefix verbs, both in the 
order subject-verb and verb-subject, which, as shall be seen in the
discussion of verb (chapter 3)» are less commonly found with plural 
subjects than £- prefix verbs. And, as van Seims pointed out\ in 
text 68.5: lars ypl ulny wl°pr °zmny 'our strength will fall to the
earth, and to the dust, our might', the -ny ending of ul and cza is 
not the adverbial -u. (UT fill*3), but rather the first person dual 
ending (UT §6.9) referring to BC1 who is speaking and to Ktr whss, to 
whom he speaks. This does not disagree with the idea that Ktr whss 
refers to one being because either the -nv is indeed adverbial and has
to two persons, BC1 and Ktr whss
nothing to do with the question of concord, or it is pronominal, referring 
I
,  Vqds yanrr
The name-pair qdfi wamrr occurs in the following sections of the 
Ugaritic literary texts, part of the B 1 and ht series. In the first 
section, qds amrr occurs, without the conjunction; it is impossible to 
know whether this writing was intentional.
°nt vi 6*9 srn^ r Proceed
10 ldgy atrt Fisherman/sen of Atrt
11 mg lqd£ amrr Go, Qds amrr
12 idk al ttn pnm Do not present yourself/selves
(literally 'face')
1. van Seims, UF 2/1970, page 26*f.
5 1 . ^ . 8 y s m °  q d < s >  w a m r U r J
- ■  7 3 -
q d &  w a m r r  o b e y ( s )
9 m d l  ° r  s m d  p h i h e / t h e y  s a d d l e d  a  d o n k e y ,• • h a r n e s s e s  a  h o r s e
1 0 & t  g p n m  d t  k s p a t t a c h e d  t r a p p i n g s  o f  s i l v e r
1 1 d t  y r q  n q b n m h a r n e s s e s  o f  g o l d
1 2 c d b  g p n  a t n t h p r e p a r e d  t h e  t r a p p i n g s  o f  h e r  a s s
1 3 y h b q  q d S  w a m r r q d £  w a m r r  h o l d ( s )  h e r
l * f y f c t n  a t r t  l b m t  C r h e / t h e y  p l a c e ( s )  A t r t  o n  t h e  b a c k
o f  t h e  d o n k e y
1 5 l y s m s m t  b m t  p h i o n t o  t h e  b e a u t i f u l ( ? )  s a d d l e  o f  t h e. h o r s e
16 q d S  y u h d m  & b C r q d &  s e i z e s  i t ,  a m r r
1 7 a m r r  k k b k b  j p n m b l a z e s  l i k e  a  s t a r  i n  f r o n t
U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  n e i t h e r  o f  t h e s e  p a s s a g e s  p r o v i d e s  m u c h  h e l p  i n  d e t e r ­
m i n i n g  w h e t h e r  t h e  n a m e  q d £  w a m r r  r e f e r s  t o  o n e  g o d  o r  t w o .  m £  a n d
s m s r  a r e i m p e r a t i v e s  a n d  c o u l d  r e f l e c t qpAR o r  QABR&; t t n ,  a s e c o n d
person form could similarly be singular, dual or plural; ysmc precedes 
the subject and as such could be singular even if qds vamrr referred 
to more than one person, mdl, smd, st, and cdb are all QBR forms which
rstn could be construed as singular, dual, or plural, with the energic,
■ . ■ , . . . M  ;
or dual/plural with integral -n. This last verb, however, raises the
possibility that qd& wamrr is singular: as shall be seen below (ch. 5,
f •- ■ -
verbs), the T- prefix verbs occur very rarely following a dual or 
plural subject when compared with t_- prefix verbs in a similar position. 
The name-pair qds wamrr is split in 51*16-17, with qds used parallel 
to amrr. There, as would be expected of a singular subject the 
prefix verb, yuhdm, is used following qd£; this does not, however, 
indicate whether qds wamrr attracts singular concord, simply that
74.
That the two components can be split and used parallel to each 
other and to the name-pair does not in and of itself argue forcibly 
for the interpretation of qds wamrr as one god or two. It does, how­
ever, suggest that the two names are equivalent and interchangeable.^
The meaning of qds wamrr suggests something similar: qd£, a well-known
2
Semitic root, means 'holy1; amrr , on the other hand,is not as clear:
it could be derived from mrr, which to judge from its use parallel to 
3
brk 'bless' , means 'praise, commend'.
v 4Gordon suggests that qds wamrr, like the other name-pair6  , is
likely to be the combination of a god's name with one of his epithets, 
or the identification and combination of names in the pantheon. From 
the entry in the UT Glossary (2210), it appears that Gordon considers 
qd£ wamrr a single god with a name compounded of two masculine elements. 
A similar view Appears in TO (page 7 8 , note f) where qd& wamrr is des­
cribed as a 'nom propre a deux elements comme Ktr whss' and translations 
of the contexts in which qds wamrr occurs have the singular.
It looks as if the name qd& wamrr refers to one deity, although 
the concord it attracts in the few occurrences of this name in the 
Ugaritic texts does not provide conclusive evidence of singular, dual, 
or plural.
1. While not constituting proof of any sort, it is interesting to 
note that the name-pair ktr whss, representing one god, is split 
and the components used in parallelism, whereas the name-pair gpn 
wugr, probably two gods, is not, so far, attested in such fashion.
2. The form itself, amrr. is rarely encountered in Ugaritic, although 
there are some words which have what appears to be an 1a preform- 
ative, notably aliyn (from l'y). B l's honourific. Gordon (UT S8 . 
40) cites other words with ji followed by three consonants, but 
does not include amrr or aliyn among them. It is interesting to 
compare the formation of amrr with the personal name in 1046.21: bn 
a&bh, which Gordon (UT Glossary 2374) considers an elative of £bh 
meaning 'most praiseworthy'. — *■
3. e.g., 2 Aq 1.24: ltbrknn lfrr il aby tmrnn lbny bnwt 'that Xr II, my
father will blessiiim, the creator of creatures might commend '•
4. UT Grammar §8.61. Gordon lists atrt wrhmy, ktr whss, qdS wamrr.
* • • ■■
75.
nkl wib
nkl wib occurs only in text 77i
77.1 a^r nkl wib I sing of Nkl wib
77.37 nkl wib dafer it is of Nkl wib that I sing
ar yrh wyrh yark the light of Yrh, Yrh will light you^
The components of this name-pair are also attested separately, in the
same text, wherein Yrh seeks to marry Nkl wib and sends messengers to
Hrhb, King of Qz, saying:■* * •
77.17*. tn nkl yrh ytrh give Nkl, Yrh would marry
ib tcrbm bbhth lb shall enter his house
watn rahrh labh and I will give her price to her
father
77«30f. wycn yrh nyr &mm but Yrh, nyr £mm, replied:
c cwn n mn nkl htny and his response: it is with Nkl
ahr nkl yrh ytrh that I wish to be wed. Thereupon,
Yrh acquired Nkl as his betrothed
The name Nkl can be traced, via Hurrian, to the Sumerian NIN.GAL,
literally, 'great lady', the name of the moon-goddess, and ib can be
related to the Akkadian ebbu 'pure, shining' • Thus, the name-pair is
•
made up of a divine name plus epithet, and in thin respect, this form-.
- ; • : •
ation is similar to both Ktr whss and Qd£ wamrr. It is interesting to 
note that like K^r wfess and Qds wamrr, the two elements of the name nkl 
wib are split and used in parallelism, suggesting that the components 
are roughly equivalent. This does not, however, prove that Nkl wib 
refers to a single being.
As can be seen, most of the occurrences of Nkl wib do not show the 
concord that this name attracts. It is only the use, in lines 17f., of
1. Translating ar, and the verbal form yar, as cognate to the Hebrew 
'or 'light', as in TO, page 395» note a.
2. TO, page 391, note b.
the singular pronominal suffix, rather than the dual or plural 
one, attached to mhrh and abh that indicates that the reference is to 
a single deity with a compound name.
atrt wrhmy
The name-pair Atrt wrhmy occurs only in text 52:
32.13 wad &d ilm £d atrt wrhm the field (is) the field of the gods
the field of Atrt wrhra
32.28 &d ilm &d atrt wrhmy the field of the gods (is) the field
* of Atrt wrhmy• •
Neither of these lines show the concord that Atrt wrhm(y) attracts nor
•  •
provides information as to whether this name-pair refers to one deity 
or two. Rhmy occurs independently of the name of powerful goddess Atrt 
in:
52.16 tlkra rhmy wtsd tT 31 Rhmy walks, and I
• • •
128.2.6 3.rhmy r^p zbl Rhmy Prince R&p
• •
The beginning of text 128, column 2, is broken and the context, which
lists several other deities in previous lines provides no clue to the
intent of the writer. Here, however, it appears unlikely that the
name-pair Atrt wrhmy was written because the conjunction w is absent,
—  •
although the word divider is clearly present before the writing of 
Rhmy.
rhm is used as an epithet of °nt in V9.2.27: rhm °nt tngth 'the
girl nt seeks him', which Gordon (UT Glossary 2321) sees as correspond­
ing to this goddess's more usual epithet Btlt Cnt. The semantic fit
is perhaps better if rhm were related to the Hebrew rehem 'womb' and• «•
a n
the passage translated as ' nt's innards yearn for him (as a cow for 
her calf, etc)'. This etymology for rhm is proposed by TO (page 371,
1. It is possible that atrt should be restored in this line on the basis 
of the other occurremnsfS’ in text 52 of atrt wrhm(y); so TO, page 371*
. " 77.
note m). Whilst Rhmy could refer to a separate goddess, it could also 
be an epithet of Atrt, which would accord well with this goddess who 
is called qnyt ilm 'the creator of the gods'.
mt wsr
Mt w&r occurs only in 52.8; mt w^r.ytb bdh ht tkl bdh ht ulmn 
r 'mt w£r sits, in his hand is the staff of bereavement, in his hand, 
the staff of widowhood'*
Mt is the well-known god of death, and ^r means 'evil'; the en™ 
tire name is translated by Gordon (UT Glossary 2^79) as 'Death-and-Evii. 
On the basis of the meaning of the name, it would appear that this is a 
compound of the god Mt and one of his epithets. No evidence of concord 
is provided by the verb ytb; as an initial £- verb it could represent 
the prefix or suffix conjugation. If the suffix conjugation is intended 
here, then ytb could be construed as singular, dual or plural. If, on 
the other hand, this represents the prefix conjugation, it would seem
likely that mt w3r is considered a single being because the £- prefix
>!: "V. ’ T
rarely occurs following plural or dual subjects • Further, in stating
that bdh ht tkl bdh ht ulmn the text suggests that one god is meant
by the name Mt w&r: it is highly unlikely that the first bdh refers
to one hand of Mt and the second to that of Sr. That would seriously
disrupt all notions of parallelism in Ugaritic literature. Most likely,
it is the single hand of one god, Mt w&r.
1.'' As shall be seen below, ch. 3, verbs, page 91-
78.
%hr wslm
&ir wllra are encountered in text 52.52-53’•
tldn Ihr wllm rgm lil ybl atti] they give birth to iahr wslm. The
* ” news is brought to II: 'the wife
il yQlt mh ylt yldy Ihr wllm (wives?) of II have given birth'
* 'what is born?' 'my children Shr wslm
There is little doubt that in this text, called 'the birth of the gods',
II has two wives; this accords with tldn 'they (fem. dual/plural) bear'; 
ylt can similarly be understood as the feminine dual/plural of the suffix 
conjugation 'thsy gave birth to'; yldy is probably the noun yld which
could be singular, dual, or plural as it is in the construct state be­
fore the first common singular possessive -£ 'my child(ren)'. The two 
wives conceive and bear children who are apparently both born at the same
time, called Shr w&lm by H. Shr means 'dawn' and Ilm might refer to • •  — »
the 'completion' of the day; the pair are understood by TO (page 376, 
note i) as referring to the morning and evening stars, two separate 
beings in the text. That Shr and &Lm refer to stairs is supported by
Ug.V 7*32: shr w£lm Immh '£hr and £lm in the sky', a text which names
.
the other gods in their respective abodes.
'V ■ v •
tkmn wsnm
tkmn w&nm is a name-pair that occurs fairly often, but not in the 
literary texts and consequently is not well-known. Little is known of 
his/their role and less of the character of tkmn w^nm. Gordon lists 
tkmn wlnm among the other compound names such as Ktr whss and Mt wsr 
which implies that he considers that tkmn w&nm refers to one god.^
Most of the occurrences of this name-pair are in various lists of gods, 
usually with the offerings alongside each name. The only other attest­
ation is:
1*1.17 il hlk lbth yltql II went to his house, reached
1. Gordon, UT Grammar 88.6l.
c „ 79-Ug.V 1.1.18 lhtrh y msn nn tkmn his chamber; tkmn wsnm supported
•. — —
19 wsnm him
The verb y°msn precedes the subject, tkmn w£nm (-nn probably refers to 
II), and as such provides no information regarding the concord required 
by this name-pair.
The meaning of this compound name is not known: tkmn, which sug­
gests the root tkn ‘shoulder', could perhaps be translated as 'bearer,
c a r r i e r G o r d o n  describes snm as the name of a son of II, as indicated
2by H's epithet: mlk ab &nm, and links this ’Snm to Tkmn wsnm. ■ Whilst
Il could be the father of Snm or even the father of Tkmn wsnm, the appar­
ent unimportance of Tkmn wlnm in the Ugaritic texts makes it unlikely 
that this would be chosen as H ’s epithet. « More likely, the ab ilmm 
refers, as Ullendorff points out^ to the father of years = the venerable
II. At present, the identity of Tkmn w&am remains unknown.
♦ * *
4
Other name pairs are attested in Ugaritic but they occur primarily 
in lists of gods, 'in ritual texts (but not in the literary texts), and 
some in broken texts only; as a result there is insufficient material 
to analyse the concord that they attract, although they are interesting 
in and of themselves.
1. This form is not encountered as a name elsewhere; Gordon, UT 
Glossary 2676, lists it separately from tkra 'shoulder' and provides 
no translation. There is no mention of Jkmn in TO as all occurs 
rences are outside the literary texts withlwhich that book is conc­
erned.
2. UT Glossary 2451. This is an entry solely devoted to &nm as in mlk 
ab snm and tkmn wsnm, but no translation is provided fox* either name.
3* Ugaritic Marginalia IV’, Ginsberg Festschrift, page 18*
4. See, in particular, de Moor, W  2/1970, page 227. Among others, he 
lists il whrn, ars wsmm, tt wkmt, yrh wksa, ngh wsrr, and sgr witra.
8°-
Of the eight compound names discussed above, four (Ktr vhss,
Mt w2fr, Nkl wib, and Qd^ wamrr) refer to one deity; one, Atrt wrhmy,• •
is probably singular; two refer to two beings (Gpn and Ugr and Shr and 
Sim); and the last, Tkmn w&nm, is uncertain. It is .interesting to note 
that the two elements in each of the name-pairs are closely related 
semantically in most cases, but very much more so in those names which 
can be seen to attract singular concord. It is interesting too to note
that certainty regarding number is more easily attained when proving
■ sf
.
single units and there is greater ambiguity when the concord is dual/ 
plural. This can probably be traced to the tendency for word order to 
be subject-verb with the consequent result that J>ma ®ay precede dual or 
plural subjects; further it would appear that concord is more rigour- 
ously maintaimed im the singular.
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Summary: Nouns //1' , /;/f '//
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It was not possible to control the number of nouns chosen for
their use of each attested combination of morphemes nor did it seem
desirable to attempt to do so. If the above random selection of nouns
can be relied upon as indicative of the situation in Ugaritic, then
it is clear that no 'rules1 apply to relate -t endings to feminine 
gender or -m to masculine. Masculine nouns have plurals ending in -_t 
and/or -ira; feminine nouns are similarly marked for the plural. In 
the singular, most masculine nouns end in 0; feminine ones occur with 
both -t_ and 0. Derived nouns display a similar range of singular and 
plural endings. In the section pertaining to plural and/or collective 
nouns the ambiguity inherent in the unpointed Ugaritic system of ortho­
graphy is decidedly evident; here, and in the section on divine names 
occurring in pairs, it is clear that singular agreement is easier to 
recognize than plural. The absence of number and gender information is 
particularly obvious in the section where body-parts are discussed: the
body-parts occurring in pairs are known to be feminine in all other
*• .••• • ■
Semitic languages, and this is assumed to be the case in Ugaritic as
well. However, out of ten lexical items, only two can be seen to be
$ >• v _ - :i;
feminine on the basis of internal textual evidence, which highlights 
the lack of information provided by the Ugaritic texts. There are few 
nouns with vowel changes evident in Ugaritic, primarily because vowel 
changes would appear only where a voweled aleph occurs in the relevant 
part of the word. It is doubtful that this change is a common device 
in Ugaritic as it occurs rarely in other Semitic languages apart from 
Arabic. Similarly, the addition of -h(t) to form the plural is of 
limited occurrence.
In trying to determine the number and/or gender of various nouns 
in Ugaritic, the problems inherent in analysing patterns of concord in
82.
this language become obvious. Nouns are, to a certain extent, more 
difficult to analyse than verbs or numerals because they must be 
treated individually, and so tentative generalizations derived from
one sure set of examples cannot be applied to similar but less certain—
others. Whilst much of the difficulty is inherent in any unpointed 
Semitic language, the effect of a limited corpus of texts and an 
occasionally obscure vocabulary cannot be minimized, especially with 
regard to the analysis of nouns.
Information regarding the number and/or gender of particular 
nouns came from adjectives (including the numeral adjective for one 
and two), numerals 3 - 10, verbs, pronouns, context, and cognates in 
other Semitic languages, notably Biblical Hebrew. Obviously, the inform­
ation provided by cognates is of limited value; as seen, occasionally, 
the cognate word had a different gender from its Ugaritic counterpart, 
or was attested as both masculine and feminine in one or the other 
languages, or occurred in two different forms in Biblical Hebrew, one 
masculine, one feminine, and it was not possible to determine which of 
these corresponded to the Ugaritic word in question. Adjectives pro- 
vided more certain information but appear infrequently; they seem to
. .. - I . ' V* ^  ' k .
occur more often as predicate-adjectives in nominal sentences than as 
descriptive ones in noun phrases. As such, they were not available to 
corroborate the evidence provided, for example, by verbs. Pronouns 
appear to have been relatively consistently used with regard to number 
and gender; numerals other than one and two do not. Verbs, like num­
erals, require investigation into their patterns of concord and so too, 
their evidence is limited. Context did not often point to the number 
and/or gender concord attracted by any particular noun, but was useful 
in a limited number of instances.
CHAPTER 3: VERBS
The Prefix Conjugation 
The verbal prefixes used in Ugaritic are ja, t^, and in
t-
certain instances, an -n suffix is used in conjunction with the t^- or 
prefixes. The use of as lcs and n as lcpl present no problems: 
they are used consistently within the Ugaritic verbal system and are
in accord with verbal prefixes in other Semitic languages. All second
*
person verbal forms are marked in the consonantal text by the t- prefix, 
with or without suffixed -n; as a result it is occasionally difficult 
to determine which second person gender and number combination is in­
tended. The ambiguities are further compounded by the use of the t^ 
prefix for 3fs and for third dual and plural forms, again with or with­
out the suffixed -n. The £- prefix is used to mark third person forms 
(except 3fs), with or without suffixes -n. The use of t- and £- prefixes 
to mark the various third person forms is not, in and of itself, except­
ional: there are comparable verbal forms in other Semitic languages,
where the ambiguity produced by the same two consonants marking many 
different number, gender, and person combinations is reduced by means 
of vocalic alternations. The question to be answered in this section
• • y ' X ■:* ' •
is how, to the extent that such information is recoverable from the 
consonantal texts, was the verb marked in the prefix conjugation to 
express third person masculine/feminine, singular/dual/plural and to 
represent agreement with nouns in the appropriate categories.
I have read through the texts in Gordon's Ugaritic Textbook and 
those in Ugaritica V. and below, I shall analyse the use of the 
t- prefixes (with and without the -n suffix). A useful starting point 
is the evidence provided by the group of final aleph verbs; presumably, 
if alternations in the final vowel were used to mark different number 
and gender categories, such variations might be retrievable from the
1 ' 8*t.
final aleph verbs.
Final aleph verbs
Of the fifteen final aleph verbs attested in Ugaritic, three are 
not found in the prefix conjugation and one occurs only in a broken 
text; two (ysf 'to go out' and yr1 'to fear') present the problem of
■
determining whether the is the prefix conjugation morpheme or the
o first consonant of the root, a problem inherent in the consonantal
J representation of all initial £  verbs.
Of a total of 92 occurrences of final aleph verbs (excluding 
those where either the context is lacking, the subject broken, or the 
verb morphology not clear), the following distribution of morphemes may 
be noted:
3ms 3fs 3cpl
yQBu 33
a 2
i 5
tQBu 35 1
a
i• *•* afe'i-;-.’ 
tQBun
2
2
; S -■ r *s <*••-•» -
' V - » ■
an l
i i
i
in 2
QBE represents a triliteral root and consequently, QB stands for the
1. Among the Semitic languages, Arabic has the greatest number of 
number-gender distinctions,for 3rd person, effected by means of 
vowels, and in the feminine, suffixed -n, for like the other Semitic 
languages, it only has the t- and £- prefixes at its disposal for
• third persons. In some languages, the singular has no vowel ending,
^ b u t  the plural has, thus effectively allowing the use of the same 
prefixed morpheme for both J>ms and 3®pl» Hebrew yiqbor and
yiqberfl. In Akkadian, 3cs is iprus, 3mpl iprusu and 3fpl iprusa, 
again using the same 3rd person prefix for singular and plural, mark* 
1 ing number distinctions by means of suffixed long vowel (i.e., 0n 7) 
and plural gender distinctions by use of different vowels (u«a).
tv
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first two consonants of the root*
Many of the occurrences of verbs yQBu and tQBu are in fairly
common Ugaritic phrases, such as y^u gh wysh (II as subject in 51•^•30,
• •
Dnil as subject in lAq 117, 122, 131« etc.), tsu gh wtsh (Cnt as subject
♦  •
**9.1.11, °nt 3*32) 'raises his/her voice and shouts'. This accounts, 
in part, for the large number of occurrences of verbs of these patterns 
as 3ms and 3fs respectively. In other instances, the number and gender 
of the subject is quite clear:
Krt 99* l8? zbl Crsm ysu the sick shall pick up his bed
cnt 2.25 ymlu lbh b£mht his heart fills with joy
In all the use of y^Bu for 3ms and tQBu for presents little problem.
The appearance of suffixed vowels other than -u (reflecting
yaqburu. taqburu) is interesting in that it suggests that Ugaritic verbs
" l'-:\ . ■ ’ . • f t
had mood distinctions (such as are found in Arabic) although there is
/\
not enough evidence at this point to describe the function of each of 
the presumed mood markers. It is, however, clear, from the distribution
of suffixed vowels a^ and i, that they were not used to mark number or
■
gender. For example, final i with masculine singular subject:
121.2.10 yspi spu the food is eaten
I
^9*5*^ ymsi lars he reaches the ground
*  t
Krt 100 wysi trh hdt and the newly-wed man comes out
with a collective noun as subject:• r
its***’
Krt 85 dn ngb wysi an army is provisioned and comes out
• A
and with a subject whose gender and number is not known:
2.16 nkt yt&i Clab bn ilU am offering is raised for the father
of the junior gods
Final i_ occurs with a feminine singular subject in:
/ Ju.i U*'
225.3 tspi sirh she eats his flesh
A \f
3Aq obv.2** tsi km rh npsh his soul departs like the wind
I A.
7r\
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Final £  is also encountered with a masculine singular subject:
51.7*^7 yqra mt bnp&h Mt says to himself
75.1*37 wymza qqm and he reaches the devourers
tQBa is encountered with a plural or dual subject in:  ^if.'
lAq 89 tsa gHhm wtsh they raise their voices and shout• •
67.2.16 tsa ghm wtsh they raise their voices and shout
• •
and similarly:
Krt 303 tsan ghm wtsh they raise their voices and shout
• •
The last three sentences appear to have the same meaning. Second 
person dual seems to be the intended subject of the following:
2.1.1^ + uthtin bapkn and you sin with your mouths
51.8.20 T thtan you will be vanquished by him
yrJ> I
> Although the number of attested final aleph forms is rather limit- 
ed, the results of the above are useful for two reasons. First, the 
distribution of morphemes £-11 for 3®s and Jt-11 for J>fs is clearly in­
dicated. Second, the above count suggests patterns of usage which may 
be borne out by evidence of non-final aleph verbs. It prompts the 
following questions: to what extent, if any, is £- used as a plural
prefix (in final aleph verbs it is not used at all); is the £- prefix 
used at all with a feminine singular subject; what is the preferred i
form for 3pl? and what is the range of t-n?
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y- prefix forme of the verb
There are many examples of prefixed verbs both before and 
after masculine singular subjects in the Ugaritic texts. This is as
expected on tie basis of comparative Semitic material and consequently,
“ A
needs no discussion. I will, however, examine the other subjects with
which this form of the verb occurs.
Who is the subject in cnt 2.30: ymh bbt dm dmr ysq smn 'he/she• “ •_____
wipes the soldiers' blood from the house, pours out oil'. In the pre-
f\ r./j
vious few lines, cnt is the subject of several t^- prefix forms of the 
verb. The goddess is unlikely to be doing her own house-cleaning and 
it is more probable that the two verbs are passives here, thus, 'someone 
wipes' and 'oil is poured1.
The subject in °nt pl.vi 5*^: ysh atrt wbnh ilt wsbrt aryh
'Atrt and her sons shout, (ditto) the goddess and band of her kinfolk'
'■ ■ • j*\ Jl ... .
is one female being and several male ones. It would appear that the 
subject is regarded as masculine and plural as it is preceded by a 
form of the verb.
In translating 2Aq 2.9: wcl yshl piLt 'and above, his forehead
. ■■ , •  ■ j
gleams', TO (page note c) has treated the subject as ph 'mouth', ^
-  —  -
.. ■. ^  f.
in part because the editors preferred the sense of the line with that 
reading, and possibly in part due to the influence of the £- prefix 
form of yshl, which does not usually occur with feminine subjects.1
A similar problem occurs in lAq 82: wl ytk dml^hl km rbCt tqlm
pe» t' ■ ■ ■ - i  . - i
‘and surely his tears fall like quarter-shekels' where a ^.-prefix verb
v* ' o ,^  ; >.* r . also occurs with a broken subject. This sentence can be contrasted with
Krt 28: tntkn udmcth km tqlm arsh 'his.tears f^ll like shekels to the 
ground'. In the Aqht sentence, TO (page Mf8) takes the tears as object
1. For more on this sentence, see above, page 60.
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of the verb, while in the Krt passage (page 507) they are the subject.
It would be interesting to know the extent to which the different 
interpretations were influenced by the different prefixes on the verb.
I would think it more likely that 'his tears' is the subject in both
sentences, but that the Ugaritic writer may have distinguished between
c cthe gender of udm t and a collective noun dm 'weeping', giving one
feminine, the other masculine concord. The situation in Ugaritic might
be similar to that found in Hebrew: dim0ah, plural dema°ot 'tear(s)' is
feminine, dema° 'tearfulness' is masculine. /
A curious case of concord occurs in lAq 171ff.:
rb bkyt bhklh weeping women entered his palace
m&spdt bhzrh £pg3 pzgm gr professional mourners, his courtyard
mortifiers of the flesh 
ybk laqht gzr they weep for young Aqht
Q
ydm lkdd dnil mt rpi cry for the son of Dnil, Mt Rpi
Here, the prefix is used for a feminine plural subject which precedes 
the verb ybk and ydmc. The subject is not likely to be Dnil alone, de-
■>■*/. *:•' '’’'r - n § t  '
spite the use of the y- prefix form of the verb; the original, feminine
plural subject bkyt and ms&pdt appears to have been forgotten. Could 
. .the intervening pzgm gr have influenced the gender concord of ybk and 
—  ■—Q
ydm that follow it, or could it be that the combined subject of the
mourners and Dnil requires a masculine form of the verb?
• . - v ;
The subject of lAq 200: dyqny ddm yd mhst aCqh3t gzr could be
   _ _ •
Ytpn, or Ytpn could be the speaker, referring to °nt as 'the one who • •
owns the fields, his/her hand is that which smote young Aqht'.
In Krt 12f.:att sdqh lypq mtrht y£rh, a prefix verb follows an 
apparent feminine subject. However, this is best translated with att 
sdqh as the object: 'he did (not?) find his lawful wife (nor) his
rightful bride1, which fits the next sentence: att trh wtb°t 'he took
a wife but she departed'.
1. The language used in the letters does not appear to differ markedly 
from that in other/types of text. Consequently, such divisions 
of material into text type are not necessary for the analysis of 
the concord of verbs.
/
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At the end of the extant Krt text, Krt sends the messengers back 
to King Pbl and then: ^  ^
Krt 500 ttbC mlakm lytb the messengers depart, they do not
^  ~ tarry pf' U' > >l
idk pnm lytn °mm pbl mlk immediately they present themselves
^  to King Pbl
tsan ghm wtshn they raise their voices and proclaim
• •
Here, a verb with _t- prefix precedes a dual or plural subject (the for­
mer seems more likely) which is then followed by verbs with what appears 
to be the prefix, and then the introductory phrase to the messengers' 
speech has verbs with jt-n afformatives. Both ytb and ytn might be con­
strued as the appropriate suffix conjugation forms because QBR and YQBR 
forms of initial verbs fall together in the consonantal system of
Q
orthography. Other uses of the idiom tb ... ytb do not indicate whether 
the standard phrase required the prefix or suffix conjugation for ytb. 
ytn occurs in the phrase idk pnm ytn in the prefix conjugation , as 
seen in ^9-^»31 and 51«5»S^ where the verb ttn is marked to agree with 
a feminine subject and consequently, might be prefix conjugation here, 
agreeing with a masculine subject. Another possibility is that the
.
subject of ytn is not the messengers but King Pbl, and that the phrase
should be construed such that cmm = cm + m 'with them (suffixed dual/
> ' ;• • nv*
plural pronoun), the messengers'. The problem is that this suffixed 
-m < *hmt while common in Hebrew, is not attested as third masculine dual/ 
plural in Ugaritic. If this is indeed the prefix conjugation, it repre­
sents one of the very few attested occasions where a verb with £- prefix
is used with a clearly masculine dual or plural subject in the order 
subject-verb.
A common phrase in the Ugaritic letters is,1 as in 2061.^5: yslm
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Ik ilm tgrk tSlmk. If ilm is the subject of y%lmt then the entire sen­
tence ought to be translated 'may the gods give you peace, may they 
guard and preserve you', otherwise, 'may there be peace for you, may the 
gods guard and preserve you'. If the former is the case, then it is 
interesting to note that the prefix is only used before the masculine 
plural subject; it appears that the prefix must be used when the 
verb follows this plural subject.
In a letter to the king, which is broken at the edge and middle, 
one reads, 2008 rev. 13: mlkt ybqt anyt w atQ 'let-the queen request
ships and youC? ...'. This is the only instance of a £- prefix verb 
following a feminine singular noun, but the broken state of the text 
makes analysis somewhat uncertain.
In the following:
Ug.V 1.1.9 °ttrt wcnt ymgy cttrt and Cnt arrive
c •bhm yg r tgr bt il the gatekeeper of II's house rebukes
them
the y- prefix verb follows the names of two well-known goddesses which is
•;. •. i l a g f o ?  y . « . ; v : f
unexpected, not only because this form is rarely used for feminine con-
' ,» !T -v-r - . • V  J '' »*■>'• •• k. •>•• s'■?**:
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cord, but also because it is rarely used following a plural or dual sub- 
ject. Similarly, it is unusual to find, as here, bhm used for feminine
* V'-Vj-y - ' T
subjects; bhn is the eaqpected form.
Text 5» described by Gordon (UT §17.1 TThe Classification of the 
Ugaritic Texts1) as a ritual text, is difficult to understand, so although 
all the words in lines 24, 25:
atr ilm ylk pcnm where the gods go on foot
mlk p°nm yltkQ the king goes on foot
are known, the intent is unclear. It is fairly clear, however, that 
masculine dual/plural ilm 'gods' precedes the prefix verb ylk.
There are few examples of this form of the verb with other subjects 
feminine singular subjects are statistically too few to consider, and so
91.
too are feminine dual and plural ones. The most interesting point 
is the relative absence of £- forms of the verb after plural subjects, 
although they occur in the order verb-subject.
y-n forms of the verb
Verbs in the form y_-ii are used with masculine singular, dual, 
and plural subjects. The question that arises in connection with verbs 
of this form is whether the -n suffix represents the energic, a stylistic 
variation, a suffixed pronoun, or marks number or gender concord.
In a letter, the beginning of which is missing, the writer con­
cludes with:
2065.18 wap ank mnm and as for me, whatsoever
19 hsrt wuhy is lacking, let my brother
20 y°rasn tmn undertake (it) there
21 wtuilhy al yb°rn and let my brother not refuse
It is not clear what objects or materials the writer is referring to
in this letter but it is clear that uhy, masculine singular, is the sub- 
c cject of both y msn and yb rn. The -11 suffix is unlikely to mark mascu-
line singular agreement; that has been done by t]he £- prefix. The
energic is likely to be the intended function of the -n in this text,
—
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which is the only occurrence I have found of the £-n form in the Ugar­
itic letters.
The lines preceding 51.3-12-15: ydd wyqlsn yqm wywptn btk pQHlr
— — —  ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ■  ■ ■ ■ «  ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■
bn ilm are somewhat broken and the subject is not clear. Perhaps it i6
Q
B 1, perhaps Mt, who says: 3is quick to provoke, he stands up and
spits in the assembly of the junior gods'. The content of these two 
lines may have required the energic.
In 51.^.13-1^: .yhbq qd£ wamrr yStn atrt lbmt °r 'Qd& wamrr holds 
and places Atrt on the back of the ass'. A similar action occurs in 
lAq 59, where Pgt places her father on his mount: t&tn lbmt Cr. Both
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occurrences are singular, the former masculine, the latter feminine, 
and both are likely to be the energic use of the -ri suffix.
When II sees Atrt in text 51*^«2?: him il kyphnh, the writer
may have used the energic -la, or the -n may be the 3fs pronominal suffix. 
In lAq 135= bn&i Cnh wyphn and 2Aq 5-9: bn&i cnh wyphn Dnil, the sub­
ject 'looks up and sees'. It is likely that the energic is used here 
also. Every time this phrase occurs, whether with a jr- or a t- prefix 
to the verb, it has the -11 suffix.
Twice, lAq 1?0 and 2Aq 2.2*t: dnil bth ymgyn 'Dnil arrives at
his house', parallel to ystql dnil lhklh 'Dnil reaches his palace'.
c c c •The same lines occur with nt as the subject in nt 2.12: nt bth tmgyn
tStql ilt lhklh ,cnt arrives at her house, the goddess reaches her 
palace'. The words are the same, although the verb is marked for differ­
ent subjects with t- or prefixes for feminine or masculine concord; 
in both cases, it is likely that the -ja was used for metric reasons, to 
balance the two verbs, and hence the two parallel lines.
In 2Aq 5-25: ahr ymgy ktr whss bd dnil ytnn q&t 'afterwards,
— — — — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Ktr whss arrives, he gives the bow over into Dnil's hand' (= 'he hands
the bow over to Dnil’), a y-n form of the verb follows the subject, and
:
a £- prefix precedes it. It is followed by a parallel line, with a
c cform of the verb, line 27f.i lbrkh y db qs t ’he prepares the arrows
■
at his knees'; it is likely that ytnn was used to balance the metre 
length of the line that follows.-
The same root is used before and after the masculine dual/plural 
subject in cnt ^.^9: Cw?lcn ftlmm ycnyn 'the (two?) lads replied, stat­
ing: •••'• This might be a form comparable to the Arabic yaqburuna 
where the -ri is part of the plural marker, or might be the energic.
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A similar use of the £-11 form of the verb might have occurred
in the description of the fight between B°1 and Mt in:
*+9-6-17 ynghn krumm they gore like bulls••
19 yntkn kbtnm they bite like snakes
20 ymshn klsnm they buck like broncos
Two sentences in the order verb-subject with masculine plural
subjects are from text 52-9-10: yzbrnn zbrm gpn ysmdnn smdm gpn ‘the
__________________♦ •
vine-pruners prune it, the vine-binders tie it‘. The -nn is likely to 
be the pronominal suffix, especially as the line that follows: y&ql
&dmth km gpn ‘they measure(?) out his fields like vineyards' has a 
direct object and lacks the suffix that the preceding two verbs have.
The subject of *+9-2.26: ym ymm yCtqn lymm lyrhra 'a day, two/
many days pass, the days become months' is likely to be ymm, which 
could be dual or plural. In either case, the -ri suffix is not likely 
to be pronominal, could be energic, or might be a part of a plural 
morpheme as found in the Arabic form yaqburuna, as suggested above in
c
relation to y nyn.
. .Cn * " r vv;v- •' *
All attested y-n forms of the verb occur with masculine sub- 
jects. As noted throughout the above, the -n might have been used as 
an energic mood marker, for metrical reasons, or as an integral part 
of the morphological system marking number and gender. The paucity of 
examples makes definite statement about the function of the jr-n form 
difficult. However, the fact that only two out of 16 uses are follow­
ing a dual or plural subject and two more precede plural subject^ whilst 
the remaining 12 occur with singular subjects, makes it unlikely that 
the £-n specifically marks the plural or dual. It may be worth consider­
ing the possibility, thus far not suggested, that the -11 is occasionally 
used in Ugaritic, with both t- and £- prefixes to indicate some sort of 
verbal continuity of action, akin to the -ma in Akkadian which is used
- ' 9^ .
(according to von Soden, GAG §123) to join two sentences and occasion­
ally replaces the conjunction 11 ’and’, conveying the sense of ’and then' 
or 'therefore'• If this were so, the multivalence of the -ri could start 
to reach unacceptable proportions.
t- prefix forms of the verb
The t^- prefix form of the verb is well attested in Ugaritic as 
a second person marker and for third feminine singular; as such, it is 
well within the general pattern of Semitic verb morphemes. Its apparent 
use with other third person forms, notably masculine dual and plural, is 
important to the study of concord in Ugaritic.
The following sentences are particularly interesting because the 
subjects are clearly masculine plural or dual and the t- prefix verb 
occurs in both verb-subject and subject-verb orders. This suggests a 
taqburu form as 3mpl.
137.22 him ilm tphhm tphn mlak ym suddenly the gods see them, they
see the messengers of Ym
137*23 tgly ilm ri^thm the gods lower their heads
137.29 tSu ilm raSthm the gods raise their heads
67.2.16 tSa ghm wtsh (the two gods) raise their voices
. and proclaim
121.2.21 tdd atrh tdd ilCnym they hurry after him, the gods
hurry after ...
3 a£r sswm tsmd dC they harnessed their horses, they
c * yoke ...
t In lmrkbthm titty they mount their chariots, they go...
12*4.21 hm ym wtn tlhm rpum behold, a day and a second, the
Rpum eat
128.3.17 tbrk ilm tity the gods bless and go
l8 tity ilm lahlhra the gods go to their tents
1. Lines 2-3 are translated by TO, page V?8, as 2pl; there is no 
problem with either rendering. Similar phrases occur in texts 
122 .*4, 12, and 123*6, 11. The one quoted above is the least 
broken.
95-
The text in 128.3.23: bn krt kmhm tdr is difficult because the sub­
ject of tdr is not clear: 'the sons of Krt were as had been promised'
or perhaps 'like them, the sons of Krt promised'; perhaps II made the 
promise to Krt, perhaps a different god, or perhaps Krt had made a vow 
to do certain things if his offspring met certain conditions.
In Krt 192: km irby t&kn sd, the subject is third person, either 
masculine or common plural: 'like locusts they settle in the field'.^ 
The use of the t- form of the verb with a masculine plural sub­
ject is particularly noticeable in the standard greeting formula of 
Ugaritic letters: y&lm lk ilm tgrk tslmk 'may there be peace unto you,
may the gods guard you and give you peace' (95*7i 101.2, 117.7, 1015.4,
2059*4, and others). The t_- prefix is also encountered in 1012.30: hn
c •hm yrgm lmlk b ly tm&yy hm alpm sswm 'and if this is explained to the 
king, my lord, then the 2000 horses might reach me'} this letter is
written to the queen asking for her influence with the king to be wield­
ed to the writer's benefit.
Several sentences have )smm 'heavens' as the subject, a noun which
in Hebrew is plural and might be so in Ugaritic as well. It occurs in:
c 2 c vnt 3.23 abn brq dl td smm I understand the lightning that the
heavens do not know
6.26 &mm tmr zbl mlk the heavens will praise the prince
the king (= the crown prince?)
27 smm tlakL Jtl the heavens will send dew
1. Probably line 104: kirby t&cn gd, but I am not entirely certain
that t^kn in this line is third person. In the text of Krt's
dream, lines 62-153, Krt is told what to do and what will occur,
some of which is expressed by means of imperative and second per­
son forms. It might be the case that the first occurrence of 
kirby tgkn ^d represents the second person: 'you will invest the
field like locusts'./Q
2. Also in nt 4.6l; see also &nm Imn tmtrn, below, t-n forms of
the verb, page 100. *
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In the following, it appears that'the j>- form of the verb is 
taken up by a form of the same verb in a later sentence; it is more 
likely, however, that the suffix conjugation is intended with this 
initial verb;
51.5.77 tblk grm mid kep the mountains will bring you much
silver
78 gbcm mhmd hrs the hills, the choicest of gold
79 yblk udr ilqsm they'll bring you the best of gems
and also:
51.5*95 tblk grm the mountains will bring you
94 mid ksp gb m mhmd hrs much silver, the hills the choicest
of gold
100 yblnn grm raid ksp the mountains brought him much
silver
101 gb m lhmd hrs the hills, the best goldm "" *
102 yblnn udr ilqsm they brought him the finest of gems
*
Gordon (UT Grammar £>9*4) points out that it is not uncommon to find a 
prefix form of the verb taken up later by either a verb in the suffix 
conjugation, or in the infini tire absolute.
In cnt 3*24 (and °nt 4.59, 60; pi. ix 3*15)• rgm ltd0 n^m wltbn 
hralt ars 'speech that men do not know and1 the multitude of the earth do
not comprehend', masculine plural n&n follows the jt- form of the verb, 
as does hmlt ars, which may be feminine as it i's in Hebrew. td° and
tbn appear to be functioning as third person common gender verbs; it
could be, however, that the subject nouns are feminine collectives.
Another possible collective, again parallel to a masculine plural
noun occurs in text 49.2.35• Sirh Itikl csrm ninth Itkly npr 'the birds♦ __
will eat his remains, the fowl will finish off the pieces of him*.
The masculine plural nhlm precedes the verb in 49.3.7, 13• nhlrn 
tlk nbtm 'the wadis flow with honey'; this is preceded (lines 6, 12) 
by tinm smn tmtrn, where a t^n form of the verb follows the masculine
plural subject.
In 51*7»35i 36: tihd yCrm Inu hd 'the enemies of Hd seize
the forests', the subject is masculine and likely to be plural.
The form of the verb again precedes a plural subject in ^9«1* 
llff.: t&mh ht atrt wbnh ilt wsbrt aryh 'let Atrt and her sons rejoice
now, the goddess with her band of kin'.
In Cnt 3*3f*i wCrbn lpCn Cnt hbr wql tXthwy wkbd hyt 'and enter 
at the feet of Cnt, salute (her) and lower (yourselves), bow down and 
honour her', the verbs are likely to be second person and imperative 
forms because B 1 is telling the messengers what to do when they arrive
Q
at nt's establishment.
Another masculine plural noun used with a t- form of the verb, in 
the order subject-verb occurs in 2Aq 2.9: pnm t&nh '(his) face is
happy'.
The fractions expressed in Krt 16: mtltt ktrm tmt 'one-third
die in good health'1 and Krt 20: m&bCt hn bSlh ttpl 'one-seventh
p
fall by the sword' may be feminine nouns. It is difficult to deter­
mine whether they have been accorded singular or plural agreement.
cnt 2.25: tgdd kbdh bshq 'her belly shakes with laughter'. If
•  •
kbd is feminine, as it is in Akkadian and other Semitic languages, the
use of a t,- prefix is as expected. The phrase itself is reminiscent of
.■ v >’■ ■
the English idea of a 'belly-laugh', and is an image often encountered 
in Akkadian literature, where the 'innards' are thought to be the seat 
of the emotions.
In text 68.6: wttn gh kgr tht ksi zbl ym 'and makes a noise
♦  _____
(=1iterally, gives his voice) like a groaning beneath the chair of 
Prince Ym' —  who makes the noise? At the beginning of the text, BC1
1. So translated by TO, page 505, note 1.
2. Hebrew mahasit 'one—half' is feminine; although it appears to have 
a morphmogy similar to the Ugaritic fractions, it does not mean 
that the Ugaritic ones have the same gender.
appears to be plotting his attack, and following line 6, Ktr speaks, 
offering his formula for success- TO (page 135) translates this as 
a feminine singular subject, on the basis of the t> prefix of ttn.
There is, however, no feminine singular person mentioned in the 
preserved part of the text.
Hd appears to be the subject of 75*2-55: wtkms hd 'and Hd
falls'; the parallel line 54: npl b°l 'B°l fell' confirms that the
subject is masculine singular. To explain tkms (i.e., t- form of the 
verb with a masculine singular subject), TO (page 349) suggests that 
tkms is a passive perfect with t- afformative thus 'has been prostrated 
paralleled by npl, translated as 'has been thrown down'.
In 51*5*108-9i t°db ksu wyttb lymn aliyn b°l 'a chair is pre­
pared and he (Ktr whss) is seated to the right of Aliyn BC1 ', ksu has 
a final n vowel which suggests that it is in the nominative case, and 
thus likely to be the subject of t db. However, as my translation of 
this sentence indicates, the verb might be passive; ksu is a masculine 
noun.
51*7*40-41: cn b°l qdm ydh ktgd arz bymnh 'the eye of B°1
precedes his hand as he grasps a cedar in his right hand'. TO (page
,
2l8) observes that there is no plausible etymology for tgd, and trans­
lates this as 'quand le c&dre s'abat sous sa droite'. From this trans-
• •••
lation, it would appear that considerations of concord resulted in BW1
V;: •*- . v / •.{ I.'>•
not being the subject of a verb that appears to have a t- prefix.
99.
The t>- verbal prefix, in addition to its use with feminine 
singular subjects in the order verb-subject and subject-verb, occurs 
both before and after plural subjects, masculine and feminine. This 
suggests that the taqburu form serves in Ugaritic much as the £- pre­
fixed equivalent does in Hebrew where it indicates, for the most part, 
common gender. In Biblical Hebrew, however, the yiqb ru form is rarely, 
if ever, used with plural nouns denoting female persons, whereas the 
Ugaritic taqburu form is used with plural nouns denoting male persons.
In those sentences where the t- form of the verb occurs with a masculine 
singular subject, whether before or after the verb, every attempt has 
been made to interpret the sentence to avoid the association of _t- with 
3ms. These are so uncommon that the few that are attested may be errors 
on the part of the scribe, or misunderstandings on the part of the 
modern reader.
100.
t-n forms of the verb
The twi forms of the prefix conjugation are used in a variety 
of ways in the literary texts. The list below gives some idea of 
their distribution:
3ms 3®d 3mpl 3 fs 3fd 3fpl 2 ? total
subject-verb ' 1 0 29 27 11 O i l  70
verb-subject 2 2  ^ 7 0  ^ 8 6  33
As can be seen, the t-n forms occur twice as often after mention of 
the subject than before. To a certain extent, this may be attributed 
to sentences of the pattern £- subject, t^ -n^ , t-n^, etc., thereby pro­
ducing compound sentences of one subject and many verbs. The number 
of occurrences of t_-]i forms of the verb might have been inflated by 
the use of suffixed pronouns with t_- verbs. Gordon (UT Grammar 86.17) 
pointed out the suffixed 3®s use of -n_, -rm,and -nh as well as -h. Con­
sequently, it is occasionally difficult to know whether a t-nh/nn/n form
is to be construed as Jb- plus suffix or £-11 plus suffix. Finally, the
■ „ '"Hr-. ;■' •. •$ ■ ? ‘ • .
use of the energic -n may account for a substantial number of occurrences
.*?■ . .
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of t^n forms of the verb.
/  \  VAs seen above (page 9 5 smm is used with t- forms of the verb.
• ’ 0 i
It also occurs with t-n forms in ^9«3»6, 12: iSmm i£mn tmtrn 'the heavens
—■■■■ ■■■ ■
rain oil'. It is possible that t- forms of the verb are, for the pur- 
poses of concord, interchangeable with t-ii forms.
hmlt occurs with _t- forms of the verb (above, page 96) and with
t^-ri forms: 137»l8, tn ilm dtqh dtqyn(h) hmlt ars 'gods, hand over
   •
the one you harbour, whom the people harbour'.
In a letter, 1018.21-22 : lpn amn wl pn il msrm dt tgrn 'before
Ammon and before the gods of Egypt who will guard', the t-n form of the
verb is preceded by a plural subject. Such is also the case in 2067.1:
spr bn& mlk dtarSn msn 'a list of the king's men who are seeking work'.
In 51.3.23-26, t-n forms of the verbs mgn and gzy occur:
ahr mgy aliyn bCl after Aliyn B°1 arrived
mgyt btlt Cnt Btlt cnt turns up
tmgnn rbt atrt ym they entreat Rbt Atrt Ym
tgzyn qnyt ilm beseech the gods' creator
Most translations (including that in TO, page 201) understand cnt to be
the subject of tmgnn and tgzyn, believing the t- to be J>fs and the -11 to
to be energic. It would suit the sense of the two lines if the subject
c cwere understood as B 1 and nt, both entreating Rbt Atrt Ym to act on
c 0B l's behalf. Both are introduced onto the scene at the same time and 
presumably act here in unison.
The last few sentences in lAqht are somewhat difficult to under­
stand, in part because there are some small gaps in the text and in part
because it is difficult to determine who is speaking. Here Pgt has 
reached Ytpn's encampment and he says:
lAq 215ff. qhn wt^qyn ynC take (her) and give her to drink Cput?
Q
ks bdy qb t bymny qh a cup in my hand, a goblet in my right
pgt wtsqynh tplh? ksl Pgt takes and drinks it, she see(?)
a cup in her hand 
bdh qb t bymnh a goblet in her right
The first sentence is probably imperative: Ytpn is commanding his ser-
vants to take the woman1 and give her something to drink, and to provide
him with something as well. The use of qh is problematic, tqh is ex-
pected for a feminine subject and qh is the imperative (UT Grammar §9.45).
It is, as a result, difficult to know who the subject of qh is, and con-
sequently, the subject of t^fqynh, assuming that the subject of the two
verbs is the same. In light of Ytpn thinking that cnt is drinking with
1. I think that Ytpn thinks the woman is °nt, cf. line 213: agrtn bat
'our employer (fern.) has come'. It is known that Cnt employed Ytpn; 
that Pgt did is not stated in the preserved sections of the text!
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him, it is unlikely that Ytpn is commanding his servants to 'take Pgt',
having just done so in line 215. The remaining possibility that Pgt
is the subject of qh and tsqynh may be the correct one.
The t^ -n form of the verb occurs with what appears to be a mascu­
line subject in 52.17: 3thgrn gzr ncmt 'the likeable hero girds'. The
end of the previous line and the end of this line are both broken so
gzr might not be the intended subject. It is, however, likely to be
/■%
singular; n m following gzr is an adjective which is masculine singular.
Another third masculine singular subject with a t-n form is in
lAq ?6: bn&i cnh wtphn 'looking up, he sees'. The subject is either
Dnil or Aqht, although TO (page kk?) preferred Cnh 'eyes' as the subject
because of the verbal afformative. As'seen above, (page 92), the same
phrase occurs with £-n afformative with a singular masculine subject
(lAq 13^, 2Aq 5.9 bn&i °nh wyphn) and in all other uses of this phrase,
yphn/tphn agrees with masculine/feminine subjects respectively. This
one instance might be an error.
The occurrence in Krt 19^: tlkn ym wtn 'they go a day and a
-
second (day)1 is interesting; later in the narrative, after the stop
at the shrines of Atrt srm and lit sdynm, there is, in line 207: ylk— . •
ym wtn, the same meaning, but with a different verbal prefix. In view 
of the army accompanying Krt and the fact that t-n and y_-n are attested 
with third masculine plural subjects, but t^ -n is rarely found with mascu­
line singular, the reading of plural is more likely for both sentences.
Use of tj-n forms of the verb with masculine dual, third persons, 
is rare, mostly the result of choosing to interpret nouns as dual 
rather than plural.
The subject of 76.2.3: wt nyn glm b°l 'and B°l's lad(s) respond',
/
could be singular, dual or plural; dual or plural is possible because 
j^ lin is in the construct state end thus the -m suffix that would have
indicated number has been dropped. The dual is most likely because 
it is thought that BC1 had two servants, Gpn and Ugr (so TO, page 167, 
note f). Similarly, 137*30: ahr tmgyn mlak ym 'after the messengers
of Ym arrive', the subject could be singular, dual,or plural. 51-5-10^: 
ktlakn £lmm 'as the )ads send' could also be dual, although the diffi­
culty here is in determining whether glmm is the subject or someone 
else is sending the lads.
There is a distinct preference for the use of the t^ ii form after 
a masculine plural subject (contrast 28 subject-verb occurrences with 
5 verb-subject). This use of tj-ji forms is evident in lAqht where the 
eagles are examined for traces of Aqht; when all the eagles are address­
ed, t-11 forms are used:
lAq 109 tqln th<t> p°ny may they fall beneath my feet
115 tqln tht pcnh they fall beneath his feet
When speaking of Hrgb, the father of the eagles (lines 12^, 129), yql is 
used, and for Sml, the mother of the eagles (lines 13&, 1^3)* tql occurs. 
This distinction points to a subject-verb use of yql for 3ms, tql for 
3fs, and tqln for 3c(?)pl.
There are many occurrences of t-n with feminine singular subjects,
.• . ;.Z X ■ ■ ; > % & \V •'
some of which may be the use of the energic, others may be the pronominal
suffix.
Several times, the phrase bn&i cnh wtphn occurs; in 31-2.12,
Atrt is the subject, in lAq 76, Dnil appears to be the subject, although
I think Pgt to be the more likely subject there; as far as can be deter-
cmined from the broken lines preceding it, nt is the subject in 2Aq 6.10. 
The remaining four (out of a total of eight) occurrences of this phrase 
use £-11 forms of the verb. It is worth noting that all occurrences of 
this set phrase, whether or t— prefixes are used, have final -n 
suffixes. This strongly suggests that this is the use of the energic.
Similarly energic may be the -reused describing unt's actions 
in the following:
cnt 2.23 mid tmthsn she strikes out wildly• •
cnt ^.86 thspn mh she draws water
cnt 2.17 whin Cnt lbth tmgyn and then, Cnt arrives at her house
The energic may have been used in Krt 33: snt tluan 'sleep
overcomes him', although the ending could simply be the 3ms pronominal 
suffix only.
The energic might have been used with the feminine singular sub-
Q
ject in lAq 57: bkm tmdln r 'weeping, she saddles an ass'. A couple
of lines later, when Pgt, having saddled the ass for her father, goes 
to help him mount, the energic may also have been used, but quite defin­
itely, the 3ms pronominal suffix is employed as well: lAq 59: tsu abh 
tstnn lbmt r 'she lifts her father, she puts him (-nn or -n?) onto the 
back of the ass'. The same verb occurs in 3Aq obv. 28, also with a 
pronominal suffix: tstn kriSr bhb&h 'she puts him like an eagle in
her girdle’.
Finally, there is the sentence in 2Aq 6.*tO where Aqht states: 
ht tsdn tintt 'what.' would women hunt?'. This could be the use of
the energic for emphasis.
Generally, it appears unlikely that t*n is a morphological marker
for third feminine singular. Most uses, when analysed, are more likely
£v: v
to be t- plus energic -n and/or pronominal suffix. This is evident too 
in the description of °nt's treatment of Mt in ^9.2.32ff.:
bhrb tbqCnn with a sword she splits him
hhtr tdrynn with a sieve she winnows him
bi^t tsrpnn with fire she burns him
brhm tthnn with millstones she grinds him
bsd tdr nn in a field she sows him
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Most of the occurrences of feminine dual subjects with t-n 
forms of the verb involve 'feet1:
A-9.1.31 p°nh ltmgyn hdm his feet did not reach the footstool
C G Cnt 3.16 my p nk tlsmn with me, let your feet run
In all, the subject precedes the verb. Similarly, a feminine dual sub­
ject precedes the t-n form of the verb in text 52.39» **3» ^6: attm tshn
""" *™ ** * ♦
'(H's) two wives shout', and twice, in the same text, the same two
wives go into labour, and present II with children, lines 51. 58:
tqtnsn wtldn. •
There are very few occurrences of feminine plural subjects, and
hence it is difficult to determine whether the absence of sentences of
the pattern subject (fem. pi.) - verb (t_-n) indicates choice or chance.
In text 68.17: ltngsn pnth 'his extremities do not tremble' and
♦
68.26: tngsn pnth 'his extremities do tremble', the subject is feminine
plural, corresponding to the Hebrew plnot 'edges, corners'. The -n 
may be the use of the energic or may represent t^ -n as an affix; it is 
difficult to know what is intended.
_ c
Krt's tears fall like shekels in line 28: tntkn udm th km tqlm
and may do so with the help of the energic.
Another instance of feminine plural with a t-n form of the verb 
occurs in 1001.^: ktgwln sntk 'when your teeth enunciate1. Here too, 
as in the preceding three sentences, the subject follows the verb.
Whether this is significant is difficult to determine at present. It 
may be that the Ugaritic writer used tni as an energic here, specifically 
preceding the subject for added emphasis.
From the above uses of the t^—1^ forms of the verb, the following 
points can be noted: is very rarely used with a masculine singular
subject; of the three examples, one is from a broken text where the
106
verb may belong to a preceding and missing subject; one may be dual 
and the last is probably masculine singular, third person, tyn as 3^d 
is rare, but y- as 3md is not frequently encountered either, suggesting 
that it is the category of 3&d that is uncommon. There are many 
occurrences of t^ -n as 3mpl» and there is a distinct preference for the 
t-n verb to follow.: the subject. With feminine singular subjects, it is 
difficult to determine whether t--ri functions as a variant of the t- form 
marking third person, or the -n is a pronominal suffix or the energic.
In most cases, unlike the dual and plural subjects, the sense of the 
sentence appears to require energic or pronominal suffixes* With fem­
inine dual subjects, all with the word order subject-verb, the -n is 
not pronominal; it may be energic, or might, with the t_- constitute 
the marking for third person. However, feminine dual subjects rarely 
occur in the Ugaritic texts; consequently, there are insufficient 
samples to support definite grammatical statements. Finally, feminine 
plural subjects occur rarely, all such attested sentences are of the 
pattern ver^-subject,^;Md in the four examples above, the -n could be 
energic,: or of -the • verb might r simply represent Jfs, which
could precede-the subject.
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t-m forms of the verb
t-ni forms of the verb occur four times in Ugaritic literature:
52.16 tlkm rhray wtsd Catrt?] Rhmy roams and Atrt hunts1
• • *  • *
2
52.33 tirkm yd il kyra Il's penis (lit. hand ) stretches
out like the sea
77.18 ib tCrbm bbhth let lb enter his house
68.28 b£m tgCrm cttrt by name cttrt rebukes them
This -in could be the use of an enclitic much as it is used in Akkadian.^
There is insufficient evidence to draw conclusions about patterns
of concord regarding prefix conjugations with suffixed -in. It is worth
noting that with one exception, t-rn is used with feminine subjects (the
expected patternsfor t_- verbs) and j-in is used with what may be, if
correctly reconstructed , a masculine subject which would be expected
on the basis of as 3®s marker. The one exception is 52.33• tirkm
yd il; logically the subject can only be masculine and is expected
as the prefix. The t_- prefix suggests that the Ugaritic writer,
accustomed to giving ^ d 'hand' feminine concord, made a mistake here.
1. To, page 371, restores wtsd atrt on the basis of the other• —1
occurrences of atrt wrhmy.** ♦
2. TO, page 37**, and others understand thi® as a euphemism. The concord
however, shows agreement of the verb with the feminine yd.
3« von Soden, GAG §123* on the -ma enclitic in Akkadian. This might
serve to stress the verb or indicate continuity of action. As a
suffix to verbs in the prefix conjugation, it is, however, rarely 
encountered.
*+. nt ix 2.8: mtlm ymtmC ’men surely die', which is too broken
to provide much information.
io8.
The Suffix Conjugation 
In the suffix conjugation, number and gender are marked by mor­
phemes attached to the root. In Ugaritic, as is generally the case in 
Semitic, the total of specific and distinctive consonantal morphemes is 
considerably less than the number and gender variations that the langu­
age is assumed to possess. The grammatical status of -tm (2cd, 2mpl),
-tn (2fpl), and -ny (led) is easily recognized. Recognition of the 
syntactic correlations of 0 (QBR) and -;t (QBRT) is not as easy. QBR 
represents finite verbal forms (3ms, 3md, 3®/fpl), imperatives, partic­
iples, and infinitives.1 QBRT could be 3fs, 2m/fs, les, or 3^d. The 
uses of QBR and QBRT will be examined below to determine the extent to 
which their multivalence can be assessed and correlated in syntactic 
terms.
QBR forms of the verb
As mentioned above, QBR could represent imperative, participle, 
or certain perfect finite forms of the verb. The intended concord is 
easily recognized when, as in the following sentences, all in the order 
verb-subject, the subject is masculine singular and the form QBR may 
be construed as 3®s:
51•2.22 ik mgy aliyn b°l why has Aliyn BC1 come?
31»5*ll8 alp §d ahd bt the house occupied a thousand acres
1155*1-3 bym hdt byrh pgrm lqh bclm°dr
on the £irgt day of the month of 
Pgrm, B lm dr took
The concord is also easily recognized in sentences such as the following 
where the order is subject-verb, and the subject is masculine singular: 
31.1.2^ hyn Cly lmphm Hyn went up to the bellows
1. This confusion is likely in other unpointed Semitic languages.
*+9*6.21-22 mt ql bCl ql
lAq 115 bCl tbr diy hmt
2Aq 5*32 hyn tbC lm&knth
8*+.l slmym lqh akl
Mt fell, B°1 fell 
BC1 broke their pinions
109-
Hyn departed for his dwelling 
£lmym took food
1005*8-9 nqmd mlk ugrt ktb spr hnd
Nqmd, king of Ugarit, wrote this 
account
Excepting the last two sentences, the masculine singular subjects of 
the above sentences are rational animate males. This distinction, as 
shall be seen below, does not appear to be of syntactic significance in
1. A distinction is made in Arabic between animate and inanimate, 
rational and irrational nouns for purposes of concord.
2. On the other hand, grammarians of Arabic distinguish between the 
order subject-verb and verb-subject; the former is referred to 
as a nominal sentence, the latter, a verbal one.
2093*1 qmh dkly bbt skn flour which was finished at Bt Skn
209*+. 1 qmh dkly ksh illdrm flour which was finished at the 
order of Illdrm
- Ugaritic.^ Further, in sentences such as the above, the order subject-
2
verb or verb-subject appears to make little difference.
QHR forms are also used with plural subjects, both masculine
67.1.9 tbc wlytb ilm the gods departed and did not tarry 
• the lads departed137.19 tbc glmm
121.2.6 mgy rpum
lAq 171 °rb bkyt bhklh
2Aq 2.26 crb bbth ktrt
2Aq 3*39 tbC bbth ktrt 
cnt 2.2 kpr sbc bnt
the Bpum arrived 
weeping-women entered his house 
the Ktrt entered his house
as the seven girls fled
the Ktrt left his house
3. There are many more occurrences of masculine pl\ral subjects than 
there are feminine plural; the four sentences with feminine 
plural subjects above are virtually the only ones.
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In all of the above sentences, the verb precedes the subject, and as
such, it is possible that QBE represents a 3ms form of the verb rather
than a plural one. This is highlighted by the occurrence of nt vi.
5.261: la &nm byd bn ilm mt 'the heavens are weak in the grip of Bn
lira Mt'. smm. usually understood as masculine dual or plural, is the
subject of la. which has the final aleph characteristic of third person
2
masculine singular or dual in Semitic. lu would be expected for mascu­
line plural and thus it is impossible to construe the verb as plural.
This verb could be read here as masculine dual (la), or, since the 
order is verb-subject, the masculine singular (la) is possible if 
Ugaritic follows the general Semitic pattern which allows a singular verb 
to precede a plural or dual subject provided the gender agreement is 
maintained.
1. Also 49.2.25; 51.8.22-24.
2. The evidence provided by final aleph verbs in Ugaritic is unfortu­
nately scant._ What there is clearly indicates 3ms qabara. points 
to 3mpl qabaru, suggests 3md qabarS. For example:
49.2.23 htu hw 'he is vanquished* (this may be inf. absol.)
lAq 113 bph rgm lysa 'the words had scarcely left his mouth'
125.52f. -t- ysb p n h  tgr ysu 'Ysb p o k e d  h i s  face out of the gate'. — « .
67.2.6 yraun aliyn bcl 'Aliyn BC1 feared them'
Krt 167 n§a Cyldh 'he lifted his hands'
51.3.17 t*- dbhm Sna b 1 'there are two sacrifices that B 1 hates'*■ •_________
51.1.39 tlhn il drala mnra 'a godly table full of things'
(this and the previous sentence, the verbs could be participles)
90.1 tit dysa bd Smmn 'copper which went out in the possession ^ ** •
of ^mmn'
1109.1 spr npsm dysa bmilh 'a list of garments which went out  • ♦______
from Milh'
2099-1 bnsm d bu 'men who came1
3fs is of the form qabarat, e.g., lAq 213: agrtn bat 'our (fem.)
employer has come'; there is no information available as to whether 
3fpl is qabara or qabaru.
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If number and gender agreement must be maintained in Ugaritic
(as is the case in other Semitic languages) when the order is subject-
verb, the verb QBE represents a plural form in the following;
1013*16 whm ht C1 wlikt °mk whm 1 °1 wlakm ilak
if the Hittites arose then I'd have 
sent to you, and if they don't come 
then I^ll also inform you
1121.1-2 tmn mrkbt dt crb bt mlk eight chariots that entered the
king’s house
1161.1-2 spr °rbnra dt °rb a list of entrants who entered
2079*1 ri&ym dt Crb bbn&tim leaders who entered with their men
2106.1 spr np^ d °rb bt mlk a list of persons who entered the
king's house and who were not put 
wb spr 1 &t in a(nother) list
In one sentence, a masculine and a feminine subject are joined;
51.4.l8 atr btlt Cnt wb°l tbC after Btlt °nt and B°1 left
Although it is difficult to retrieve the vocalized form underlying the
graphic pattern of QBE in sentences such as those detailed above, the
distribution of agreement can be assumed to be similar to that found
in other Semitic languages.
There are, however, some passages in Ugaritic literature where
the form represented by QBE-is not apparent. In 6?*6.8f., Mt states;
mgny lbcl npl lars
mt aliyn bcl
hlq zbl bcl ars 
«
Here, npl could be construed as 3ms, but the sense of the text is better 
conveyed if this verb is taken as a participle, and that of the two 
sentences which follow as 3ms. Thus; 'Both of us came across B°1 fallen 
to the ground; Aliyn BC1 is dead, the Prince, Lord of the Earth is 
destroyed'.
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A similar problem arises in the recitation of the activities of
the ideal son in 2Aq l ^ f f .1 Most of the verbs could be finite forms, 
but because two of them (mssu and mcms) have the m- prefix character­
istic of participles, it is lileLy that they all should be so construed : 
wykn bnh bbt Sr3 bqrb 
hklh nsb skn ilibh bqdS
ztr Cmh lars raSsu qtrh 
• • •
lCpr drar atrh tbq lht 
•  •  • •
Ctlish grs d CSy lnh 
[alhd ydh blkrn racmsh 
[klsbC yn spu ksmh bt bcl 
C? mil nth bt il th ggh bym 
Tti tlrhs npsh bym rt
he will have a son in his house and 
offspring in the midst of 
his palace, one who erects a monu­
ment in sanctuary to his ancestral 
deity, a shrine of his people, who 
delivers from the earth his spirit, 
from the dust guards his place, who 
pursues the lives of his slanderers, 
and chases those who rebel against 
him,
who takes his hand when he is drunk, 
supports him when he is replete with 
wine, who eats his portion in B l's 
house,
his meal in H's house, plasters his 
roof on a day of the winter storm, 
and washes his clothes when they are 
dirty.
A participle used as the predicate in nominal sentences is encountered
in other Semitic languages as well.
Q3B is not always a finite verbal form or a participle. In the
following sentences, where it is used in conjunction with a finite verb
verb of the same root, the QBR form represents the infinitive absolute,
3
emphasizing the idea conveyed :
51.^.33 rgb rgbt
hm gmu gmit
are you very hungry? 
have you great thirst?
1. Also 2Aq l.*£ff., 2.l6ff.
2. The -u ending of spu suggests a participle, but is not, in and of 
itself, as conclusive a piece of evidence as the m- prefix.
3. This construction is found in other Semitic languages; Hebrew (be­
fore the verb): Gen.2.17: mot tamut 'you will surely die', Is.9.6:
bo' yabo1 'he will surely come' (compare Ug. bu tbu);(after the verb) 
Josh.2k.10: waybarek barok 'and he assuredly blessed' (compare Ug. 
brkm brk). In Arabic, the mafcul mutlaq construction similarly em­
phasizes the action of the verb. Similarly, in Akkadian: alaknmma
ula nittalak 'we are decidedly not going', fradumma &adi 'he is 
absolutely delighted' (these and others, GAG p.202, S150). CGSL 
(p.l^f., &.6.7O) points out the absence of common infinitive forms 
in Semitic.
Krt 97 almnt ^kr t&kr the widow will surely hire 115 •
herself out
Krt 99 °wr mzl ymzl the 'blind man will follow the course
of the zodiac
127.3 bt krt bu tbu she enters Krt's house
1013.19 lakm ilak I will definitely send to you
2Aq 6.38 wan mtm amt and I too wiTL surely die
3^.7 hti nhtu they have been decidedly vanquished
121.2*10 yspi spu he will surely eat
All the uses of the form <^ BR listed above conform readily to sentence
types found in other Semitic languages. There are occurrences of QBR
in Ugaritic that are hot expected in this language which displays so
many points of contact with what is assumed to be classical Semitic. In
some sentences, the QBR form is followed by a pronoun; where the pronoun
is the 3ms hw 'he', as in the following, the pattern of concord presents
no difficulty; it is assumed that the pronoun is used to provide
emphasis.
c32.70 wpth hw prs b dhm and he opened an opening on their
behalf
32.73 mg hw 11m  lg yn he provided a measure of wine for them
h9*2„23 htu hw he is vanquished
2008 .rev *6 wrgra hw and he said
hti in the above is problematic: other infinitives absolute of final
aleph verbs end in -ju: gmu gmit (51.^*3^) and yspi spu (121.2.10)
and bt krt bu tbu (127-3)1 such infinitives construct as are attest­
ed of final aleph verbs end in i^: bn^i cnh (31.2.12), but inf. con­
struct are not found emphasizing a finite verb of the same stem.
The i_might be an error, or might reflect a colloquial qabari form 
(such as is found in the Araarna letters from Byblos). This is the 
only example of an inf. absol. with final aleph in the letters; all 
others come from the literary texts, possibly replacting a more 
formal speech habit, comparable with the Akkadian parasu(mma) iprus.
Another possible explanation could lie in the use of the Ji, as plain 
aleph without a vowel; hti would then be a word without vocalic 
ending, perhaps reflecting""** tendency in the colloquial language to 
drop final short vowels (a process which led, in Hebrew, to the 
loss of case endings).
11**.
Similarly, the plural hm 'they' might have been used to stress 
the subject in the following:
52.68 wngs hm ngr mdr° and they met the Watchman of the Sown
52.69 wshhm cm ngr mdr°  ^ and they shouted to the Watchman
• •
52.71 w°rb hm and they entered
It is possible that the use of the pronoun Is a device particularly be- 
loved of the scribe of text 52: five of the seven examples of hw and
hm cited above are taken from that one literary text. The same cannot, 
however, be said of the following sentences; these come from several 
different texts. The first person pronoun artk (or an) Is preceded by
a QBB form of the verb:
^9*2.21 ngs ank aliyn bcl I met Aliyn BC1
22 dbnn ank <k>imr bpy I arranged him like a lamb in my mouth
51. **-59
0 c p db an nn atrt So, am I intended as an aide of Atrt?
60 p db ank ahd ult Am I intended as one who holds a 
trowel?
1021.6 wtbc ank And I departed
2008 rev.12 wrgm ank And so, I said
2059.25 wttb ank lhm And so I replied to them
QBE also occurs once following a second person subject pronoun:
206^.19-20 wat ngt wytn hm Ik If you apply, then he will give them
to you^
1. The use of the prepositional phrase Qm ngr mdr° confirms that hm is 
the subject of sh in line 69; it is likely to be so in lines '68* and 
71 as well. CoBText precludes understanding hm as the subject in 
line 73- wcnhm n&r mdrc ‘and the Watchman answered them'; in the 
previous line they are asking him, the Watchman, if he has food and 
drink available.
2. This is not a very clear example: the meaning of ngt is not entirely
clear, and no etymology has been found for it. Gordon (BT Glossary 
1672), understands it as a noun: ’a person to whom horses are due
because of his status or position*, translating the above as * since 
thou are an n., (the king) will give them (the horses) to thee*.
The only other occurrence of this word is at the beginning of the 
same text which is unfortunately broken.
115In all of these sentences, a QBRI form of the verb Is expected on the 
basis of the preponderance of 'attestations of that form as lcs and 2m/ 
fs in Ugaritic, a pattern which occurs throughout the Semitic languages, 
A problem also arises in the following six sentences where a QBR 
form precedes a feminine personal name which functions as the subject, 
instead of the expected QBRT which is well-attested both before and 
after feminine subject nouns:
3Act rev. 19 tshq btjlt °nt idk lttn pnm
3Aq rev.22 wshq btltL°nt3 tsu gh wtsh
• • ft •
49-1.25 w°n rbt atrt ym bit nmlk °ttr Crz
mm mm #
31.2.28 smh rbt a£trt3 ym gm lglrah kttsh3“• ** ft •
31.3.82 ^mh btlt cnt td°s p°nm
w  v
31.3.87 shq btlt cnt t&u gh wtsh
• * « ft
All of these occur in the literary texts, two in the Aqht story, the 
other four in the BC1 and cnt epic; it is possible that this pattern 
is a literary device. !The three verbs used above (shq 'laugh', smh 
’rejoice', and fn 'reply') are used with masculine singular personal 
names in an apparently similar construction:
68.7 w°n ktr whss lrgmt Ik zbl bcl
49.2.13 wcn bn ilm mt mh tar&n lbtlt °nt
49.3*14 smh ltpn il dpid pCnh lhdm ytpd• *■
67.2.20 Smh bn ilm ratCy^u glh wysh
31.5*97 &mh aliyn b°l sh hrn bbhth“ ft ft
51.6.7 wCn aliUynl b°l al tst uCrblt
51*6*35 Mmh aliyn bcl <b3hty bnt dt ksp
51.7.21 shq ktr whss ysu gh wysh
ft •  *  •  •
In all of the above sentences, the initially placed QBR form provides a
(
prelude to further speech (introducing a different speaker) or indicates 
the start of some action* w n, when introducing direct speech, seems
to have the force almost of a stage direction, indicating simply who 
is speaking, and in one instance of Smh, how the speaker is to deliver 
his lines (51.6.35). Thus, the above sentences could be translated as 
follows:
c c49.1.25 Rbt Atrt Ym (answering): 'why don't we crown ttr rz?'
68.7 (in response) Ktr whss: ’I told you so, Prince B 1J1
49.2.13 Bn Ilm Mt (answering): 'what do you want, Btlt Cnt?'
51.6.7 Aliyn BC1 (replying): 'don't put in windows....'
51.6.35 Aliyn BC1 (happily): 'I've built my house of silver'
It is interesting that all five uses of w n occur in sections of the
text containing continuing dialogue; their function appears to be to
/
0
point out a change of speaker. Thus, in the exchange between E 1 and 
Ktr whss, the second time BC1 proclaims his intention not to have win­
dows in his new palace, his statement is introduced by wcn. Similarly,
when Rbt Atrt Ym and Ltpn are discussing candidates for the replacement
0 0 0 0 
of B 1, her second nomination, ttr rz, is prefaced by w n.
action can be
c :3Aq rev. 22 Btlt nt laughs, raises her voice and cries
■
51.2.28 Rbt Atrt Ym rejoices, calls aloud to her lads
51.5.82
0
Btlt nt is happy, stamps her feet
51.5.87
c
Btlt nt laughs, raises her voice and cries
49.3.14 Ltpn 11 Dpid rejoices, puts his feet up on the footstool 
•
67.2.20 Bn Ilm Mt is pleased, raises his voice and cries
51.5.97
0
Aliyn B 1 rejoices, calls caravans to his house
51.7.21 Ktr whss laughs, raises his voice and cries
In the above sentences, the QBR form has been translated as if it were 
a third person singular form of the verb (without gender in those in­
The sentences in which the QBR form introduc 
translated as follows:
3Aq rev. 19 Btlt Cnt laughs, thereupon sets face
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stances where it precedes a feminine subject). The sense conveyed 
by this type of sentences is quite clear; the problem arises in deter­
mining the grammatical form represented by this particular use of QBR. 
Most of the uses of described above present little problem
other than that arising from an unpointed text in any Semitic language.
C V c c cSentences such as hyn tb lmskntht rb bkyt bhklh, spr rbnm dt rb are
Q
easily recognized as uses of a finite verbal form, and mgny lb 1 npl 
lars and ahd ydh b&krn can be construed as participles. They all have
numerous parallels within classical Semitic. Sentences such as ngS ank,
c c
dbnn ank, and smh btlt nt, on the other hand, do not readily find
parallels in the same classical Semitic languages. The few similar
sentences in Hebrew, for example, are rare and problematical and it is
only in seemingly isolated dialect areas (notably the Amarna letters
1 2 \ from Byblos and the Phoenician Karatepe inscription ) that these con­
structions appear to be part of the language.
1. W. Moran, "The Use of the Canaanite Infinitive Absolute as a Finite 
Verb in the Amarna Letters from Byblos", JCS V1950, pp.169-172. 
QABAHI, an Akkadian infinitive form, is attested in these Amarna 
age letters from Byblos, where sometimes with, sometimes without 
the enclitic -ma/-mi ending, it replaces a finite verb, usually in 
sentence initial position, and is followed by a subject noun or 
pronoun, In the ten examples cited by Moran, qabari is sentence 
initial in five, preceded by an adverb in two, and by a clause con­
taining a finite form of qabu 'to say' in three. The occurrence of 
this construction in the Amarna letters from Byblos and in Biblical 
Hebrew has been seen as evidence for construing qtl 1nk in the Kara­
tepe inscription as further Canaanite use of the infinitive absol­
ute as a finite verb. (Moran, above; Gordon, "Azitawadd's Phoen­
ician Inscription", JNES 8/19^9» pp.109-115).
2. The Karatepe inscription of Azitawadd contains some 20 uses of the 
construction gbr/yqbr 'nk (where yqbr is the yifCil hifcil conju­
gation. There is some disagreement about the intended construction 
underlying this form. Moran (op.cit., p. 172) states "the fact is
at least clear that we are dealing both in Amarna and in the Karatepe 
inscription with the same construction: the infinitive absolute
+ independent personal pronoun". Gordon (op.cit., p.112, notes to 
lines 3i *+» etc.) describes these as "adverbial infinitives ... 
used historically". He adds that "the subject pronoun that follows 
is matched in KLMW's text (lines 7-8) w&kr 'nk 'and I hired', a 
little after Azitawadd's time and a little southeast of Azitawadd's 
realm". He also cites wpcl 'nk 'and I made' (YHWMLK of Byblos,
continued on next page...
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Opinion is divided as to the form underlying the verb in sen­
tences such as ngs ank, Cdbnn ank, and Smh btlt °nt; it has variously
been argued that it is 3ms perfect, participle, or infinitive absolute.
Driver^ " suggested that QBE is a finite verb of the suffix conju-
C v c Cgation in sentences of the type w n rbt atrt ym, smh btlt nt, and dbnn
c — — — — — —  2
ank, as well as yhw 'nk, p 1 'nk, yrdro 'nk, and ysbm 1nk from Karatepe.
He concluded that"*:
the most probable explanation of the Phoenician construction 
is to suppose that it is an extension of the well-known Semitic 
rule that, when the verb precedes the subject, it is put in the 
simplest form, i.e., the masculine singular third person, what 
ever the gender and number of the subject may be ... its presence, 
however, also in the Ugaritic dialect suggests rather that it is 
a legitimate inner-Semitic development. It will then be an idiom 
which has otherwise died out except in outlying and perhaps iso­
lated centres of Semitic speech ...
Driver's conclusion that qtl 'nk is a local idiom appears well-founded
for this usage is not attested in languages outside of North-west Sem-
from previous page ...
lines 3» 6). G.E. Driver, "Some Uses of ^TL in the Semitic Langu­
ages", Proceedings of the International Conference on Semitic Studies 
held in Jerusalem, pp. 61-^4, describes them all as uses of 5ms 
treated as the simplest uninflected form of the verb which may be 
used when the verb precedes the subject regardless of number or 
gender. Driver adds that this construction is not usual when the 
subject is a pronoun (p.63)* Whichever form is indeed underlying 
the written qtl/yqtl 'nk, it is interesting to note that in the 
Karatepe inscription there are 20 uses of that pattern as opposed to 
perhaps 3 or ^ instances of a more conventional first person form of 
the verb (I 16: w'nk 'Iztwd fetnm 'but I, Azitawadd, put them' —  this
might be |t or a contraction of ^  + _t (first person); I 20: w'nk
*ztwd cntnm 'but I, Azitawadd, subjugated them'; II l:ysbt sm 'I 
settled there'; II 3: wbymty 'nk '£t —  this is a passage whose 
meaning is uncertain: Gordon understands 'gt as 'eset, translating 
it as 'in my days, a woman (could walk . '  which leaves the pro­
noun 'nk unaccounted for. Driver translates this as 'in my days, I 
established control (over the highways)'). This suggests that what­
ever may have been the norm in other inscriptions, the pattern qtl/ 
yqtl 'nk was preferred by the author of this Karatepe inscription, 
although the language did possess another means of expressing lcs.
1. G.E. Driver, Canaanite Hyths and Legends, page 131, and more re­
cently, Proceedings, etc., op. cit.
2. Lines 3» 10, 20, in the Karatepe Inscription; for these and many 
more examples, see Gordon, JNES 8/19^9, pp. 109-115.
3* Driver, Proceedings, etc., p. 63f.
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itic —  it occurs in Ugaritic, Canaanite of Byblos, and Phoenician, 
and rarely in Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic —  but the form is not necess­
arily third masculine singular. Driver's"well-known Semitic rule" con­
cerning the use of is perhaps at its weakest here. In Arabic, the 
"rule” of concord, applicable to sentences such as £mh btlt Cnt, is that 
if the subject is feminine and animate and it immediately follows the 
verb, then the verb is usually in the feminine singular. In Hebrew, 
when the verb precedes the subject, the form $BR is occasionally found, 
but in none of those cases is the subject a feminine proper name or a 
pronoun denoting first person, or third feminine singular."^ In Ethiopic, 
although there are variations in number and gender agreement, concord is
generally observed if the subject is a noun referring to persons or a 
2
proper name. The "well-known Semitic rule" cited by Driver is not
applicable all of the time in all Semitic languages, and calling it a
"rule" is a somewhat doubtful proposition. While it will be agreed that
the verb is in its simplest consonantal form, without number or gender
c
in sentences such as ngS ank and &nh btlt nt, there is little in general
- ”
Semitic use to support the supposition that it is third masculine singu-
■ « - •' •
_lar .
c cDriver construes the verb in 49.2.21-22:- ngs ank aliyn b 1 dbnn 
ank kimr bpy (and other such sentences) as a participle, stating that 
it is freely used as a finite verb in Ugaritic. The most conclusive 
evidence in favour of the participle explanation for cdbnn ank is the 
-nn ending, because unlike the infinitive absolute, in languages such
i.
as Biblical Hebrew, the participles may take suffixes. The participle
1. GKC, p. 465, §145o .
2. Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar, page 501, §195*
3. Driver, CML, page 131.
4. GKC, p.3571 Sll6f. On the1 rigidity * of the infinitive absolute, 
GKC, p.123, §45b: if the infinitive absolute took a suffix, it 
would cease to be absolute.
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explanation is a likely one where the subject is the pronoun ank; in 
sentences such as ?mh btlt Cnt this explanation is unlikely because 
in Ugaritic the -_t ending signifying a feminine participial form1 is 
expected.
A third possible explanation is that $BR is the infinitive absol­
ute. Gordon explains sentences of the type smh btlt cnt and ngs ank
2 — — —
as the use of the infinitive absolute. Moran thinks that the pattern
of the Karatepe sentences such as ml1 'nk is the same as that found in 
the Araarana letters from Byblos where the infinitive absolute occurs, in 
the form qabari-ma/mi.^  The use of the enclitic ma/mi in these Amarna 
letters helps to account for the -jrc ending in the Karatepe inscription 
on verbs such as ysbm and yrdm. The various parallels do not, however,
Q
provide a solution for the -nn ending used in Ugaritic dbnn ank. It is 
not necessarily the case, however, that the Hebrew rule that prevents 
suffixed pronouns being used with the infinitive absolute is applicable 
to the QBR form as it is used in Ugaritic. As Gordon states: "the
attachment of the suffix in Ugaritic and Phoenician is a fact, despite 
the long established notion that nothing can be added to the infinitive
absolute. In such cases it is better to bear with the somewhat outmoded
—  < h
terminology than to compound confusion by new labels.”
1. Gordon, UT Grammar, page ?8, 09.24: 51.2.3: ahdt plkh ’(she) takes
her spindle'. —I-------
2. Gordon, UT Grammar, p.80, §9-29.
3. Moran, JCS 4/1950, pp. 169-172.
4. Gordon, UT Grammar, p. 121, i§13.57, note 1. He refers also to the
examples in the broken mythological text 1002.38: wrgm ankC ’and I
said'; 4l: Jrgm hy I 'she said’; 42: mfcy hy 'she came'; 50: rlgm ank
'I said'•
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Sentences of the type ng& ank, dbnn ank, and ^mh btlt cnt are to be 
found to varying extents only in Ugaritic literary texts and letters, 
the Amarna letters from Byblos, Phoenician inscriptions, and Biblical 
Hebrew, all North-west Semitic* In Akkadian, although the form paras- 
(umma) is attested, it does not replace the finite verb. In Epigraphic 
South Arabian, the infinitive replaces finite verbs, but is not used in 
sentence initial position, preceding a subject noun or pronoun.’1' 
Dillmann’s characterization of the Ethiopic gerund (- Akkadian stative) 
as ”the verb deprived of tense” renders it in that sense comparable to 
the problematic uses of QBR in Ugaritic. Through its obligatory suf­
fixed subject pronouns, the Ethiopic gerund is comparable to the 
Akkadian stative; both have a means of expressing number and gender 
which is lacking in the North-west Semitic uses of QBR discussed above.
1. Beeston, A Grammar of Epigraphic South-Arabian. page 21; Hofner, 
Altsudarabische Grammatik, page- (fo. g«54:~ and Hofner. ”Die Kulfcur 
des vorislamischen ^udarabien”, ZDMG 99(NF 24)/l945~19^9, page 2?.
2. Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar, page 2.6k t §123.
Enclitic endings
I have found no clear uses of an -n suffix in conjunction with
the suffix conjugation; it might only be used to signify the as yet
unattested first common plural form of this conjugation: QBRN*
There are a few occurrences of with suffixed -in:
*1
126.5-12 my bilm ydy mrs grsm zbln who among the gods can remove
sickness, drive away disease?
and eat food with my brother(s)
Eat here —  drinkJ
silver smelted by the thousands
gold smelted by the tens of thou­
sands
make, father, a sacrifice to the 
gods
This limited use suggests that whatever the function of the 
suffixed -m, it was not to mark number or gender variations onto QBE 
forms in the suffix conjugation*
QBRT forms of the verb
The form QBET. is,used as 3fs, 2ms, 2£s, lcs, and 3fd. Of 
course^^B^|is->y:ocaibi2ied< differently in each of the above cases so 
that no two forms would'sound alike, but in the consonantal Ugaritic 
texts, they all look alike* The problem thus is the recognition of 
the different functions of the one form.
Where the subject of the sentence is stated, there is little 
problem in recognizing the intended concord as feminine singular, 
third person, as in the following:
Krt 1^ att trh wtb°t he took a wife but she departed
1. Also lines 15, l8,*21; it is possible to complete the sentences, 
which are broken in places, on the basis of the unbroken segments 
found in the four occurrences.
67.1.2^ wlhmra cm ahy lhm • “• *
51*^*35 lhm hm ^tym
51.1.28-9 ysq ksp lalpm 
hrs ysqm lrbbt*m 9 m
lAq 191 qrym ab dbh lilm
- 123*
lAq 213 agrtn bat bddk our employer (fem.) has come to
your field(s)
^9-2.2^ nrt ilm Sps &hrrt the gods' light, shone brightly
• •
29.2.17 nps hsrt bn nSm . spirit is lacking among the people
1 3^.2 crbt tgrh &P& entered her gate
IO83.H. arbC °&rh Smn dlqht tlgdy llb oil which Tlgdy tookf **
Ug.V 7.2 um phi phlt bt abn bt &mm wthm qrit l&p£ umh
* Phlt, mother of Phi, daughter of
stone, daughter of heaven and the 
deep, called to £p& her mother
QBRT is frequently used in letters; there the occurrence of
pronominal endings on nouns and prepositions enables one to construe
QBRT as first or second person, where appropriate, with relatively
little difficulty. For example, first person seems intended in the
following:
89.6 lp°n adty ... qlt at the feet of my lady ... I fall
1013-17f• wlikt Cmk and I sent with you
1015.7f* tdc ky crbt lpn sp& know that I entered before &p&
2008.6 ankn rgmt lb°ly X myself said to my lord
2065.l8f, wap ank mnm.hsrt as for me, I lacked nothing
Second person appears the likely concord in the sentences below:
138.6f. iky Iht spr dlikt cm tryl where are’the accounts which you
"* sent with Tryl
1012.25 rgmt °ly you told me
2059*10£. anykn dt likt msrm your ships which you sent to Egyptm
In the literary texts there are fewer clues as to first or 
second person; it is still fairly easy, at times, to recognize the 
intended concord:
51.3*l^f. sttt. Ubtlhny qlt bks i&tynh
I(?) put on my table, shame that I 
■ drink from my cup
67.1.25 wstt °m aCrUy<y y3n and I drank wine with my kin
cnt ^.7? atm b^tm wan &nt ugr you are slow, and I, for ray
part, am leaving Ugr.
68.7f, wcn ktr whss Irgmt lk and Ktr whss replied: didn't I tell
labl b°l tnt lrkb crpt you, Zbl B°l, repeated to Hkb Grpt
Context is important, of course^ especially in a section of
text such, as:
cnt 3*35 lmh&t mdd didn't I defeat II!s favourite, Ym?
36 il ym lklt nhr il rbm didn't I destroy Nhr, the god of
the great (waters)?
37 li&tbm tnn i^brntnlh I shall surely muzzle Inn, I will
envelope him
38 rahst btn qltn I defeated the tv/is ting serpent
39 £lyt d&b°t ra&m 3lyt of the seven heads• *
Were it not for the change from suffix to prefix conjugation, it would 
have been difficult to know whether first, second, or third person was 
intended; the use of i£tbm (line 3?) confirms first person as the 
most likely choice.
For 51*2.23: ik mgyt bltDlt °nt two translations are possible:
c c'why did you come, Btlt nt?' or 'why has Btlt nt come?'. Ihe pre-
c cceding line 22: ik mgy aliyn b 1 'why has Aliyn B 1 come?' suggests
that the latter translation of line 23, as third person, is the
correct one.
In the following passage, it appears that QBHI is used first 
as third person (lines 31? 32), and then as second, but this is by no 
means certain:
51*^*31 ik mgyt rbt atrCt ylm why has Rbt Atrt Ym come?
32 ik atwt qnyt iClnft how has the gods' creator come?
33 rgb rgbt wtgtL 3 are you hungry and ?
3** hm gmu gmit are you thirsty?
Although it can> at times, be difficult to determine whether
first, second, or third person is meant when QBRT occurs in Ugaritic,
the problem is simply one of reading an unvocalized text* Unlike the
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occurrences of QBE* QBHT is not found with subjects or in constructions 
which are unexpected on the basis of classical Semitic.
QBKTM forms of the verb
There are few attestations of the form QBETM:
51.5„50ff. mgntm tr il dpid did you entreat Tr il dpid
hra gztm bny bnwt have you approached the creator
of creatures'?
°nt ix 3-19 atm b§tm you are slow
cnt ^*77 atm bstm you are slow
t
137*2*1- bhrn ygCr bcl Ira BC1 rebukes them:
gltm ilm ri^ sjtjkm why, gods, did you lower your heads?
There is little problem in the recognition of concord since this form 
is used for 2cd and 2mpl only; there is simply the question of whether 
two or more persons are being addressed. Interestingly, Gordon (UT 
Grammar S9-7) does not include examples of 2cd in the section detailing 
the suffix conjugation, but includes such a category in the QBE para- 
digm at the end of his grammar* 51*3*30-32: mgptm ... hm gztm is the 
only example of second person plural given in the Ugaritic Textbook 
although from the context, it is clear that only BC1 and Gnt are 
being addressed.
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Summary: Verbs
In many respects, the patterns of agreement of Ugaritic verbs 
axe as expected on the basis of the norm in other Semitic languages.
Where differences exist, there is often sufficient evidence to suggest 
that the Ugaritic manifestations are not scribal errors.
Prefix conjugation
The prefix is used with masculine singular subjects in the 
order subject-verb and verb-subject; this is as expected. Similarly 
expected, y- forms with feminine subjects, whether singular, dual, or 
plural, are too rarely encountered to be significant. £- is well- 
attested with masculine dual and plural subjects in the order verb- 
subject, but in the order subject-verb, the y- prefix is surprisingly 
absent. This suggests that £- is used to mark third person masculine 
singular to the virtual exclusion of the other categories, that a third 
masculine singular form could precede, but not follow masculine dual 
or plural subjects, and thus, that a distinction was made in Ugaritic 
between a subject-verb and a verb-subject order.
.
y_-n is primarily attested with masculine singular subjects; it 
occurs relatively infrequently with dual and plural subjects. This
• , 1' V'-i 7% * w  *.* *v •
* • —  •
pattern is similar to that of the y_- forms of the verb, which suggests 
that whatever the function of this -ii suffix, it was not the marking 
of number or gender variations onto the £- prefix verb.
A complementary pattern emerges in the use of the t- and t-n
forms of the verb. Both t- and t^ -n are well-attested with feminine
. -f f  •
singular, dual, and plural subjects, which is as expected. Masculine 
singular subjects occur rarely with either t- or t-n, which is also
as expected, £-n with masculine dual subjects is rare, but so is £-n,
which suggests that the category of masculine dual is itself of infre­
quent occurrence. Both t- and t-n_ are usually found with plural
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subjects, which suggests that t_- is the preferred form of the pre­
fix conjugation and that the -jn suffix here, as in the y_-ii forms, does 
not serve as a number or gender morpheme.
Paradigmatically, this could be expressed as:
VS SV VS SV VS SV
3ms y y 3md y/t t 3mpl y/t t
3fs t t 3fd t t 3fpl t t
In other words, it would appear that only masculine subjects, and 
particularly masculine singular subjects, consistently attract ortho- 
graphically distinct morphemes to show concord in the prefix conjugation.
In many ways this is comparable to the situation in other 
Semitic languages. The prefixes and their distribution are as follows:
3ms 3fs 3md 3fd 3mpl 3fpl
Arabic y t y t y y
Ethiopic y t - - y y
Akkadian •y *y - - *y *y
Hebrew y t - - y t
Syriac n t - - n
The surprising aspect of Ugaritic prefix conjugation verb morphology is 
that 3ms is distinct, and the same morpheme is used for 3fs, 3m/fd, and 
3m/fpl, whereas in other Semitic languages, this situation is usually 
reversed with 3fs marked distinctively and 3ms and 3m/fpl sharing the 
same consonantal morpheme.
Suffix conjugation
In the suffix conjugation, the problem proved to be largely one 
Of recognizing the intended forms although some unexpected patterns
emerged regarding the use of QBH.
0
QBR as 3ms, 3mpl, and 3fpl presented little problem when viewed 
in the light of comparative Semitics; similarly, the use of $BR as
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participle and as infinitive absolute was, for the most part, as 
expected. However, QBR with feminine subjects and with the first per­
son pronoun ank is not expected, although there appears to be sufficient 
evidence to show this to have been accepted practice in Ugaritic rather 
than scribal error. Whatever the label attached to QBR when used in 
this fashion, be it 3ms as simplest form of the verb, participle, or 
infinitive absolute,the fact remains that it was used in the Ugaritic 
texts with feminine singular subjects and the first common singular 
pronoun ank, despite the fact that there exists the well-attested QBRT
0
which is expected with such subjects in Ugaritic as in other Semitic 
languages.
Enclitic endings are attested with the QBE form, although from 
their use in Ugaritic, it is clear that their function was not to mark 
number or gender.
The use of QBRT was as expected on the basis of other Semitic 
languages: it is attested as 3^s* second persons, and first common
singular. Similarly, the form QBRTM, although rarely encountered, was 
used in a manner consistent with eaqpectations based on other Semitic 
languages.
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CHAPTER 4: NUMERALS
Any discussion of numerals in Semitic must begin with the well- 
known 'peculiarity' of Semitic numerals 3 - 10, namely, that system of 
reverse markings which occurs throughout the language group. That is, 
throughout the Semitic languages, numerals ending in 0 are used with 
feminine nouns and those ending in -t are used with masculine nouns, 
unlike adjectives, for example, where for the most part, a feminine 
noun requires an adjective with -t_ suffix and a masculine one has an 
adjective ending in 0. There are several apparent exceptions to this 
polarity in the use of numerals in Ugaritic, too many in fact to dis­
miss them as scribal errors or omissions. There are also some apparent 
inconsistencies in the use of the numeral two, which functions as an 
adjective with regard to gender agreement. As a result of the syntactic 
peculiarities in the use of numerals, 'two' will be examined separately 
below, 'three - ten' will be grouped together, and '11 - 19' will form 
a third group. The numeral 'one' will be omitted from this study, as 
will those for 20, 30, *+0, etc., and 100, 1000, and 10,000, because 
there is little question about their grammatical relationships with the 
objects they number.
.
The 'rules' of concord involving numerals are formulated on the
■
basis of what is attested and statistically the most frequent. Thus, 
a description of the syntactic use of numerals in Ugaritic must begin 
with an analysis of the attested forms of the numerals and the contexts 
in which they occur. Sources for the numerals cover the entire range 
of texts: letters, religious texts, and epics, but most especially,
the many administrative lists and economic texts discovered. The 
material here analysed is based on the Concordance of Ugaritic Literature 
(Whitaker). While no claim can be made that the material included below
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is a complete collection of Ugaritic numerals so far attested, it
is hoped that it is a representative sample.
The numeral ' two1 
The root tny 'two' is attested in the forms tnt, tt, tn, atny, 
stn, mtn, ytny, tnm, tny, tnnt, ttm, tttn. Of these, atny, 'fetn, ytny, 
and tttn are probably verbal forms based on a verb tny 'to say a second
time, to repeat1, and as such are outside the scope of this investig­
ation. mtn is a nominal or verbal form, possibly a participle meaning 
'repetition1. The remaining forms are distributed as follows:
tn 188 uses 73.72#
tt 46 18.04
tny 12 4.72
tnm 5 1.96
tnt 2 .78
tnnt 1 .39
ttm 1 .39
total 235 100#
T t
As can be seen, the overwhelming majority of occurrences are those of 
tn, representing 73.72# of the total, tn appears to be a masculine 
form; it has & ending associated with masculine in adjectives. How­
ever, unlike adjectives which take -m ending when modifying masculine 
dual substantives, tn has no apparent need of this ending because it 
already indicates duality. In 321.1.2, 3: wtn qlcm 'and two slings',
it is used as a numeral meaning 'two'; in 1001.4: tn pk 'and your
mouth said', and in 51.5-3: tn rgm 'he said a second time', tn is used
as a verb; in Krt 207: ym wtn 'a day and a second (day)', it is an
ordinal. Thus, not all of the 188 occurrences of tn ought to be taken 
as the numeral meaning 'two'.
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tt, by far the second largest group, appears to be morpho­
logically feminine on the basis of the -t_ suffix. Unlike tnt, where 
the ri of the root is preserved, it appears to have been assimilated 
to the -t_ suffix in tt. This suggests that the two forms are not the 
same, that tt occurs with the *nt together, thus facilitating assimil­
ation whereas in tnt there is a vowel between the n and the t_. This 
may suggest different meanings associated with each, although there 
appears little textual evidence to support this. It could be that tnt 
is in the construct state, and that tt has a vocalic ending. Virolleaud 
(cited in UT Glossary 2703) defined tnt as 'a pair' which makes sense 
in a context such as 2102.5: tnt alpm 'five pairs of oxen'; this
could help account for its scarcity when compared with the number of 
occurrences of tt.
tnm means 'twice', and according to Gordon (UT 87.65) 'we are
probably dealing with an adverbial accusative' as indicated by the -m
ending.^- Gordon suggests (ibid.) that tnnt means 'second time'. It
occurs only once in a broken context (126.5.8). tny is explained by
Gordon (UT Glossary 2705) as a verbal form (imperative) meaning 'say'
or 'repeat', ttm occurs only once in 2054.11: b.bn.ttm.tltm; this
— — — — — — —
text is a list of personal names, each followed-by a numeral. Here 
ttm tltm might be an error for tt tltm '32', or less likely, the 
personal name bn ttm as all lines in this text are of the form b bn X 
numeral 'to/from the son of X, quantity'.
Only tn and tt are used for the numeral two, and are of signifi­
cance statistically. The question is how they differ.
1. 3Aq obv.22: hlmn tnm qdqd tltid C1 udn (also line 33, lAq 78)
'strike him twice on the head, three times on the ear'. The use 
of tnm parallel to tltid suggests this translation. The other two 
occurrences of tnm, lAq 4.224 and 1145.1.7» are not as informative 
as this one.
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tt attm 'two wives' occurs four times (119«7» 11» l8, 20), tt 
bth 'his two daughters occurs once (119.22), and tt pgtm 'two girls' 
also occurs once (119*19)• All three nouns are morphologically and 
semantically feminine; attm and pgtm are in the dual, bth is in the 
construct state. The inanimate1 q%t 'bow' is morphologically feminine; 
tt q&tm 'two bows' occurs l8 times in text 321, tt qst occurs twice in 
the same text (321.1.29, 3-16) and tt qsm occurs once (321.3.3*0• The 
last mentioned ought perhaps to be read as qs<t>m as in the other 
occurrences.
In 1103.19: tt mqrtm, the numbered object is feminine and dual,
translated by Gordon (UT Glossary 1538) as 'an ornamental beverage 
vessel'. Similarly feminine dual are 1121.6: tt mrkbtm 'two chariots',
2100.10 tt tprtm 'two garments', and nit 'an agricultural implement' 
in 20*f8.5: tt nitra. Throughout Semitic, npS is feminine, as it is
here: 13^.9* tt nps 'two souls'.
In 9.1.*^ tt pi gdlt the meaning of pi is uncertain, although
gdlt is translated (Gordon, UT Glossary 562) as 'a female head of large
cattle (for sacrifice)', making it feminine. The meaning of git as in
Ug.V, 3-1-8: tt git is uncertain although it appears morphologically
u  .
feminine. All of these with the possible exception of tt pi gdlt have 
the feminine form of the numeral used with a feminine substantive.
In tt tnt d alp (1130.13) it would appear that the numbered object, 
tnt, is taken as a feminine substantive and used also with the feminine 
numeral, hence, 'two pairs of oxen'.
1. In Arabic, a distinction is made between animate and inanimate ob­
jects for the purposes of concord: inanimate objects are frequent­
ly treated as feminine although morphologically they appear to be 
masculine. Although this does not apply in the case of q^t, which 
is a feminine noun to begin with, it could be of importance when 
other nouns are examined. However, as far as can be determined, 
this distinction does not apply in Ugaritic.
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The remaining occurrences of tt are not with morphologically 
feminine nouns* tt mrhm ’two spears' occurs three times (2OV7.5, 5;
2050.7); according to Gordon (UT Glossary 15^7) mrh is feminine be-
*
cause it occurs with a feminine numeral.
The exact translation of ll6l.4: bhbth hwt tth is not clear;
apparently (according to Gordon, UT p.22?) this text describes three 
men from one town becoming human pledges as bail for two other men. It 
is in this context that tt occurs.
In 2156.51 tt hrtUm?], the object counted is an unknown word. 
Gordon described the numbered object in 2050*2; tt htrm ’two
garments' as a feminine noun because it occurs with tt (UT Glossary 
1027).
Similarly, ktnm is described as feminine because it occurs with 
the feminine numeral in 1110,6; tt ktnm 'two garments'; the plural 
ktnt and the Biblical cognate k tonet both provide support for the 
view that this is feminine.
Despite a few uncertainties arising; ;f|*om nouns not encountered 
elsewhere in Semitic,-; it'-is'quite''clear .that', tt'is used with feminine 
nouns. ■ " O: -i®"' ' V- ; — ^ 4
th is att<sted with.a';i^gV\humber of masculine nouns; this is 
as expected and 35-sjjtQh'- requires no further, comment. Those instances 
where tn appears to have been used with a feminine noun, however, re­
quire investigation.
In Krt 101, 190; ltn atth, tn appears to have been used with 
a feminine noun, if the phrase is to be translated as ’ for his two 
wives'. However, this is perhaps better as 'he drives his wife to a 
second person' (yb°r ltn.atth) because tn is paralleled by nkr 'a
— lima 1 11
stranger' in the following line.
13*K
In 2068.10: tn glyth 'his two ?' the meaning of the
counted object is not known, although the external gender appears to 
be feminine, on the basis of the -t_ ending.
^urtm (as in tn £urtm, 92.3» 17) is translated by Gordon
(UT Glossary 2373) as referring to parcels or measures of land. Inas­
much as ars 'land' is feminine, perhaps subsections of land have the 
same gender, ^urt does have the -tm suffix associated with feminine 
dual. It occurs only in text 92, which Gordon described as a list of 
rations for court personnel.(UT p.26l). In this text, the word surt
occurs with several other numerals (tmn, arbC, tit, hraK, tt) all of
which have 0 ending commonly used in Semitic with numerals occurring 
with feminine nouns. This would suggest that Surt is a feminine noun. 
But even if surt is a noun of ambivalent gender, it is unlikely that
it would be treated as masculine and feminine in the same short text.
The use of tn may be an error here, the result of analogy with the
other numerals without the -t^  ending in the sane text.
In 1112.6: tn mrdt:'two garments', the numbered object occurs
only in this text and its meaning is somewhat uncertain. The only
• •
basis for considering mrdt a feminine noun is the final -t_ ending,
.
which is not conclusive evidence.
Finally, in 2050.2: tn kst is also an example of tn with what
is possibly a feminine noun, kst, taken from the root ksy 'to cover', 
hence 'two coverings'.
Of the 188 occurrences of tn, only eight (atth x 2, kst, mrdt,
klyt, and surtm x 2) are with nouns that appear to be feminine, of
which tn in tn atth is probably not used as a numeral, and the other 
words are of uncertain meaning and/or gender. Even assuming that all 
of these nouns are feminine, the occurrence of six feminine nouns with 
the masculine tn is not sufficient proof that tn may be used with fem­
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inine nouns; there is no doubt, however, that tn is used with 
masculine nouns.
The numerals 5 - 1 0  
The occurrences of numerals 3 - 1 0  analysed below are also 
collected from Whitaker's Concordance of Ugaritic Literature, and were 
found under tit, rb°, hms, tdt, &bC, tmn, tfcc, Csr, respectively, 3,
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. As was seen with tny, included in each entry 
are uses of the root as cardinals, ordinals, fractions, and at times 
as verbs. Thus before the number and distribution of occurrences of 
each numeral can be examined, it is important to distinguish, if poss­
ible, those instances where the root was used as a cardinal from those 
where it functions as an independent substantive or verb. This is not 
always possible, as of the ordinals, only '4th' rb° and '6th' tdt, are 
orthographically distinct from the cardinals arb and tt; all others
are indistinguishable. The distribution1 of the occurrences of these
2
numerals is as follows:
0 % -t % ord. % total %
3 212 93.39 15 6.61 227 19.19
4 187 85.0 21 9,55 12 5-^5 220 18.6
5 185 80.43 45 19.57 230 19.44
6 9^ 85.^5 5 Jf.55 11 10.0 110 9.3
7 93 80.17 23 19.83 116 9.8
8 58 79.45 15 20.55 73 6.17
9 24 92.31 2 7.69 26 2.2
103 127 70.17 54 29.83 181 15.3
total 980 82.84 180 15.22 23 1.94 1183 100#
notes 1, 2, and 3 are on the following page ...
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A few comments on the above: first, it will be obvious that this
study cannot include all numerals in Ugaritic, but having utilized 
all the material in Whitaker's Concordance, it is hoped that this re­
flects a representative sampling of the occurrences of numerals and 
the types of text in which they are found. Second, the above compil­
ation is of all uses of numerals found in the Concordance, many of 
which are in broken texts, used simply in apposition to a name, or 
in other contexts which give little information regarding the concord 
of numerals. As a result, the number of actual phrases available 
for analysis is considerably less. Finally, despite the fact that 
3, 3i 7» 8, 9» and 10 have not been adjusted to account for the ordin­
als (only a small percentage is likely to be involved in any case), 
it is plain that numerals with a 0 ending comprise an overwhelming 
majority of the attested material.
from previous page ...
1. It is interesting to note the distribution of attested uses of num­
erals, although not directly germane to the problems of concord.
The numerals 3» 5 occur with almost equal frequency (19.19» 18.6
respectively), as do 6 and 7 (9*3» 9*8#). The numerals 8, 9 
and 10 are all different (6.17, 2.2, and 15»3#)»
2. I have excluded fractions, numerals for 20, 30, etc., and obvious 
nominal and verbal forms because they have no bearing on the 
question of numeral concord.
3. I have not included all occurrences of C£r(t) in the above chart; 
only those where the independent numeral 'ten' occurs have been 
counted. Three different forms, c^r, £|rh, and c£rt, are used to 
form the numerals 11 - 19, and as such, would reflect patterns
of use other than implied by the alternation of -jt and 0 endings 
in the numerals 3 - 10. To combine the attestations of °§r/t/h 
plus unit with the numerals for 3 - 1 0  would result in an 
unnecessary distortion of the statistical analysis.
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Before proceeding to examine the various individual occurrences 
of numerals, the following might provide an interesting point of com­
parison; this is a count of the occurrences of numerals in the Bible 
as recorded in S. Mandelkern's Concordance:
0 % t/h % total %
3 168 41.07 2ifl 38J93 409 20.78
4 iif9 49.67 131 50.33 300 15.24
3 l6if if 8.52 174 31.48 338 17.18
6 132 61.68 82 38.32 214 IO.87
7
t
160 if2.67 213 57.33 375 19.05
8 37 32.78 31 47.22 51 5.49
9 ifO 70.17 17 29.83 57 2.9
10 56 33-33 111 66.47 167 8.49
total 926 47-05 1042 52.93 1968 100%
Leaving aside the question of the relative sizes of the extant corpus 
of Ugaritic and Biblical Hebrew materials, the differences in the dis- 
.tribution of numerals' is most interesting. Perhaps most striking is 
^he fact; that the Biblical Hebrew numerals are, for the most part, 
divided more or less evenly,-hetwqen the 0 and -t/.endings, unlike the 
situation in Ugaritic where the numerals ending in 0 outnumber those 
ending in -t_by more than 5 to 1. Among the individual numerals, there 
are more uses of the -t_ ending for 3, 4, 5i 7, and 10 than of 0, whilst 
for 6, 8, and 9, the reverse is true. In Ugaritic, the 0 endings are 
consistently more numerous.
Numerals ending in 0
As is expected on the basis of Semitic languages in general, 
numerals ending in 0 are attested with feminine nouns, as follows:
119.16 Ctllt att adrt 3 mighty women
2080.3 warb° bnth and his 4 daughters
cnt 2.2^ kpr &b°bnt as the 7 girls/daughters fled
119.17 hm& nGrt 5 girls
1128,21 arbc uzm mrat 4 fat geese
2101.222 ts° sin bt&Ct ksp 9 sheep at 9 silverm
1128.17 °&r bmt alp rari 10 saddles of fat ox
1113*9 arb° hpnt ptt 4 h.-garments of linen
2048.7 hms hrmtt 5 sickles
1151.15 tmn hlnm 8 windows“ «
1127.9 °sr ydt 10 hands
1110.2 wtlt ktnt bdm and 3 linen coats
2102.7 tit mat dd &crm 300 measures of wheat
1109.4$ . bm$ mispt 5 garments
1111.11 ; ttmi/mrbdt v  r : ;V,' § covers
1122.5 tit' mrkbt • 3 chariots
3.51 arb° ratbt ' 4 dwellings'
52.67 tmn nqpt • 8 periods of time (years?)
5*7 sbc pamt 7 times'
1, Also 13b.3» 23* The concord of this phrase appears to be as ex­
pected on the basis of comparative Semitics, although the phrase
as its context make little sense in its present state of 
preservation.
2. This is an interesting phrase: a distinction in terms of concord
is made between sin, taking a 0 numeral and ksp, taking a numeral
ending in -h, showing that for at least this scribe, two different 
forms existed for numeral-noun agreement.
321.2.21 tit qst
92.6 tit surt
75.2.43 sbc &it
2102.5 hms tnt alpm
1097*5 hms tcdt
3 bows
3 parcels of land 
7 years
5 pairs of oxen 
5 fresh dates
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Many of these nouns are attested with 0 numerals other than those 
cited above. The question of the gender of some of the^  above nouns 
is discussed in. chapter 2 above. The order is numeral--noun in all 
but one phrase: 52.20: pamt sbc '7 times', but see 5-7i &bc pamt.
Numerals ending in 0 in Ugaritic occur also with many masculine 
nouns. Some of these masculine nouns represent male persons, and some 
are in the plural, as follows:
Krt 1.8 sb° ahm 7 brothers
2080.2 tit bclmtm w 3 husbands
1050.6 tit lmdm 3 apprentices
119.6 tit gzrm 3 youths
2080.5 wtlt ncrm and 3 lads
2076.ll
“1, '. ' •
arbc bnsm 4 men ■
1024.3.5 ' warb^hr^m, . : t ■• * ' v ' and; 4* p£$ftsmen
1029.2 ' warbc hsnm and 4 military personnel
2103*9 arbc gzlm 4 spinners
1029.9 arbc trtnm 4 members of professional
1028.1 hms tnnm 5 soldiers
2052.6 tt hrtm 6 plowmen
128.2.23 sb° bnm 7 sons
1117.1 sb° hdglm 7 guild members
1031.12 hbtnm tmn • # 8 workers
63.1
0 J ^
khnm ts bnsm priests 9 J?en
63.3 qdsm t^° sanctified ones 9
-• 140
1028.6 t&c hbtnm 9 workers
*  m
170.8 tc]&r ksdm 10 guild members
170.9 L°3^r mhsm 10 butchers■* •
1030.3 °sr mkrm 10 merchants
1030.6 &r mrura 10 commanders
Almost all of the above occur more than once with numerals ending in 
0; the exceptions are &zlm, khnm, qd&m, and mhsm, which are attested 
just this once with numerals.
Other masculine nouns signifying male persons are in the con­
struct state:
2008.25 wtlt nGrh and his 3 lads
2052.ll arb° hrs qtn 4 makers of qtn
• * *
1029.8 tit bn mrynm 3 junior charioteers
67.5.9 tmn hnzrk your 8 workmen
A few others appear to be in the singular or functioning as 
collectives:
144.5 tt hsn 6 military personnel
1024.3.4 tmn hzr 8 workmen
2052.8 csr hrI 10 craftsmen
Numerals ending in 0 are also attested with many non-human and 
inanimate masculine nounst many in the plxiral:
2057.3 w tit brm and 3 naval vessels
125.84 tit yrhm 3 months
305.4 tit klbm 3 dogs
1081.9 tit krm 3 male lambs
Krt 140 tit sswm mrkbt 3 horse chariots (= troikas)
93*15 tit spm 3 jars
317.1 tit smdm 3 yokes
mm mm ^
c321,3.21 w tit ql m and 3 arrows/slings
51.3.171 tn dbhm Ssna bcl ■* •
tit rkb °rpt
1130.5 arbC alpm iqni
2040.21 arb° hmCrllm «
2051*4
Q
arb kkrm
1122.11 arb° mdrnm
19.17
c c arb srm •
2057*3 arbc °tkm
1138.2 arbc prm
1134.2 hms alpm
109.8 w hms ymm
1130.8 hms rtm
1126.8 tt kdm
1081.25 &bc krmm
1107.9 sbc Ib&m allm
1128.31 tmn hblm
2101.14 tmn lbsm
1097.1 c^r ^tpm *
2012.18
Q
arb ddm
2090.22 tit &dm
Numerals ending in 0 are 
in the construct state:
2044.5 wtlt alph
2100.5 bd °bdym tit kkr s°rt
c2 sacrifices B 1 hates 
3, Bkb crpt
4 thousand lapis lazuli 
4 donkeys 
4 talents 
4 m.-weapons 
4 birds 
4 ships
4 cows/cattle
5 oxen 
and 5 days
5 r.-garments
6 jars
7 vineyards
7 a*-garments
8 ropes
8 garments
10 of some kind of livestock 
4 pots 
• 3 fields 
used as follows with masculine nouns
and his 3 oxen
Q
in the possession of bdym, 3 
talents of wheat
1. In this sentence, which occurs in one of the epic texts, the 
poetic device of parallelism is used and both the verb (|na) 
and the numbered object (dbhm) are omitted in the second line.
The concord of in dbhm is as would be expected; £l£t is expected 
when used with abhm' on the basis of comparative S^ lfxTfics. Here, 
the shorter form of the numeral might have been used for stylistic 
reasons.
1086.5 hm£ kd yn 5 pitchers of wine
1113-7 hm£ pld S°rt 5 garments of hairC?)
2038.17 hms smd alpm 5 yokes of oxen
2052.1*+ tt nsk hdm 6 casters of h. (type of metal?)w ^
1113.8 tt pld ptt 6 £.-garments of linen
3.52 &bc klbh his 7 dogs
1099.33 hm^ dd &crm 5 pots of barley
2092.4 t&c dd htm • • 9 pots of wheat
The following masculine nouns, used with numerals ending in
appear to be in the singular:
1129.8 tit alp spr • • 3 thousand birds
2004.25 tit yn 3 wine
1029.11 tmnym tit kbd 83 heavy (shekels)
172.1.9 tit kbd sin • • • 3 heavy sheep (??)
2004.33 tit msbmm mm # 3 msb-wine •
cnt 4.80 tit mth gyrm • • 3 fast stretches
84.2 tit &ran 3 oil
1084.7 wttm arb° kbd yn and 64 heavy (shekels of?) wine
1127.14 arbc kkr 4 talents
1084.4 CSr yn tb • 10 good wine
310.8 chr sp 10 jars
2120.5 tit dd 3 pots
1079.3 tit id 3 fields
In almost all phrases, the order is numeral-substantive. The:
are very few instances where the noun precedes its numeral:
63.1 khnm t^c bnsm priests 9 men
63-3 qdsm tsc sanctified ones 9
1143-51 wkkr tit
2
and talents, 3 
workers, 8^ 
commanders, 10^
1^3
1031.12 hbtnra tmn
1031.6 mrum CMr
The above examples (and the many like phrases in Ugaritic not 
quoted above) of numerals ending in 0 used with masculine nouns are 
at odds with the expected pattern of numeral-noun concord as encounter­
ed in the other Semitic languages. As mentioned before, these phrases 
are statistically too numerous to be considered scribal errors.
Numerals ending in 0 are used with masculine nouns in other 
Semitic languages, although these phrases are difficult to find in 
the classical Semitic languages, and most frequently, are encountered 
in those languages and dialects that have had more contact with other, 
non-Semitic speaking peoples. In fact, excepting the Ugaritic material, 
the only sure instances of 0 numerals with masculine nouns are to be 
found in Punic and Ethiopic. Except for Ethiopic, where by and large 
the use of the 0 form has been extended to masculine nouns to the 
virtual exclusion of the -t^  form, and Punic, which is a late dialect 
of Phoenician used by colonists with much foreign contact, there is 
no Semitic language which shows the use of 0 numerals with masculine
*•». \ ' -.-aV' -V * w-V*- -V '.  St'W-.iS'*' r fi '■ ' • -*V •* /  f*
nouns to the extent that Ugaritic does.
1. Also 1143.2: kkrmtlt. It is possible that £lt in this text
is to be translated as a metal (see UT Glossary*2691, £1£ III). 
Other lines list mitm ksp '2 hundred silver' and mit ksp 'one 
hundred silver' in the same text, suggesting that this text 
could be a list of quantities of metals of various kinds.
2. Compare 2100.3: tit kkr &Crt.
3. In the order numeral noun, 1028.6: t£° hbtnm.
•  •
4. Contrast 1029.3* Cj>r mrum.
l¥f.
Numerals ending in -t
There axe relatively few occurrences of numerals ending in -t_ 
in Ugaritic (l8o, or some 15# of the total of numerals 3 - 10)i ancl 
by the time those used with csrt to form numerals 13 - 19 (56 out of 
180) and those used following a personal name (51 out of l8o) are ex­
cluded (the former will be examined with the rest of the numerals 
13 - 19j the latter are not relevant to the study of concord), very 
few remain for analysis of the concord of numerals ending in -t_.
Many of the numerals ending in -t_are to be found in the admin­
istrative texts, ksp 'silver' occurs 23 times with a numeral ending in 
which is as expected for a masculine noun on the basis of general
Semitic practice. It is attested only once with a numeral ending in
0 (ll^3»5: tit ksp '3 silver'), kbd 'heavy (shekel)' is attested 9
times with a numeral ending in -t_ and more than 50 times with the 
numeral ending in 0, which suggests that it might have been a feminine 
noun. However, the use of kbd with the numerals ahd and tn 'one' and 
'two' suggests that it is to be considered a masculine noun because 
these two numeral adjectives appear to have been used with greater re­
gard to matters of concord in Ugaritic than were the numerals 3 - 10.*
A third term assumed to have been used for monetary measures in Ugaritic,
tql 'shekel' is attested only twice with numerals 3 - 10: 1131.3: Csrt
" 11
tqlm kbd '10 heavy shekels', and 1131.10: arb°t tqlm slmm '*+ whole
shekels'•
The above accounts for most uses of the numerals ending in -t.
Of those that remain, the following are to varying extents complete 
and susceptible to analysis.
1. kbd is attested with 'one': 2052.1: ahd kbd and 'two': 1098.23
jn kbd, and 12 other times with these two masculine numeral
adjectives.
In text 3.3: ltltt mzn 'for 3 weights' and 2100.1: °srt
mzn 'its 10 weights', mzn is treated as a masculine noun would be in
other Semitic languages.^
The concord of 2100.31 hmfet hrs bt il '3 gold for II's house'—*___"* •_______
is similarly in accordance with that of a masculine noun, as is 1130.17:
hmst kkr '5 talents'.
On the other hand, both 1106.17: hm^t hndlt '5 h.-garments'^
and 2034.2.25: °srt trbyt '10(#?) interest' appear to be feminine nouns.
£
In text 603.3: &b t brqm 'seven flashes of lightning' parallels
tmnt isrr°t 'eight claps of thunder'. Morphologically, brq is masculine 
£
the gender of isrr t may be feminine on the basis of the -t ending, but 
its meaning is uncertain and it is only attested here.
Another phrase with numerals in parallel is Krt 8f.: dsbC ahm
lh tmnt bn um 'who has seven brothers, eight mother's sons'. Here, 
the numbered objects are masculine; the numeral in one instance ends 
in 0 (&b°), the other ends in -t_ (tmnt). SbC, however, occurs at the 
end of the line, and so it may be that the -t_ ending is no longer 
visible.
In 49.6.8: &bCt glmh 'her seven lads', the numeral has the -_t
u-fcv...*'/ *'7. , * ‘ t
ending and the noun is masculine. The same phrase occurs in 67.3.8:
c v c • *3mk sb t glmk tmn hnzrk 'with you, your seven lads, your eight work­
men'. In both instances, the numbered object appears to be masculine; 
in the first, the numeral ends in -t^ , in the second, in 0.
bSbct hdrm btmnt ap sgrt 'in seven rooms, in eight closed 
chambers' occurs twice in Cnt (cnt 5.19* 34). Here one numeral ending
1. For more on mzn, see above, ch. 2, page 26.
2. Discussion of hndlt is in ch. 2, page 36.
3. For more on hnzr, ch. 2, page 46f.
1^6.
in -t_ is used with hdr, which is masculine, and another is used with 
ap sgrt. It is difficult to determine whether ajD is masculine or fem­
inine, although on the basis of the adjective sgrt, it would appear to 
be feminine. In this phrase, meter does not appear to be the factor 
used to determine the form of the numeral. Rather, it would seem more 
likely that analogy is important, resulting in the same form of the 
numeral in both parts of the parallelism.
The only two occurrences of a numeral ending in -t_ combined 
with a plural numeral by means of the preposition are in text 75-2.
^9, 50: k!bCt l5bCm ahh yraL Jtmnt ltmnym 'as his 77 brothers (died?),
88 ... '. Here, as in the Krt passage above, ahh, a masculine noun,
is used with a numeral ending in -t_.
Generally in Semitic, r'I is a masculine noun, which accords 
with its use in the phrase dsbCt ra^m (Cnt 3-39; 67-1.30) 'of seven 
heads'.
In lAq 177: °d &bct §nt ybk laqht gzr. the numeral may be an
/■;- i •' - .  ” -
ordinal. This p h r a s e  could be translated either as 'until the seventh
J". *.v ,-si *■
■' • X. v'
year' or 'until (the end of ) seven years, he will weep for the youth 
Aqht'.
CvIt appears unlikely that art in the following is a cardinal 
number: 613-5» 9-1-11: yrh °£rt. This could refer to the 'tenth 
month'. For 9-1-11, UT has yrh t£rt instead of Csrt as in Whitaker's 
Concordance; this would then be 'the month of tlrt', perhaps equiva­
lent to the Hebrew and Babylonian month-name Tishri. yrh Csrt might
refer to the 'month of tithes' or perhaps to the 'month of sacrifices
1 Co
or libations'. srt probably means 'libation' in 123.kl: krtn dbh
 •
dbh rnlk csr csrt 'our Krt sacrificed a sacrifice, the king poured
* - - - - f
out a libation'.
1. See Gordon, UT Glossary 1932, °Sr II, 'to pour out libations,
to pour out or serve drinks'.
' 14?-
In Krt 28-JO: tntkn udm th km tqlm arsh kmhmjst mtth, it is*" • * •
difficult to determine the meaning and function of kmhm^t. The begin­
ning of the sentence may be translated as 'his tears fall like shekels 
to the ground1. The parallelism is perhaps best retained by constru­
ing km hmst mtth 'like five (shekel-pieces?) onto his bed' or k mhmsft  •   *___
mtth 'like fifths (of a shekel) onto his bed'. The latter explanation 
finds support in the sentence in lAq 82: wl ytk dmch km (83:) rbCt
tqlm 'and his tears will surely (not?) fall like quarter-shekels', 
where rbCt is an ordinal number (arb°t would be the cardinal).^
Finally, there is the phrase in 8.2-1*: &b°t ghl ph tmnt nbluh
'seven •••, eight ...' , where both numerals ending in -t_ are used with 
substantives of uncertain meaning.
In general, the numerals ending in -t_, like those ending in 0, 
are found preceding the numbered object. As might have been expected, 
few examples occur outside the administrative texts. Of the complete 
phrases with numerals ending in -t_ found in the myths, epics, and legends 
sbct 'seven' (at times paralleled by tmnt 'eight') is the most prevalent.
v Csb t in the above examples is used with masculine nouns, tmnt occurs
with masculine nouns, once in a context where the numbered object is
unknown but parallel to a masculine noun (75.2.k9t 30: ahh); it also
occurs with one object whose meaning is uncertain (603.3 ,^ : isrrCt),•____
and one whose gender is uncertain (ap sgrt in Cnt 6.19,3^). All of 
the occurrences of sb t are with objects in the plural, or perhaps, 
with objects that have the -tn ending associated with masculine dual and 
plural, except for two which have a suffixed personal pronoun (ahh, glmk, 
glmh). isrr°t, if feminine, could be singular or plural, bn urn could 
be singular, dual, or plural, depending on the vocalization of bn,
1. TO, page 307, note t, suggests reading this as tmfr m&t mtth 'the 
covering of his bed is soaked'. This eliminates any problem 
arising from numerals.
.  li*8.
because a suffixed morpheme would be dropped when the noun is in the 
construct state, hnzr may, as mentioned above, be a collective, and 
ap sgrt could be singular or plural. The concord of mzn, hrs, and 
kkr, all apparently masculine singular, and their numerals ending in 
-;fc is in accord with general Semitic practice. The use of numerals 
ending in -t^with the apparently feminine nouns hndlt and trbyt is 
not as would be expected of a Semitic language as conservative as 
Ugaritic. ksp and tql are used with numerals ending in -t, although 
there are a few examples of ksp with 0 numerals. The picture present­
ed by kbd is not as clear as that of other substantive-rnuraeral combin­
ations but this one noun appears to be an exception in this instance. 
While it can be said that numerals ending in -t are used with masculine 
substantives, the above scarcely seems sufficient evidence for the 
formulation of hard and fast rules.
In other Semitic languages, numerals ending in -t^  occur regularly 
with masculine nouns; few variations are attested. Host of the ex­
ceptions occur in Ugaritic, Hebrew, Punic, Aramaic, and Ethiopic, and 
in Hebrew and Aramaic;^the exceptions are rare. Punic, probably because 
it is a later formof fhoehcian:.used-, by colonists in contact with other 
non-Semitic languages, allowed' the use of the unmarked form with mascu­
line nouns as an extension of the simplest form for both genders; this 
is supported by the relative absence of -t_ form© in Punic. In Ethiopic, 
the function of the form appears to have been largely supplanted by 
the 0 one. In Ugaritic, the 0 form of the numeral is likewise preferred 
with both masculine and feminine nouns, and although the ~_t form is 
similarly used with both genders, it does not occur as often as the 0 
one.
-• i49*
The Numerals 11 - 19 
The syntax of the numerals 11 - 19 is potentially more cornpli- 
cated than that of those from 2 - 10; there are two numeral elements 
('unit' and 'teen*) instead of just one (‘unit'), thereby increasing 
the number of different possible combinations of numeral and substan­
tive. The numerals 11 and 12 will be examined separately; the pattern 
of concord used with the numerals 1 and 2 in Semitic is different from 
that used with numerals 3 - 10, and the same pattern generally appears 
again with the teen numerals 11 - 12 and 13 - 19*
Numerals 11 and 12
In Ugaritic, there are few occurrences of the numerals 11 and 
12; in all, only fifteen sentences^ are attested with the order unit- 
teen:
1024.3.7 . w°st c&r hr& • and 11 plowmen
2103.7 cst °sr bgpn 11 in Gpn
1083.11 C v . C v * vst srh smn 11 oil
2011.% G&rh bn .: 11 —
2103.3 tn °&r bgt>irCbs] , 12 in Gt Irbs •
110.9
0 ~ *irab tn *sr Irab - 12
IO87.I tn csr yn LkpsDlnm 12 k.-wine
110.2 hlbvkrd tn Gir hlb krd - 12
1098.^ w tn °srh dd lrps and 12 containers for Rps
1098.29 w tn csrh ddC 3 and 12 containers
1098.33 tn °srh dH 3 12 conCtainers
2049.3 w tn °srh hpnt and 12 h.-garments
1098.2 w 1 hrS crq tn csrh and for the plowman/men of
1. Two of these sentences are broken at or near the numeral and so 
analysis is uncertain;
2092.17 tn c&rtl dd Idtm 12 containers of wheat" # •
118.19 tnC °srb[]ran ?12?? mn1
150.
and there are three sentences where the order is teen-unit:
c* 11111.10 sr tn kbd pgdrm 12 heavy garments of a certain kind
108l.^ tmry C3r tn kCrm tmry —  12 vineyardsC?)
108l.21 CtUlrby °sr tn kbUd tlrby - 12 hea vy (shekels?)
°lr and c&rh appear to be the two contrasting forms of the 'teen’
2 celement in Ugaritic numerals 11 said 12. Ugaritic &rh and Biblical
C • Q Q
Hebrew esre (consonantally written srh) both function as a^rat does
c .in Arabic. Morphologically, the origin of the Hebrew esre is obscure; 
the e_ ending of the Hebrew numeral was thought to be vocalic but the
* c
-h ending of the Ugaritic suggests that the -h of the written "srh was 
originally consonantal.^ The feminine form of the numeral two, tt, is 
not attested as part of a teen numeral in Ugaritic, nor is one, ahd/t, 
used to form 'eleven'. Instead, Ugaritic uses st and the 0 form of 
two, tn, with both c&r and °&rh.
1. So Gordon, UT Glossary 2079*
2. A third form, csrt, also occurs in Ugaritic numerals, but not in 
the formation of 11 and 12; this c&rt looks, on the basis of its 
morphology, like a -t_ equivalent of 0 c&r. Its relationship to 
both c£r and csrh will be examined below, numerals 13 - 19, where 
all three forms of the 'teen' element occur.
3* So Gordon, UT Grammar §7.20.
*+• °st, which occurs in the Ugaritic numerals C&t c£r and c£t cSrh in 
place of the numeral for one, abd/t. is cognate with the Hebrew 
caste, used also in the formation of the numeral eleven. This 
element has been identified with the usual Akkadian numeral for 
one, isten, from which language it was probably borrowed by both 
Ugaritic and Hebrew.
c&t Csr is used with hrS 'plowman/men' which is a masculine
noun, tn °sr is used with yn 'wine', also a masculine noun. °sr tn is 
1 2attested with kbd and krm , both also masculine. These suggest that 
Cst csr and tn Csr are the forms of 11 and 12 that are used with mascu­
line nouns, although this is by no means certain on the basis of such 
scant evidence. °st Csrh is used with smn 'oil'. It is not clear from 
the Ugaritic texts whether smn is masculine or feminine; in Hebrew it 
is masculine, tn C£rh is used with dd^  'pot, container', a noun which 
is probably masculine, aid with hpnt, the gender of which might be mascu­
line in the singular, but looks feminine in the plural. The concord 
of cst csrh and tn C&rh is not clear from the evidence available at 
this time.
In the other Semitic languages, the concord of the numerals 11 
and 12 is essentially fairly simple. Both the unit and the teen have 
the same gender and this is the same as the gender of the substantive 
they quantify. The substantive is in the plural in some languages; in 
others, it is in the singular, and in some, there are instances of both. 
In general, the substantive follows the rjumeral, although the order 
numeral-substantive may be inverted, usually for emphasis, but then 
only rarely. The order teen-unit or unit-teen varies with each langu­
age.
The order unit-teen, followed by the substantive, is most common^ 
in Semitic. Occasionally, this order is inverted and the substantive
1. kbd is a masculine noun, see 2052.1: afrd kbd 'one heavy (shekel)', 
and 1098.23: In kbd 'two heavy (shekels)'•
2. krm: 1081.15: krm abd 'one vineyard'.
3. By most common, I mean that it occurs more often in more languages 
than any other construction.
For example: Hebrew: Dt.1.23: senaym °asar 'analSim '12 men';
Ex.26.7: caSte cesreh yericot '11 curtains'; Akkadian: Enuma 
EliS V.73: ifestene&ret nabnissa fea tiamat ibriti 'her 11 creatures 
which Tiamat had created’; ESA: td cSr 'nfelm '11 palmgroves'.
1 . 152.
precedes the numeral. Most often, the substantive is in the plural;
2
the singular occurs less frequently. In Hebrew , this occurs for the
3
most part only with certain nouns; 1Q Arabic, this is the preferred
if
construction of numerals greater than ten; in Mishnaic Hebrew and 
in Syriac, the singular occurs, as in Biblical Hebrew, with only a few 
substantives. In Ugaritic, although some of the substantives may be 
collectives, most attested uses of 11 and 12 appear to be with singular 
nouns. It is interesting to note that I have found no instances of a 
numeral preceded by a singular noun, which suggests that if the noun 
precedes, the use of the plural signals, to some extent, the numeral 
quantity that is to follow.
5 6The order teen-unit occurs in Ethiopic and in Phoenician/Punic
where the two numeral components are joined by w 'and', thus 'ten-and-
7
one', 'ten-and-two'. The order teen-unit also occurs in Ugaritic where 
the two numeral elements are simply juxtaposed as when the order is 
unit-teen (°sr tn or tn c3r).
1. For example, Hebrew: Nu.29*30: parlm Ca^te Casar 'bulls - 11';
Neh.3.1^: Sanlm &etaym cesreh 'years - 12'.
2. E.g., Ex.2*f.4: &etaym cesreh magebah '12 pillars'; 2Kings 23.36:
wa'afaat cesreh feanah 'and 11 years (he ruled)'.
3» Notably, yomt &anah, 'Is, nefeS, &ebet, magebah, and sometimes, 
'amah, frodegt cjr, and Seqel.
'ahada ca§ara ra&ulan '11 men'; 'ibda ca^rata malikata 
'11 queens'.
5* Ethiopic: Gn. l*f.*f: °a£arta wakel'eta camata '12 years'; Jos.
^.2: ca¥arta wakel'eta ^edewa '12 men'. Different endings are
rarely encountered on the teen and the unit, e.g., Ju.8.10: casartu 
wakel'e *elef be'esl '12 thousand men'; Jos.21.7: casru wakel'e 
1ahgtlr '12 cities'.
6. Punic: b'sr w'hd lzyb 'on the 11th (of the month) of Zyb'; pcm't
°sr w'ht '11 times'. In both instances, the form of the ten is 
the same, morphologically masculine; in the former, the unit is 
masculine, in the latter, feminine. The 0 form, '/^sr is used with 
units ending in 0;.the -t_ forms of the teen are attested but once 
in Phoenician, used with a -t_ form of the unit.
?. This type of conjunction is commonly used for numerals greater than 
20 in Semitic.
' 153-
With the exception of Ugaritic, the Semitic languages use 
either the construction unit-teen or teen-unit, but not both. Ugaritic 
is also unlike the other Semitic languages in that it has five differ­
ent ways of expressing ftwelve1, namely: (l) 1087*1: tn °sr 'two-ten*
(2) 2049.3: tn Csrh 'two-ten*; (3) 1111.10: c^r tn 'ten-two*; (4)
1127.5 : tt tt 'six-six'; and (5) 1024 rev.7» 9f»: tttm 'twice six'
(six with the dual ending).
The numerals 13 - 19
The numerals 13 ~ 19 in Ugaritic occur with three different forms 
of the teen: c&r, °srt, and C&rh.’L The unit ending in 0  is used with
c&r and °srh, unit ending in -It occurs with C£rt. There are 83 occur- 
2
rences of numerals 13 - 19» distributed as follows:
whole broken total %
0 °sr 29 10 39 43.88
0 °srh 14 3 17 20.
t G&rt 26 3 29 34.12
total . 69 . 16 83 100$
With three different'forms of the teen and only two different require­
ments for numeral-noun concord (masculine/feminine) it is inevitable 
that there be some sort of overlap in function* First, however, the 
function of each form must be determined.
0 csr is attested as follows:
2038.2 w tit csr bns and 13 men
2076*6 tt csr bdsCnil 16 men
2038.3 w arbc °&r bns and 14 men
1. Ugaritic is unique among the Semitic languages in using three 
different forms of the teen; all othershave but two*
2. The teen numerals are attested, almost exclusively in the admin­
istrative texts; there are about 6 occurrences of numerals 11 - 19 
in the various ritual and sacrifice texts, mostly ordinals of the 
type 'on the l4th day of the month of X'.
1029-13 sb° csr hsnm
109*7 hms °&r ymm
1084.1 hms c^r yn tb
1031*9/10 mrynm / tit °&r
1113*11 tit °^r kdwtm
154.
1029.7
1028.2
1029.5
93.10
208l.l
tit hr mkrrn 
tit c&r mrynm
, v'C c vts sr mrynm 
hm& °^r sp
, C Cv *arb sr gzrm
2038.10 tt °&r smd 
1j28.29 hms °sr qn nc
108l.l8 c^r arbc kbd
2100.20 w sbc csr smn
2092.16 tsc csr Cd3d ksmm
and 17 military personnel 
13 days 
15 good wine 
charioteers 13 
13 k.-garments 
13 merchants
13 charioteers 
19 charioteers
15 jars
14 youths
16 yoke
13 goodly reeds
14 (ten-four) heavy (shekels) 
and 17 oil
19 containers of spelt
All of these are masculine nouns, most are in the plural, 0 c&r is 
attested but once with a possibly feminine noun: 92.1: tmn c^r &urt 
'lS parcels of land*. In text 37» one of the 'mirror-written* texts 
(so Gordon, UT Texts page 176, note 1)0 °sr numerals also occur:
37*2 b£& c£r Smn at 16 oil
4 bHm& 0&r£ at 15
* 3 bHm§ c2rC at 15
11 bHm& °$r Hsran at 15 oil
The combination 0 °^rh occurs in the following:
1126.5 tt C£3rh yn 16 wine
1030.2 tmn c^rh mrynm 18 charioteers
2105.1 hms csrh prs 15 measures/rations
1079.1 arb° °&rh ^d 14 acres
1024.4.1 hm& c&rh &rm 15 singers
IO83.I arbC °3rh smn 14 oil
1099*2 tS° Csrh dd 19 measures
2048.4 tt cSrh hrmtt 16 sickles
The above are all masculine nouns, excepting hrmtt, the gender of which 
is not entirely clear from its use in Ugaritic. There is one occurrence 
of the numeral following the noun: 1106.14: J s°rt sbC CsrhC ’hair -
17', but it is not possible to determine whether the numeral quantifies 
sCrt, or some other noun in the broken line that follows. It is inter­
esting to note that yn, mrynm, smn, and dd all occur with 0 Csr and with 
0 csrh forms of the teen numeral, which suggests that for these four 
nouns, at least, the scribes did not distinguish between the two forms 
of the numeral.
The combination -t^  Csrt is attested as follows:
2100.16 arbCt C&rt hrs *■ • 14 gold
1144.6 Car3 bct csrt kbd 14 heavy (shekels)
2100.4 ttt c&rt ksph its 16 silver
2100.6 hm&t °&rt ksp 15 silver
2101.15 tmnt C£rt ksp l8 silver
1131.4
1131.5
%b°t csrt C£rt slm
_
tmnt srt srt slm 
~
17 whole/peace offerings
18 whole/peace offerings
1131.6 &bCt csrt °srt slm l7 whole/peace offerings
Gordon observed (UT Grammar S7.20) that 'except in IO83 and 1131 and 
1144, the first numeral is without -t_, and the second may or may not 
end in -h, regardless of gender'. There are more attestations in differ­
ent texts of -t_ c&rt forms, not all of them, however, are complete with 
noun quantified. These texts include 2100, 2101, as quoted above, as 
well as 2053» 2034, 173* and Ug. V, texts 12 and 13-
r- 156.
Almost all of the teen numerals attested occur in administrative 
texts. Of these different forms appear in different texts except for 
the following:
clr °Srh c2rt
1024 1 3 -
1083 2 3
2100 1 - 3  
There is no one text in which C£r, fjrh, and cj>rt all occur. The texts 
containing the two types of numeral are:
0
1024.rev. 7 °St c sr hrs 11 craftsmen
9'f. hms °Srh &rm 15 singers
The two other occurrences of csrh in this text are not complete phrases.
IO83.I arbC c&rh Smn 14 oil
4 c§t °Srh smn 11 oil
8 b sd bn Culbr£ hmSt cSrt in tie field of bn ubrS - 15
10 b Sd bn C 3n titt) °siltl in the field of bn — n - 13
14 btSd bn? Un fcfcJSt Rsrt in (the field of ?)? - 15
In this text, the -t Srt forms are used independently following what
appears to be personal names; this was frequently the case with simple
-t_forms of the numeral which were in apposition to nouns without 
quantifying them. The uses of -t_ c£rt in text 1083 might refer to 
quantities of silver owed, because line 6: arbCm ksp C1 qrt '40 silver
owed by the village' precedes the enumeration of individual fields and 
the unattached numerals as in lines 8, 10, and 14. At the beginning 
of IO83, 0 °&rh is used describing quantities of hmn 'oil'.
Two different forms of teen numerals also occur in text 2100:
2100.4 iqnCi"]m(?) ttt °srt ksp lapis lazuli(?)- its silver cost 16
i
5-6 hm&t hrs bt il bhm&t csrt ksp
5 gold for II's house at 15 silver
2100.16 arbCt °lrt hrs 14 gold** •
20 w &bC C5r 5mn and 1? oil
The above is not a complete listing of all the teen numerals in 
Ugaritic, but includes those that are complete and susceptible to analysis. 
As seen, 0 clr forms of the numeral are used with masculine nouns, some 
plural, some singular, and one noun of uncertain, although possibly fem­
inine gender (lurt). 0 Csrh is used with masculine singular and plural
nouns, and two of uncertain gender, of which hpnt is most likely mascu­
line, and hrmtt could be either masculine or feminine. One noun pre­
cedes a 0 Csrh numeral in a broken text; it is probably feminine al­
though its number may be singular or plural (lCrt). Three masculine
singular (hrs, ksp, kbd) and one probably feminine noun (c£rt slm)
• 1
follow -t clrt numerals. Thu6, while there are few nouns used with two 
different forms of teen numeral, the same grammatical forms of the nouns 
are used with C&r, C&rh, and C&rt. All are attested with masculine nouns,
and feminine nouns occur too rarely with any of the teen numerals for
*
conclusions to be drawn regarding their patterns of concord.
There are many ways that the comparative Semitic material for 
the numerals 13 - 19 could be approached, but perhaps the simplest and
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most illuminating would be to look at the numerals 13 - 19 in these 
languages according to whether they use 'mixed forms', 'same forms', 
or both. By 'mixed forms', I mean numerals where the unit and the teen 
appear to have different morphemes (i.e., 0 Csrt, 0 Csrh, -t Csr), and 
'same forms' refers to numerals where the unit and the teen have the 
same morphemes (i.e., 0 c&r and -t °^rt, and -t °srh in those languages, 
like Hebrew, where c§rh has replaced ^&rt); some languages use a combin­
ation of 'mixed' and 'same' forms as described above.
The use of mixed forms is generally postulated as the norm for 
Semitic, particularly as typified by Arabic where these are the only
permitted constructions.'1' Hebrew is the only other Semitic language
which uses mixed forms exclusively. Unlike Arabic, which requires that
the substantive be in the singular, plural forms of the noun are more
2
common in Hebrew than singular ones; the singular is used in Hebrew 
only with certain substantives.^ In both Hebrew and Arabic, the -t_ 
form of the unit is used with masculine substantives, the 0 with fem­
inine ones; this is the same polarity as occurs with the numerals 
3 - 10.
k
Like Hebrew and Arabic, mixed forms occur in both Syriac and
5
ESA , but same forms are also attested; these languages tend to use 
the same form of the teen with both the 0 and -t forms of the unit, 
unlike Akkadian where the unit remains the same with the teen ending 
in either 0 or -t..^  Ugaritic also uses both same and mixed forms of
C v 0 O v1. For example, in Arabic: fralatata a&ara ragulan '13 men'; tis a as-
rata 'imratan '19 women1.
2, E.g., Hebrew: 2Sam.9-10: hamillah casar banlm ’13 sons'. The
units in the Hebrew numerals 13 - 19 are usually in apposition to 
the teen; it is only rarely that they occur in the construct state, 
and then it is most recognizable in the -t^  forms of the numeral, a6 
in 2Sam. 19.18: wahamelet ^asar banaw ’and his 15 sons'; Ju.20.25:
semonat casar 'elef 'Is '!& thousandaen1. cesreh is used in Heb­
rew numerals instead of the independent form of 'ten' fasarah; its 
function is that of casratu in Arabic, e.g., Jos.21.19l lelSl Ces­
reh carlm '13 cities’.
3- As above, page 152, note 3-
k. Brockelmann, Syrische Grammatik, page 77, §157, lists, for example, 
both framsacsar and frame^ta^sar for masculine (i.e., 0 fir, -t clr), 
and framla^esre hamSa^sere (0 -h, 0 -h) for feminine. Other 
teen numerals show similar variation in their forms; the contrast­
ing forms for the 'teen' csar and cesre/°3ere ensure that there is 
no confusion as to the intended form.
5. In ESA, the unit is used with the same polarity in the teens as in 
the numerals 3 - 10, whilst the teen has the same form, "Ir, 
throughout. (Beeston, A Descriptive Grammar of Epigraphic South 
Arabian, page *tl, §35.12)
6. von Soden, GAG, §69d, lists the teens in Akkadian. The forms marked 
* have been reconstructed: *salaller. *salal!eret, *erbeser, *erbe- 
seret, ♦framiller. framilleret. »ge|§er. *Sel^eret,sebiIer7”*sebSSer- 
£t, samangler. samgnSleret. *ti^eler, *tilgleret. The preferred 
use of ciphers makes it difficult to determine patterns of use.
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the teen numeral, but the situation in that language is somewhat
different, owing to the presence of two possible morphemes for the
unit (0 and -t) and three morphemes for the teen (0, -t_, -h) unlike
any other Semitic language.
There are two languages which use 'same form' constructions
only: Punic and Ethiopic. In Ethiopic, -t csrt occurs with greatest
frequency, used with all substantives, regardless of gender.1 In
Punic, on the other hand, 0 °sr is the most common; there is little
evidence of -t Csrt in Punic, but that it is attested in Phoenician
2suggests that it did exist in Punic, if only to a limited extent.
A general comment on case endings may be in order: of all the
Semitic languages, only in Arabic does case figure. Case distinctions 
have either (1) been lost (as in Hebrew, Phoenician, Aramaic, Syriac),
(2) become difficult to determine (as in Ugaritic, ESA), (3) become 
greatly reduced and/or confused (as in Ethiopic), or (*+) become diffi­
cult to determine because the language has so few examples of numerals 
13 - 19 (as in Akkadian).
To summarize: only Hebrew and Arabic use 'mixed forms' exclusive­
ly, and restrict the 0 unit to feminine nouns and the -t_ unit to mascu­
line ones. They both use the order unit-ten, with the noun following 
the numeral more often than preceding. Akkadian, ESA, and Syriac use 
both mixed and some forms; the pattern of gender concord in Akkadian
1. For example, Ethiopic: Jos.2*+.33: °alarta wasamanta °amata '18 
years'; Jos.21.*+: ca£artu wa&alastu 'ahgur '13 cities'; Gen.
*+6.22: ca&artu wasamamtu nafes we'etQ 'there were 18 people';
the construction involving 0 csr is rare: e.g., Jos.21.6: ca£rS 
wasalas 'ahgur '13 cities', so Dillmann, Ethiopic Grammar,
page *+86.
2. Punic: gent csr wgcl& 'year 13'; pcm't csr w'rbc '1*+ times';
bsnt csr w'rbc 'in the l*+th year'; Phoerician: bym csrt wslst
'on the 13th day'. These examples are from Friedrich, Phonizsch-
punische Grammatik, p. 110.
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is not clean; in ESA the -t_ unit is used with masculine plural sub­
stantives, the 0 with feminine plural, and the teen remains the same 
for both; in Syriac, there is a tendency to leave the -t_ morpheme off 
the unit, hence the appearance of ’same form' numerals. These three 
languages, like Hebrew, use the order unit-teen and the substantive 
follows the numeral for the most part. Punic and Ethiopic are the 
only two languages that use same forms of the numerals, a pattern 
employed by almost three-quarters of the Ugaritic numerals 13 - 19 
(all those with C^r or °^rt). Ugaritic uses the order unit-teen al­
most all the time, although the teen-unit word order used in Punic 
and Ethiopic is also attested in Ugaritic.
l6l.
CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS
Having completed a detailed examination of the nouns, verbs, 
and numerals in Ugaritic, an over-all view of some aspects of the
grammar of this language would appear to be in order.
Nouns
The classic paradigm for masculine nouns in Ugaritic supposes 
the use of 0 ending for singular, and -m for dual and plural. Many 
nouns attracting masculing concord have this distribution of morphemes. 
Many others, however, do not follow this pattern: some form plurals
by means of -t_ ending, others have -t_ in the singular, -m^  in dual and
plural, and still others have plurals in both -t_ and -nn Adjectives
used with masculine nouns use the morphemes 0, -rn, -m_ for singular, 
dual, and plural quite consistently. Presumably, vocalization would 
provide a distinction between the dual and plural -rn endings, and 
between the singular and dual/plural 0 in the construct state. This 
inherent ambiguity in the consonantal writing system makes it difficult 
to recognize intended concord, particularly number agreement. The 
difficulty is compounded by occasional inconsistencies in the use of 
many of the nouns themselves.
In most cases, the gender information provided by the Ugaritic 
texts is in accord with that in Biblical Hebrew, although there are 
instances where the same noun has different genders in these languages. 
The use of morphemes 0, -in, -ni for masculine singular, dual, and plural
1. For example: the use of lb& in the following highlights some of the 
problems: in 1106.4: lb§ allm lbnm 'clothing of white allm1, lb£ 
appears to be in the construct state, with the unknown allm as its 
possible dependent genitive, and lbnm is an adjective marked to show 
masculine dual or plural agreement (with allm?). However, 1107.9:
&bc lbsm allm '7 allm garments' contradicts the previous: if allm is
is a noun, lbsm should be in the construct, without the -rn suffix. 
Further, the use of &bc, the 0 form of the numeral with a presumed 
masculine ib&m is contrary to general Semitic practice, and in an­
other language where the system of polarity is more rigidly adhered 
to, would suggest that lb£ is a feminine noun.
2. On next page...
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in Ugaritic matches that in Biblical Hebrew and other Semitic 
languages. It is quite common to find nouns attracting masculine 
concord with other combinations of morphemes, and indeed, many of the 
more basic nouns in the Proto-Semitic lexicon do not display the usual 
0, -rn, -in morphemes of masculine nouns. In this respect, Ugaritic 
is not markedly different from other classical Semitic languages.
The classic paradigm for feminine nouns in Ugaritic posits 
-t_ ending for singular, -tm for dual, and -t^  for plural. There were 
probably different vocalization patterns for feminine singular and 
plural, but the consonantal system of orthography does not show them, 
thus, providing an ambiguity that inevitably limits the ability of the 
present-day reader of Ugaritic texts to recognize the intended concord, 
similar to that occurring with the writing of masculine dual and plural 
as -im, and masculine singular and construct dual and plural and 0.
There seem to be fewer examples of nouns with morphemes other than -jt, 
-tm, -^attracting feminine concord than of their masculine equivalents, 
but there also appear to be fewer instances of feminine nouns in general. 
Like the masculine nouns, there are many points of agreement between 
nouns that can be seen to be feminine in the Ugaritic texts and the 
situation as it is known in Biblical Hebrew.
There are, however, many more nouns of uncertain or ambiguous
gender and/or number in Ugaritic than sire encountered in Biblical
Hebrew. The uncertainty stems in part from the consonantal system of
orthography, and in part from some perhaps unique aspects of the corpus
of Ugaritic texts. Nouns occurring in the narrative parts of Ugaritic
such as epics,ritual texts, and to a certain extent in the letters, can
for the most part be identified, but many more nouns occur only in the 
— .........
2. from previous page. For example: ks 'cup': in Ugaritic ^nt 1.13:
ks qds is masculine on the basis of the adjective; the Hebrew 
cognate is feminine.
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administrative lists where the syntactic structures in which they occur 
are frequently noun-numeral phrases (and numerals are not reliable 
indicators of number or gender) or they are simply listed or used in 
apposition to a personal name. If no etymology can be described for 
such a noun, chances of determining its number or gender then become 
slight. This is the case with many nouns (such as hndlt, ygb, mslt) 
in the economic texts. There are other nouns where perhaps the reverse
is true: in the case of many derived nouns, etymology and meaning
are quite clear, but the Ugaritic texts provide no information as to 
the number or gender concord that they attract, nor does the Hebrew 
cognate provide such information: frequently there are two forms,
one masculine, one feminine, in that language corresponding to the 
consonantal form attested in Ugaritic.'1'
The main question in the section on plural and/or collective
nouns is the determination of number concord attracted by certain nouns,
many of which are well-attested in the Ugaritic texts. The gender 
of many of these nouns is known, but the ambiguities in marking number
.
by -t^  for feminine singular and plural, and the use of 0 for masculine
dual and plural construct in addition to masculine singular become in-
.
creasingly manifest. In some instances, such as ary, yn, smn, hmlt, hzr, 
no other form is attested, suggesting a collective. In others, such 
as sbr/sbrt, mrh(m), tnn(m), there occasionally appears to be little 
difference between the two forms. In the case of mhr, dmr, and ib, for 
example, there appears a tendency to use the 0 form in the literary 
texts almost to the exclusion of the -in ending; both 0 and -m forms 
occur in the administrative texts and in letters, where the 0 is singu- 
and -m is dual or plural. There are some nouns such as bns(tn) which
1. For example, Ugaritic mtn(t), Hebrew matan and matanah/matanot.
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according to their use in the Ugaritic texts have clearly distinguished 
singular and plural forms.
The section on.the parts of the body which naturally occur in 
pairs is in a sense the most controlled study of nouns possible, in 
terms of comparative Semitics: these nouns are known to be feminine
on the basis of the situation in other Semitic languages and yet out 
of ten lexical items, only two can be seen to be feminine on the basis 
of internal Ugaritic evidence (a 20% figure of certainty, fortunately 
exceeded among other groups of nouns). Another aspect of number and 
gender marking that can be seen quite clearly among these nouns in 
the marking of the dual. Those nouns with the singular in 0 use -ra for 
the dual even though they might mark the plural in -t_. x This is not 
of universal application however. With regard to body parts not occur­
ring in pairs, all of the ambiguities and uncertainties encountered 
with other nouns re-appear, lacking as it were the safety net provided 
by general Semitic practice. Gender information is almost totally 
lacking in all seven body-parts in Ugaritic discussed in that section, 
although cognates in other Semitic languages are well-attested and 
their genders are generally known.
There are six nouns which display internal vowel changes in 
Ugaritic discussed above (page 60f.); there could well be more, but the 
writing system provides vowels for alephs only. However, in light of 
the rarity of vowel change as a plural formation device in most Sem­
itic languages other than Arabic (where it is very common), it would 
appear more likely that such internal vowel change was not common in 
Ugaritic. In nouns such as mit and pit, and possibly others, the vowel
1. For example: yd-ydm-ydt 'hand(s)'; knp-(pi.)knjrt 'wing(s)'; qrn-
qrnm-qrnt 'hornTsT’*" tkm-(pl.)tkmm 'shoulder(s)'; but Ipt-(dual) 
sptm 'lip(s)', as in ^pthm mtqtm. But thm-(dual)thmtm-thmt 'deep(s)' 
shows that this is not always so.
3.65*
change, occurring from singular to plural might be due to a shift in 
stress owing to the lengthening of a vowel such as would occur in the 
formation of the plural and a resulting change in the writing of vowel + 
aleph to aleph + vowel, with orthographic consequences as seen here.
There are five nouns which add -h- to the singular to form 
the plural, a change which in three of these nouns (ilt/ilht, um/umht, 
and amt/amht) is attested in other Semitic languages. These three 
nouns, taken in conjunction with their Semitic cognates, appear to use 
-h- as a regular plural forming device, which is not a common one, 
although it appears to be of some antiquity. The equivalents of bht(m) 
and qrht are not found in other Semitic languages, although bt(m) and 
qr(y)t are. The -h- in bt_ and qr(y)t could represent a plural morpheme 
or might reflect a vocalic sound change not represented elsewhere in 
the script, but this is unlikely.
The question of concord arising from the divine names occurring 
in pairs (pages 66-So) reflects in microcosm, many of the problems of 
concord in Ugaritic: these names are unique to Ugaritic; like other
nouns, each name must be-analysed separately; in some cases, the 
\ contexts in which they occur, are broken or unclear; and their analysis 
depends on the information provided by n^im^alsV adjectives, and particu­
larly pronouns and verbs.V In a sense, these nouns provide a proving 
ground for other aspects of concord, especially verbs, and highlight 
the ambiguities inherent in the marking of concord, particularly the 
fact that certainty regarding number is more easily attained when 
proving single units, especially masculine singular, and the greater 
difficulty in recognising the intended concord when it is dual or plural.
In general, it is not possible to formulate 'rules' for morphemes 
and patterns of agreement of nouns in Ugaritic, as the following brief 
outlines indicate:
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masculine singular: most masculine singular nouns end in 0, although
there are many nouns, particularly derived nouns, whose gender is not 
clear from their use in the Ugaritic texts, ending in and some 
of these might be masculine. E.g., bn£, gg, dd, ks, riS. 
feminine singular: nouns ending in 0 and others ending in -t_ are
attested as feminine in Ugaritic. As in other Semitic languages, 
some of the more basic feminine nouns end in 0 in the singular. E.g. 
um, arh, lbnt, abn, ars, np&, yd.
masculine dual: for the most part, masculine dual is indicated by -rn
suffix. There are a few nouns with duals apparently ending in -tm, 
most of which are nouns with -t_ as part of the root taking -rn in the 
dual.
feminine dual: mostly -tm is used, although some feminine nouns ending
in 0 in the singular form the dual by means of -m. E.g., ydm, £ptm,
Q
thmtm, p nm, attm.
masculine plural: nouns attracting masculine plural concord end in
-rn, in -_t, and occasionally -rn and -t_. E.g., gg(t), grnm/t, mtr(t),
riSt/rajat/ragm.
feminine plural: nouns attracting feminine plural concord are attested
ending in -t_ or -m_, but rarely, if ever, both. E.g., abnm, kpm, ydt, 
att.
0, -ms, -rn for masculine singular, dual, and plural, and -t_, -tm, 
and -t_ for feminine singular dual and plural, are used relatively con­
sistently with accompanying adjectives. While some nouns show morphemes 
similar to those used with adjectives, there are many which do not.
There are also many ambiguities where information is available and the 
writing system compounds the confusion. It is however, difficult to 
determine whether this situation is, in fact, any different from that 
in other Semitic languages: even in those languages where 'rules' can
'■ 16?.
be formulated for noun agreement, the exceptions to those rules usually 
run to several paragraphs, if not pages, in the standard grammar books. 
In this respect, Ugaritic is not outstandingly different from the other 
languages, especially when the system of orthography, the limited cor­
pus of texts, and the varied subject matter of these occasionally 
poorly-preserved texts is taken into account. The over-all picture 
of noun concord in Ugaritic is a somewhat confused and uncertain one, 
and the classification of all nouns by number and gender is difficult 
to achieve.
Verbs
Interestingly, the uncertainty in determining concord patterns 
of Ugaritic nouns does not appear to affect the general analysis of 
verb-subject agreement, partly because subject nouns do not cover the 
wide range of nouns in Ugaritic, Where sufficient information is 
available it is generally quite clear, and there is sufficient textual 
evidence that patterns of agreement do not have to be based on one or 
two doubtful examples. The broad outline of the concord of verbs is 
in many respects in agreement with’ that in pther Semitic languages,
-and in those respects:where Ugaritic differs* particularly from the 
classical languages such as Arabic and Hebrew, those differences 
often appear to represent genuine Ugaritic practice rather than scribal 
error.
This is particularly noticeable in the third persons of the 
prefix conjugation where the distribution of morphemes is somewhat other 
than that in other Semitic languages, and yet occurs consistently in 
Ugaritic. As seen above, the third persons of the prefix conjugation 
(pages 83-107) are inflected as follows;
third masculine singular: tends to attract yQBK both in the order
subject-verb and verb-subject; yQBRn is also used both before and
after masculine singular subjects.^ tQBR with masculine singular is 
rare, as is tQBRn, and in many instances, the subject is not clear.
2
third feminine singular: tC^ BR occurs both before and after the subject,
whilst t{^ BRn tends to occur more frequently with feminine singular
CL
subjects in the order subject-verb than verb-subject? However, as is 
the case with all uses of the -n suffix, it is difficult to determine 
when the -ri represents the energic or the 3ms suffix pronoun; there 
is, however, little in its use to support the idea that it marks either 
number or gender. Feminine singular subjects are very rarely used with 
yQBR, and yQBRn is not attested in that context.
third person dual: subjects attracting dual concord, whether masculine,
feminine, or common gender, are relatively rare when compared with the 
number of subjects requiring singular or plural concord. Third person 
masculine dual subjects are attested with yQBR(n) forms of the verb .
1. E.g., *+9.5.1; yihd bCl 'B°l seizes'; lAq 119: bcl yon 'may B 1
restore (their p i n i o n s 5 ' ; 1 3 7 . 2 * + :  bhm ygCr bcl 'Bcl rebukes them';
c n t  * + . 83:  hlk a f r t h  b c l  y c n  ' B c l  s e e s  h i e  sister's approach';
2 0 6 5 . 1 9 - 2 1 : w u h y  y c m s n  Imn w t u l h y  a l  y b c r n  ' l e t  my brother under­
t a k e  i t  t h e r e ,  a n d  l e t  my b r o t h e r  n o t  refuse'; 51*^.2 7 :  him il 
k y p h n h  ' B e h o l d ,  w h e n  I I  s e e s  h e r ' ;  l A q  1 7 0 :  d n i l  bth ymftyn
' D n i l  a r r i v e s  a t  h i s  h o u s e ' .
2. For example: *+9.*+.*+5: w t c n  btlt cnt ' a n d  Btlt cnt replies'; *+9-
* + . 3 0 :  ttbc btlt cnt ' B t l t *  c.nt departs'; 67.6.26: cnt ttlk wtgd
kl ftr ,cnt roams and hunts on all the mountains'.
3. For example: cnt 2.17: whin cnt bth tmg.yn 'and then, cnt arrives
at her house'; cnt 2.23:*~~mid tmthsn Hshe) strikes out wildly'; 
cnt *+.86: tfrspn mh 'she draws water'; lAq 59: tgu abh tfetnn
lbmt cr 'she (!Pgt) lifts her father, puts him onto the back of 
the ass'.
*+. For example: 67.1.Ilf: wycn gpn wugr 'and Gpn and Ugr reply';
*+9»*+.*+9: Cw?3cn glmm ycnyn 'and the lads reply, saying ...';
*+9.6.l6-2l! yt^n kgmrm mt cz bcl cg yngfrn krumm mt cz bcl cz 
yntkn kb£nm mt-cz b^l cz ymsfrn klsmm mt ql bcl ql 'they stare at 
each other like champions (so TO, p.268), Mt is strong, BC1 is
strong; they gore like bulls, Mt is strong, BC1 is strong; they
bite like snakes, Mt is strong, BC1 is strong; they buck like 
bronchos, Mt falls, BC1 falls'; *+9.2.6: ym ymm yctqn 'one day,
two days pass'. /
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t^ Bfifh) forms are also attested'1** The yQBR and tt^ BR forms occur with
relatively equal frequency with masculine dual subjects, both in the
order subject-verb and verb-subject* It is possible for some of the
above subjects to be construed as plural rather than.dual subjects,
C /notably frlmm/glm b 1, mlakm/mlak ym; conventionally it is understood 
that the messengers and lads mentioned represent two persons.
2
There is one occurrence of a common dual subject, with t^BRn.
Feminine dual subjects use a Jt- prefix form of the verb.'* The
if
prefix occurs only once, and this is likely to be an error.*
Third person masculine plural: yQBR forms of the verb occur before
masculine plural subjects,^ but it is possible that the verb represents 
a simple masculine singular form. In other Semitic languages, 3ms 
verbs may precede masculine plural subjects; in the absence of final 
vowels^ it is only the distribution of yQBR(n) predominately before 
plural subjects and tt^ BR(n) both before and after plural subjects that 
suggests that the former is masculine singular. t^BR(n) is found in
verb-subject and subject-verb sentences.^
1
1. For example: Krt 300: ttbc mlakm lvtb ... tsan ghm wtshn ’the
messengers departed, not tarrying ... they raised their voices and 
cry’; 76.2.3* wtcnyn glm bcl ’and Bcl ’s lads reply*; 137*30:
ahr tmgyn alak y m ’after themessengers of Ym arrive’; 1003.5-7: 
l&nm tlhk £mm ttrp ym dnbtm ’the two tongues lick the heavens, the 
two tails swish the sea’.
2. B 1 and cnt in 51.25-26: tmgnn rbt atrt ym tggyn qnyt ilm ’they 
beseech Rbt Atrt Ym, entreat the gods’ creator’.
3« For example: ^9.1.31. pcnh ltmgyn hdm ’his feet do not reach the
footstool’; cnt 3*16: cmy pcnk tlsmn ’with me, let your feet race’
52.39s attm tshn ’the two wives shout’,; and 52.51: tqtnsn wtldn
’they (the two wives) labour and bear’.
Ug.V.1.1.9: cttrt wcnt ymgy *cttrt and cnt arrive’.
5* For example: 52.9ff*s yzbrnn-sbrm gpn ygmdnn smdm gpn ysql &Lmth
km gpn ’the vine-pruners prune it, the vine-tyers bind it, they 
measure out his fields as vine-yards’.
6. The information provided by final aleph verbs is scant, and does 
not, in any event, indicate whether an alternation of short and 
long final vowels marked singular and plural forms that are other­
wise orthographically identical.
7« on following page...
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Third person common plural appears to attract the sane concord as 
masculine plural, as appears from the few such subjects that are 
attested.^
Third person feminine plural uses tQBR(n) forms of the prefix conju- 
2
gation; feminine plural subjects are not commonly found in the 
Ugaritic texts.
Whatever the functions of the -n suffix, they clearly do not in­
clude marking number and/or gender variations onto the third person 
forms of the verb in the prefix conjugation. Both tQBR and tQBRn forms 
of the same verb are occasionally attested in the same text.**
The first and second person forms of the verb are in accord with
,
those found in other Semitic.languages, and as such do not require in-
... " •' V ■ \ .
vestigation as the third person forms do. While the widespread use 
of tQBR with masculine plural, and to a lesser extent with masculine 
dual, is unique to Ugaritic, in other respects, the prefix conjugation 
appears relatively conventional when compared with that in other Sem­
itic languages.
The situation regarding the suffix conjugation is somewhat differ­
ent* Many of the problems of concord stem, as in other aspects of 
Ugaritic grammar, from the inherent ambiguity of the consonantal system 
of orthography: here the major difficulty is in determining the
7. from previous page...
Examples of 3mpl t^BR(n): 137*23: tgly ilm ri&thm 'the gods raise
their heads'; 6.26*27: smm tmr zbl mlk &nm tlakt. 3tl 'the heavens
will bless the prince king, the heavens will send dew'; 2067.1: spr 
bns mlk dtar&a cmsn 'a list of the king's men seeking work'.
1.. cnt vi 5.kh: vsh atrt wbnh 'Atrt and her sons shouted'; 49.1.11:
tsmfr ht atrt wbnh 'then let Atrt and her sons rejoice'.
2. For example: 68.17: ltngsn pnth 'his extremities do not tremble';
1001.4: ktgwln Sntk 'as your teeth enunciate'.
3. For example: 124.21-22: tlhm rpum tstyn and 23-24: tlhmn rpum
tstyn both meaning 'the Rpum eat and drink'.
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underlying form and function of a written QBE or QBBT. The suffix 
conjugation is inflected as follows:
third person masculine singular: QBE is used with masculine singular
subjects in the order verb-subject and subject-verb.1
third person feminine singular: feminine singular subjects attract
2
QBET forms of the verb, for the most part, although they are occasion­
ally found with QBE forms of the verb, in the order subject-verb;^ 
these, however, are limited to about 10 occurrences.
ii
second masculine singular: subjects use ^BET forms of the verb.
5
second feminine singular: subjects also attract QBET forms.
first common singular: for the most part, QBET is used with first
6
person subjects, although occasionally QBE forms of the verbs are 
7
used.
1. E.g., 3ns: 51.2.22: ik mfcy aliyn bcl ’why has Aliyn BC1 come?';
51.1.2^: hyn Cjy lmphn 'Hyn went up to the bellows’; 1005.8-9:
nqmd mlk ugrt ktb spr hnd 'Nqmd, king of Ugarit, wrote this 
account'•
2. For example: lAq 213* agrtn bat 'our (fem.) employer has come';
Krt Ilk: att trh wtbct 'he took a wife but she departed1; ^9.2. 
Zki nrt ilm &p& shrrt 'the gods' torch &p£ shone'; 1^3.2: crbt
M  tfr* '8pB entered her gat.'.
' ;
3. E.g., 51.5.82! U h  btlt ent 'Btlt cnt was happy*; 1002.42:mgy
hjr 'she arrived'.
E.g., 1012.25! rgat cly 'and you told me'; 138.6f.: iky lht
spr dlikt cm tryl 'where are the account books which you sent 
with Xryl?'.
5* For example, 2fs: 51*^*33f • s rgb rgbt hm gmu gmlt 'are you
hungry? have you great thirst?'
6. For example, lcs: 1013.16: wlikt cmk '(and if the Hittites
arose) then I'd have sent to you'; B9.6: lpcn adty ... qlt 'at
the feet of my lady ... I prostrate myself'; 2065.l8f.: wap ank
mnm hsrt 'and as for me, I lacked nothing'.
7* E.g., 1021.6: wtbc ank 'and I departed'; 2008.rev.12: wrgm
ank 'and I said"*"; ^9.2.21-22: ngfe ank aliyn b^l cdbnn ank kimr 
bpy 'I met Aliyn B^l, I prepared him as a lamb in my mouth'.
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third person common dual: the one occurrence of third person common
dual uses t^ BR.^  ^BR is also used for both masculine dual and feminine 
dual^.
second person common dual: a QBRTM form of the verb is used.'*
first person common dual: QBRNY appears to be the form of the verb
if
used for led, a category not found in other Semitic languages.
third person masculine linral: ^BR is the form of the verb attracted
by masculine plural subjects; on the basis of evidence from final
5
aleph verbs, this form is likely to have final -u vowel.
third person feminine plural: QBR is used also.^
second person masculine plural: subjects attract i^ BRTM forms of the
7
verb.
second feminine plural: there are few attestations of feminine second
o
person subjects; a ^BRTN form is indicated.
first person common plural: there are no attestations of first person
common plural; it is assumed to take the form ^BRN on the basis of 
comparative Semitics.
lT BTI5TI51 afcr btlt cnt wb“cj tbc 'after Btlt cnt and BC1 departed'.
2. 67*1.9: tbc wlyfrb ilm 'the gods departed, not tarrying';
137.19: tbc glmm 'the lads departed'; ltd: 52.53: aCtt3 ii ym t  
mh ylt 'the two wives of II have given birth; what.have they had?'.
3. 2cd: 51.3.30: mgntm tr il dpid hm kztm bny bnwt 'have you en«
treated Tr II Dpid, beseeched the Creator of Creatures?'.
4. 67.6.5: mgny lncmy arc dbr ••• 8: mkny lb^l npl lars 'we two
arrived at the pleasantness of the wilderness land... we two came
across BC1 fallen to the earth'; 95*5-7: lpcn adtny mrfrpts qlny
•at the feet of our lady, the two of us fall from .afar'.
5- 3mpl: 121.2.6: mgy rpum 'the Rpum.arrived';2099*1: bnsm d bu
'men who came'; 2079*1: ri^ym dt crb bbn^hm 'leaders who entered
with their men'.
6. 3fpl: lAq 171: crb bkyt bhklh 'weeping women entered his house';
cnt 2.2: kpr sbc bnt 'as the seven daughters fled'.
7. 2mpl: cnt 4.77: atm bstm 'you are slow'; 137.24: lm gltm ilm
risCtlkm 'why, gods,did you lower your heads?'.
8. 2fpl: 1002.42: 3 k. yritn 'you feared'.
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The above accords readily with the patterns of agreement found 
in other Semitic languages. The main difference between Ugaritic 
and the other classical Semitic languages is in the use of a <^ BR form 
of the verb with unexpected subject nouns and pronouns.^ The form . 
represented by QBR in such sentences has been the subject of some 
debate. It has variously been suggested that QBE is the third mascu­
line singular form of the suffix conjugation (qabara), the participle 
(qabir-)t or the infinitive absolute (qabar-). Each of these explan-- 
ations has its merits, and its problems, particularly as these explan­
ations have been formulated with recourse to comparative Semitic 
practice. The inherent difficulty is that parallels to this construction 
are rarely, if at all, encountered outside the north-west Semitic, 
notably Amarna-age Byblos and Phoenician Karatepe inscription, langu­
age areas, which suggests a relatively restricted idiom. As such, 
grammatical terminology used to describe classical Semitic languages 
is all that is conventionally available to explain a construction which 
is not found in Arabic or, except rarely, Biblical Hebrew. Thus, to a 
certain extent, the problem lies in inadequate grammatical terms for 
the sentences in Ugaritic (and those in the Amarna letters of Byblos 
and the Karatepe inscription). The similarity of the Ugaritic, Byblos, 
and Karatepe sentences suggests a shared idiom, which in turn suggests 
that the same underlying form of QBR, the infinitive absolute, was used. 
This is the explanation that (as detailed above, page 120) I find the 
most convincing: the use of the infinitive absolute would account for
all such constructions both within Ugaritic, and in other north-west
1. E.g., 51*5-82: smh btlt ^nt 'Btlt cnt was happy'; 1002.^2: mgy 
hy 'she arrived'; 1021.6: wtbc ank 'and I departed'; 2008 rev. 
12: wrgm ank 'and I said'; 49.2.21-22: ngs ank aliyn bcl Cdbnn 
ank kimr bpy 'I encountered Aliyn Bcl, I prepared him as a lamb 
in my mouth'.
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Semitic languages, and is confirmed as such by the cuneiform writing 
of qabari-(ma/mi) found in the Amarna letters of Byblos.
Numerals
One of the more interesting points in the above study of Ugaritic 
numerals concerns the distribution of nouns and numerals: the distrib­
ution of the two forms of the numeral two, tn and tt, with its over­
whelming preponderance of 0 forms is matched by that of the numerals 
3 - 10.^ This is unexpected in light of the system of polarity of 
Semitic numerals which would have tn and -t_ numerals 3 - 1 0  used with 
the same masculine nouns, and tt and 0 numerals 3 - 1 0  similarly used 
with feminine nouns. The implication is therefore that the use of 
either two or 3 - 10 is at variance with the classical pattern of 
Semitic numerals, and this variance is seen in the use of the numerals 
3 - 10.
The numeral two occurs primarily as expected: tt is attested,
for the most part, with feminine nouns, and tn occurs predominately 
with masculine nouns (only S out of 188 are with possible feminine nouns) 
Numerals 3 - 1 °  ending in 0 are used with both masculine and
feminine nouns, both in the singular and in the plural. Those ending
■ • • v
* v. > *• •: aptfBp .u. . v f %-r. n „ • . ■} 7-
in -_t sure not as well-attested as their 0 counterparts, and are used 
primarily with masculine nouns. In general, it would appear that the 
-t_ form of the numeral, whether of A two’ as expected with feminine 
nouns, or of 3 - 10 as expected with masculine nouns, is used in 
accordance with the pattern found in classical Semitic; this suggests 
that where a numeral ending in -t^  was used, an effort was made to use 
it in accordance with the Semitic system of polarity.
1. tn accounted for 73-72%, tt for 18.04% (see p. 130); 0 forms of
3 - 1 0  are 82.84%, with -_t forms accounting for 15-22% (page 135)» 
of each total.
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The numerals 11 - 19 occur relatively infrequently when com­
pared with those from 3 - 10♦ and the overall picture of concord that 
the former presents is somewhat uncertain and incomplete. Ugaritic is 
unique among the Semitic languages in having three forms of the teen 
numeral: °sr, C&rh, and °&rt. Masculine nouns are well-attested with
both C^r and C^rh, and occur infrequently with °srt. Feminine nouns 
with numerals 11 - 19* and to a lesser extent with numerals two and 
3 - 10, are not found often: it might be that they occur less often
than masculine nouns. However, as suggested by the distribution of 
Hebrew numerals 3 - 1 0  (above, page 137)» where the 0 and -t forms occur 
with almost equal frequency, this occurrence, or rather lack of occur- 
rence, in Ugaritic is somewhat surprising: both the -t^  forms of the
numerals, and the feminine nouns are not a6 common as the 0 forms and 
the masculine nouns. Specifically, it appears that cst c&r and tn °sr 
are used with masculine nouns, although the evidence is extremely 
limited. The concord of C£t °&rh and tn °srh is not clear from avail­
able textual sources. Similarly, it is difficult to determine whether 
the singular or plural of the noun is preferred in these constructions. 
Among the numerals 13 - 19» 0 °&r forms are used with masculine nouns,
0 Vmost of which are attested in the plural. Similarly, 0 srh occurs 
with masculine nouns, but a smaller proportion of these are in the 
plural as compared with 0 °£>r numerals, -t Csrt numerals occur with 
masculine and feminine nouns, although this form of the numeral is not 
frequently attested. Thus, all three forms of the teen numeral occur 
with masculine nouns, and feminine nouns are not sufficiently attested 
for conclusions to be drawn about their patterns of concord.
There are some obvious points of agreement between the use of 
numerals in Ugaritic and the system of polarity assumed to have been 
part of Proto-Semitic. Interestingly, primarily Hebrew and Arabic
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appear to adhere most rigidly to this Proto-Semitic pattern whilst 
the other Semitic languages, including Ugaritic, display varying degrees 
of divergence, such that for virtually every unexpected example attested 
among the Ugaritic numerals, a comparable one can be found in another 
Semitic language, excepting the appearance of three forms for the teen 
numeral csr, csrh, and °&rt.
Concluding Remarks
The predominantly consonantal writing system used for Ugaritic 
obscures many of the finer points of grammar, especially those involv­
ing vowels, and gives rise to many of the ambiguities of concord. How­
ever, this is also the case in other, unpointed Semitic systems of 
orthography, and for the most part, those languages using them can be 
understood and analysed, as is the case with Ugaritic. The major differ­
ence as far as orthography is concerned lies in the fact that most of 
the other languages with unpointed writing systems have a more or less 
unbroken tradition as written, if not spoken languages.
The varied corpus of Ugaritic texts provides a particularly varied 
lexicon, especially where nouns are concerned. It might also include 
both a literary use of the language, as encountered in the epics, 
ritual texts, and possibly in the letters, alongside a more popular use 
of language, reflected in the administrative texts. This is, however, 
in the realm of speculation; there is insufficient textual evidence 
to provide tentative suppositions.
There is the possibility, not hitherto mentioned,that other, non- 
Semitic speaking peoples influenced the every-day speech of Ugarit.
The influence is likely to have been relatively minor inasmuch as there 
are few non-Semitic nouns, and practically no verbs for which a Semitic 
etymology is lacking. There seem to be a fair number of apparently 
non-Semitic personal names occurring in the various economic texts,
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particularly, the lists of rations and personnel, which suggests a 
foreign presence. The extent to which this possible foreign presence 
affected the phonology and morphology of Ugaritic can not be gauged, 
however, and the effect on specific aspects of grammar such as the 
concord of numerals, which involves a peculiarly Semitic idiosyncrasy, 
can only be a matter for speculation.
By and large, Ugaritic is a conservative Semitic language, having 
much in common with the reconstructed Proto-Semitic, but with differ­
ences, most of which have analogs in other members of the language 
group. The patterns of agreement among Ugaritic nouns, verbs, and 
numerals can be determined to varying extents subject to the restrictions 
imposed by its consonantal system of orthography and a limited corpus 
of texts which provide our only knowledge of the language of the city- 
state of Ugariti
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The Relative/Determinative Pronoun d/dt 
Whitaker’s Concordance lists so,me 351 occurrences of d/dt in
one section of which only 66 are uses of dt^  (and two of dtra), not all
of which are sufficiently well-preserved to provide material for analy­
sis. Those that are follow:
1129.8 tit alp spr dt ahd hrth 3000? birds? which his plowmen took
1035-1-4 bdl ar dt inn mhr lhm merchants of Ar who have no soldiers
2071-1 ‘ mdrglm dt inn bd tlmyn ni. -soldiers who are not under Tlmyn
2023-1-1 bn&m dt it alpm lhm men who have oxen
2072.1 r°ym dt bd iytlm - shepherds'.who are under lytlm
1104.2 sd ubdy ilMtmc dt bd skn perpetual land-grant fields which
are assigned through the governor
2021.1.1 Cs^pM u&knym dt Lbdl list of TJ&cnym who are ...
2059*10-12 anykn dt likt msrm hn dt ber your ships which you sent to
Egypt, these same are in Sr
0
1024.3*8^ tttm hzr wc^t g£?r hr& dt tb°ln bugrt
12 workmen and 11 craftsmen who work 
in TJgarit
1005.10^ ktb spr hnd dtbrrt stqslm °bdh
wrote this account emancipating 
Stqslm, his slave0 •
c68.10 tqh mlk Imk drkt dt drdrk take kingship of your world,
ruling of your generations
°nt 3-32^ tgs pnt kslh an^ dt zrh the edges of her back trembled, weak
■are those of her back.
lAq 54 St gpny dt ksp dt yrq nqbny place harnesses which are of
silver, trappings of yellow gold
314.2.10 tbUdlm dt ytbC H merchants who reside
1. But compare 306.1: mdrglm d inn msgrn lhm 'm.-soldiers who do not 
have weapons'.
2. Also 1024.3.6, 10: dt tb°ln 'who work',
dtbrrt in the above is construed as dt + brrt.
4, Also 51*2.20; lAq 2.96,
5, Also 51-4.6; 51*4.11,
2047„1 Cnq^dm dt kn npshm *
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herdsmen whose clothing is in order
1161 .6 wmrun salm dt tknn whatsoever is asked for shall be 
provided
2068 ,1 bnsm dt 1 ullttb men who H
2068.171 bn^m dt 1 mlk men who belong to the king
2099.42 ^bC dt tqhn &§lmt seven which &£Lmt took
101 8 .2 2 Ipn amn wlpn il msrm dt tgrn before Amn and before the 
gods of Egypt who protect
Ug.V.5.1.7 qrntml dt C1 rish horns which are on his head
2079.1 ri&ym dt °rb bbn^hm leaders who entered with their men
1161.I5 c c spr rbnm dt rb a list cf entrants who entered
1121 .1
Q
tmn mrkbt dt rb 8 chariots which entered
2026 .1 ^d snrym dt °qb bayly fields of the men of Snr which are 
located in Ayly
1171.1 spr cpsm dt St uryn list of guildsmen who Uryn placed
, 4 124.13 °glra dt ^nt year-old calves (- calves which hav 
one year)
1111.8 pldm dt &crt ]>. -garments which tare of hair
lAq 5*1 whn dt ytb Imspr and this which returns to the 
narrator
1 3 6 ,2 wilht dt and goddesses who/which
51.6.36-38 bhty bnt dt ksp 1 have built ray house of silver,
hkly dtm hrs my palace which is of gold
As can be seen, most of the above uses of dt_ are with plural or collect­
ive nouns. There are phrases using _d that are very similar to those 
attested with dt, occasionally even identical. This fact, combined 
with the relative scarcity of dts suggests that written dt was being 
replaced by d_, and that the language was losing at least the orthographic 
distinction of singular/plural that d/dt ia presumed to have provided.
1. But compare 2099*1ibnlm d bu 'men who came'.
2, Also 2099.2: tgc dt tqfhnl.
3- But 2106.1: spr np^ dcrb 'a list of people who entered'.
4. Also 51-6.42; °nt x.4.31.
Index of Nouns Discussed :tn Chapter 2
a bn 5p drib 5? ks 26 m to diii k2 ,
;rii(h)t 6k limit kb its’ 32 nbt 55 o5v. ~7 t^\
any 31 hnk(t) ko ksl 57 nhr 21 . VJ ‘ j.S 61
epn 22 nbl 50 kpt 55 npr 30 L< t hz
arh 29 hbs 36 krk 3k np£ 3 k ; ’ 1 i -t\
ary k5 hdr 20 krni 20 nqpt 30 - . !'U 1/' *5' /
ars 34 htfo 52 krsn 3? ntb •y) y ?.?
ib U U. hlli 52 ktru t )32 spl 2? y.- 'O
11(h)t 6k hpr 52 kt p 56 S S V/ jVi k., 61
irby 50 hsn 30 Ibnt 30 C,;>1ij-*"
-» n V A
isit 29 hrb lb I 20 °dbt u2 y.. n k *'5 * r
itl 35 hbrt 36 Iht 23 C.,- •“'t r"i vi.v - 1
udn 55 hzr kb 11 1 21 croc 30 % ""r-
U!2 33 hndlt 36 isn 58 ctkm 52
V■3 il 11 52
ul kk hpn 22 mi/at 60 pi/at 60 oilt 31
urn 6k hpt ky mdbh ko phmni 53
\f c
£> T 5k
usbG 58 hrratt 29 mhr k8 phd 51
y vsps 35
urbt 29 hrt 36 m&nm 26 phr k8 &pt 57
bnS k5 htr 3k mtr 2k pnm 58 tant 62
bsql 36 ygk 36 mym 26 c P n 56 ■tintt k2
brm 52 yd 55 mknt ki pr 38 tdrq ka
b(h)t 69 ymn 59 msdt kl ptt 5k thm 32
eg 22 yn 52 mdd^t kl sbr k9 t°dt k3
gdlt 29 yrh 20 mrh 33 smdm 21 t°rt 39
grn 25 kbkb 25 m&kb ko fpr 38 trbs k3
dd 19 kd 3? m&knt kl q-fcr 35 62
dqt 29 kdrt 37 mslt 37 qlc 21 tkrn 57
drkt ko kmyr k8 mtn ko qmh 52 tlhn 23
dmr k6 knp 55 rntb ko qr(h)t 65 tnn ky
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